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I. OBJECTIVES
The long range objective of this project, as described in the
Statement of Work (Article I, JPL Contract No. 952492) was to
conduct a study of theory and techniques applicable to the design,
analysis and fault diagnosis of reliable spacecraft data systems.
In accomplishing this effort, the investigation was concerned
with the following problems:
(A) Design and analysis of redundant combinational and
sequential networks. This includes the development
of mathematical models for the study of temporary and
permanent faults in switching networks, the results
having application to the design of ultrareliable sub-
systems of the type prevalent in existing science data
:i
Y
systems such as counters, sequence generators for
timing and encoding, analog-to-digital converters and
scratchpad memories. Explore in detail errors which
result from permanent malfunctions of memory in
sequential switching systems.
(B) Fault diagnosis of redundant systems at both the component
and subsysktem level. This includes investigating the
problem of specifying test and checkout procedures for
systems in which the reliability has been enhanced using
redundancy techniques which mask internal faults. Specific
areas to be investigated include
1
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(i) Development of efficient diagnostic algorithms for
sequential switching networks which contain redundancy.
(ii) Development of theory and techniques for determining
test-point allocation in order to reduce the time
(relative to input/output testing) needed to isolate and
locate faults.
(iii) Investigate questions relating to how a data system should
be organized to best facilitate both pre-flight and in-
flight fault diagnosis.
Ro 70-456
11. PERSONNEL
m The principal investigator on the project was Professor John
F. Meyer, Department of Electrical Engineering and Department of
Computer and Commu nication Sciences, the University of Michigan.
Two Research Assistants; Mr. F. Gail Gray and Mr. Koumin (Ken)
1	 Yeh worked on the project throughout its duration and contributed
Ar	 significantly to the results obtained. A third assistant, Mr. John R.
Kinkel, worked on the project during the first five quarters.
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III. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
During the first quarter, a working bibliography was prepared
emphasizing the following three areas:
1) Redundancy Techniques
2) Fault Diagnosis
3) Reliability Analysis
Reference to QPR 1 should be made for specific details of this biblio-
graphy as well as for a survey of selected works in each area.
At the end of the first quarter, investigations into area 3 were
discontinued by mutual agreement between the investigators and the
,let Propulsion Laboratory. During the next five quarters, research
was continued with regard to areas 1) and 2) and has been concerned
primarily with the following three problems:
1) Permanent memory faults in sequential machines and
networks
2) Faults in combinational networks, and
3) Fault diagnosis in machines and networks.
,s
The results of each of these investigations is summarized in
	 c
the paragraphs that follow, and related open problems are discussed
in detail. A technical report on each of these studies is contained 	 c
in the body of this report (Section IV) ,	 x
Y!.
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Permanent Memory Faults
The purpose of this investigation has been to study permanent
memory faults in sequential switching systems and, in particular,
the relationship between such faults and the resulting system behavior.
One of the primary applications of this knowledge is the design of
fault-tolerant switching systems.
	
In addition to obtaining synthesis
algorithms, a fundamental question which motivated the study was
whether certain types of finite-state behavior are inherently less
susceptible to memory faults than others.
	
This latter question was
to be fully investigated during the second half (last year and one half)
of the original contract period and therefore remains to be answered.
Prior to this investigation, the study of errors in sequential
s
machines had been primarily concerned with temporary input errors
[10] , (19] , [ 29] and temporary state-transition errors f 6] 	 [12] .
Our study, on the other hand, is concerned with permanent faults that
permanently alter the system structure.
	
In particular, we have
F
r W chosen to restrict our attention to permanent faults that occur in the
' memory portion of the machine.
	
This restriction is motivated by
the fact that it is memory which distinguishes nontrivial sequential
j,
5
machines from purely combinational systems. The latter have been
investigated rather thoroughly with regard to error susceptibility but
few of the results apply when memory (with feedback) is introduced.
The restriction also has the advantage that the function of memory
is the same from machine to machine, that is, t0 store the information
6
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presented at the memory input. This permits the definition of a machine-
theoretic model wherein the result of a permanent memory fault is for-
mulated in terms of a sequential machine M that represents the fault-
free sequential switching system and a function g on the states of
M that represents the fault. The result of the fault is then repre-
sented by a second machine M µ
 appropriately determined by M and µ .
Summarizing the research effort that has been concerned with
this general model, it was shown, first of all, that a succession of
such memory faults can be regarded as a single fault which is simply
the (functional) composition of all th,^ ^uults in the succession. The
fundamental problem of relating faulty structure to desired behavior
was then formulated in terms of three different types of fault masking.
i) Equivalence masking (e-masking)
ii) Inclusion masking (i-masking)
iii) Reset masking relative to some state subset R (Rmasking)
Briefly, a fault µ is e-masked if M /'is behaviorally equivalent to M,
µ is i-masked if we require only that Mµ
 do everything that M was
able to do, and g is R-masked if each state r in R is equivalent to
the faulty state µ(r) in the faulty machine Mµ. These notions were
first compared and then investigated relative to necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for a fault to be e-masked, 'i-masked, or R-masked.
In particular, meaningful sufficient conditions for R-masking have
been obtained for (memory) faults in general and, when restricted
7
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17	 to special classes of faults, find application to the design of fault
tolerant sequential networks.
Before considering design questions, however, two special
r
classes of faults, namely
r
i) Stable faults, and
ii) Stuck -at faults
were investigated relative to the operation of compostion (or when
interpreted, "combination") and to a natural ordering of such faults
which has the interpretation of one fault "dominating" another.	 A
number of interesting results were obtained in this regard and, in
turn	 applied to simplifying masking conditions for these special^	 g	 ^
classes.	 In particular, it has been established that a stable fault µ
is Q-masked ( R-masked with R-Q ., the set of all states of the machine)
if	 only iftwo
	 to the	 faultand	 , 	 states	 o	 same	 state under^	 g	 Y	 (	 !^)
a these states have the same behavior in the fault -free machine. 	 As a
consequence of this characterization, whenever two stable, Qmasked
faults commute, then their combination must also be Q-masked.
	 This
j,
poses a severe design constraint on Q-masking as verified by later
,I
results. z{
Stuck-at faults are defined for state -assigned machines and are
a proper subclass of stable faults.
	
The set of all stuck- at faults of a
given machine is closed under composition (i. e. , is a semigroup) and 3
r
a number of results have been obtained that relate the semigroup
iF structure to the structure induced by the natural ordering mentioned
R o 70-456
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earlier. In particular, it has been shown that the statements " y can
follow µ", "meet of µ and y exists", and "y commutes with A ll are all
equivalent in case )i and y are stuck-at faults.
With the above properties established, an investigation of fault-
tolerant machine design was initiated where the design problem can
be generally stated as follows: given some sequential-machine-
realizable behavior B specified, say, by a reduced machine Mt,
a, design a state-assigned machine M that realizes M' and relative to
y some specified set of faults F, µ is R-masked (e-masked, i-masked) ,
for all µ in F.	 This problem was considered first for R-maskingf
with R= Q and in this case a surprising negative result has been
`i established, namely, if a machine M is an n-dimensional realization
f4 of a machine M' with at least two nonequivalent states, then it is
	
s{	 4j
impossible to Q-mask all single stuck-at zero faults (or alternatively,
} all single stuck-at one faults) .
By relaxing the R-masking constraint so that R is a proper sub-
set of Q, synthesis becomes possible even when R is "complete" in the
i sense that, for each state in Q, there is an equivalent state in R.
The synthesis algorithm produces, for a given machine M and given
fault tolerance t, a realization that R- masks (with R complete) all
IWO
ti stuck-at faults of degree less than or equal to t. 	 By establishing
bounds on machine dimensions that are necessary and sufficient for
such realizations it has been shown that less redundant memory is 	 . x
f
S
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required than for conventional "relilicate-and-vote" realizations. More-
over, as the number of states of the realized machine increases, the
redundancy required for a given fault tolerance t approaches a theoretical
lower bound. This is in contrast with replication schemes where
redundancy (e, g. , 3 in the case of triplication) does not vary with
machine size. It should be borne in mind, however, that the above
comparison is made with 'regard to memory faults only and does not
imply that similar results could be obtained for arbitrary faults.
The synthesis of fault tolerant machines was also considered
for the special case where only the behavior of some initial or "reset"
state needs to be preserved. Although this investigation was well
underway when the project was terminFited, it is far from completed.
Much of the effort to date has been concerned with "local" properties
of the stares of an assigned machine and, in particular, constraints
that roust be placed or the (Hamming) distance between certain state
pairs if a set of faults is to be {qo}-masked. Based on these proper -
ties some heuristic synthesis methods have been experimented with.
However, good synthesis algorithms that result in lower redundancy
requirements (as compared to complete R-masking) have yet to be
it	 discovered.
As for other problems we had hoped to explore but were unable
to, it is presently an open question, for example, as to the "combina-
tional network complexity" of sequential networks that correspond toq	 p
^h
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machines designed for minimum memory redundancy. This same
work must be done on the "state assignment problem" for this class^ p
of fault-tolerant machines. There is also the possibility that certain
types of behavior will lend themselves more easily to economical
network realizations and it would be useful to identify such classes
of behavior.	 This is related, in turn,
	
to the more general problem
of identifying behavior classes for which a minimum amount of redun-
dant memory
	
qis re uired fora given fault tolerance	 minimum in the
sense that no other behavior requiring the same number of nonequivalent
states can be realized with fewer memory elements.
f
Faults in* Coiiibinational-lyetwoAs
this investigation is to formulizeThe purpose of	 the concepts
. A
of fault-masking, detection, location, and diagnosis as applied to
combinational networks in a way that will allow efficent analysis and
! of	 toleranteconomical synthesis	 redundant fault-switching networks.Y	 g.
It is expected that fundamental relationships between these concepts
and basic li-mitnations on their .
 applicability will emerge from this
^^^ study.Y.
,,	 t
The model used employs a structured digraph with k nodes to
represent the k functional blocks of a system and Q lines to repre-
flow	 information	 the	 A fault is taken tosent the	 of	 through	 system.
m be k-tuple of functions depicting the individual activity of each of the
i
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functional blocks. Associated with each fault f is a mapping ,U(f)
that describes the system behavior when fault f exists in the system.
u
	
	A fault f is classified according to the implications that arise
as a result of observing the system behavior a(f). The fault f is
masked if a(f) is the fault-free behavior of the system and detectable
otherwise. It is locatable if the set of faulty nodes can be deduced
when the system behavior a(f) is observed, and is A-locatable
(locatable to within module A) if when the system behavior «(f) is
observed we know that the set of faulty nodes is a subset of A.
Various other classifications are also possible.
Primary effort has been directed toward networks in which
only single faults are allowed. The basic approach has been to in-
vestigate the properties of a two-node series system (in which the
t 
d outputs of node 1 are the inputs of node 2) and to use these results toi
IL
determine the properties of three-node series parallel networks
 which are shown to be univerally applicable in the analysis of a system
with any number of nodes. The three-node network consists of an
input node (node 1) and an output node (node 3) through which all in-
formation flows together with an intermediate node (node 2). In
r =,
general, some information flows through node 2 and some flows.
around it. Completely general networks can always be reduced to
this form for study.
C
I
I
i I
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Within the framework of this model, the concepts of a single
masked fault and a single detectable fault are easily characterized.
Using these characterizations, one can enumerate the number of
single masked faults and the number of single detectable faults in
an arbitrary combinational network without computing any faulty
behaviors. In the two-node system, the number of single masked
faults at node 1 is determined by examining the equivalence relations
induced on the input space and intermediate space by the fault-free
behavior a(b) and the fault-free node 2 mapping, b 2 , respectively.
The number of single masked faults at node 2 can be determined by
examining the range of the fault-free node 1 mapping b1 . In the
universal three-node system, the number of single faults at node 2
that are masked is obtained essentially by combining these two re-
sults for the two-node system. These theorems have led to an ef-
ficient algorithm for generating a list of all single masked faults in
any combinational network. Each of these enumerations is done by
examining only the fault-free system structure. At no time is re-
course to any faulty structure or behavior necessary.
Important necessary and sufficient conditions for masking and
for detecting all single faults at a node have also been discovered.
.t,-,t the two-node system, all single faults at node 1 are masked if and
only if b2 is _a constant function; whereas all single faults at node 2
are masked if and only if the output space is degenerate (has only a
Ro 70-456
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single element). It has also been found that in the two-node system
all single faults at node"1 are detectable if and only if the inverse
image under mapping b 2
 of each element in the range of a(f) has
cardi,nality 1. Hence, if b2
 is a 1-1 function, then all single faults
at node 1 are detectable. On the other hand., if all faults at node 1
:w
are detectable, then b2
 restricted to the range of b 1 must be a 1-1
function.	 These results indicate that, in the limit, the output stages
IL of a system are more restrictive to fault masking and more amenable
to fault -detection than the input stages.
Mince 100 percent masking can only be achieved in networks
realizing constant functions, it is natural to ask how close to 100
percent one can get with other types of functions.
	 The answer to this
question is highly dependent upon the function, i. e. it is possible to
t get very nearly 100
	
fault	 with some functions butpercent	 masking
no better than 1 or 2 percent with others when optimizing over the
set of all two-node systems realizing the desired function.
	 This
very important result partially answers the more fundamental
question of whether some functions are more adaptable to fault
masking than others. 	 Concerning realizability by a two node sys-
tem with the largest possible fault masking ratio, each function
falls into one of three distinct_ classes. The class of functions in
which the largest fault masking ratios are possible is called Class I
and includes, among others, all constant functions and all non-onto
14
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1-1 functions. A function g is in Class I if and o tly if it possesses
q
the property that pp/sq < 7r di .. where p is the cardinality of
i-1
the domain of g, q is the cardinality of the range of g, s is the car-
dinality of the eodomain of g, and d i is the cardinality of the ith
equivalence class of the equivalence relation induced by g on its domain.
Each Class I function has a unique abstract two node system with the
maximum fault masking ratio possible for the function (often however
many related hardware networks are represented by the same ab-
stract system). Also, the level of redundancy required to achieve
this maximum fault masking is relatively low compared to Class II
functions.
The requirement for membership in Class -II is that a function g
. p L	 q	 dihave the property that p / s > 7T di	Class II functions only
possess a maximum fault masking ratio in the limit as the amount of
redundancy is increased without bound. Thus a high level of redun-
dancy is required in order to approach the maximum possible fault,
masking ratio. In addition, the maximum fault masking ratios for
Class II functions,are generally less than those for Class I functions
with comparable parameters.
p q q d i.Class III functions have the property that p /s 	 n di	 ,
These functions canbe realized with a wide variety of abstract net-
works at' .all levels of redundancy, all of which possess the maximum
possible fault masking ratio. for the function. However, the fault
Ro 70" t56
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masking ratio obtainable is in the same order as that obtainable for
Class it functions and is generally less than that obtainable for
Class I functions.
The two-node theory was generalized for the universal three-
,
node system by decomposing the 'lode 3 mapping, b 3 , and applying
the two-node system results to each function in the decomposition.
g,
For example, all single faults at node 2 in the three-node system
are masked if and only if each component of the output stage de-
domposition is a constant function. All single faults at node 2
are detectable if and only if a projection of the node 1 mapping, b1,
is onto the input space of node 2 and for every component, x, of the
node 3 decomposition, and for every element y in the range of a(b)
b2 
x
 (y) has cardinality 1. If the output stage itself is being ana-
lyzed, the system reduces to the two-node case. Since complete
fault masking is then impossible (except in degenerate cases) it is
importilmt to know how closely complete fault masking can be ap-
proached in general systems. This is currently an open question.
Several interesting and surpising results were also obtained in
the area of fault location. Characterizations of locatable faults were
obtained for both the two-node and three-node universal systems.
These led to the discovery that all single faults at node 1 (node 2) in
the two -node system were locatable if afid only if the system "were
e degenerate in some sense. Even in the general system form, it was
4
i{
3
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impossible to locate all single faults at a node. These results in-
dicate that location is too strict a requirement to impose in most
situations. Therefore, the more general notion of ; ^B, A] - locata-
bility was introduced. A fault f is [B,A] - locatable if, for every
fault f, a(f') - a(f) implies that B C - Kf , C A where K , is the set
of "faulty" nodes associated with fault f'. It was shown that when a
fault f is both [ B, A] - locatable and [ B', A' ] - locatable, then it is
also [B IJB', A nA'] -locatable. Further, if a fault is [.B,A] -
locatable and [ B, A] c [ B' , A' ] then the fault is also [ B' , A' ] -
locatable. This result indicates that the minimum interval for which
a fault is [B, A] -locatable (i.e. the fault is not [ B', A' ] -locatable
for any proper subinterval of [B,A]) compactly describes the
"locatability", L(f), of the fault. Further investigation revealed
that L(f) is an invariant of the equivalence relation induced on the
fault set by the mapping a. In other words, the mapping a induces
an equivalence relation on the set of faults in such a way that all
the members of the same equivalence class have the same locata-
bility, although the locatability of faults in different equivalence
classes may be different. This result has important
implications because the set of masked faults compose one entire
equivalence class. :Pence all masked faults have the same locability.
Since the 0-fault is masked, the lower 'ledge" of the interval must
always be the empty set, and the locatability of masked faults is
I17	 RO 70- 456
described completely by specifying only the upper boundary. For
this reason the locatability of the masked faults was described by
a single set (i.e. , L(b) =A). Finally, it was proved that all masked
faults in the general system form are {2} -locatable if and only if
(1) b2 b1 is onto W x U and (2) Ib 3b2 -1 (y) I = 1 for every y in the
range of b. In this general notation, a fault is locatable if and only
if it is [Kf , I ] -locatable.
The work described in this section leaves several questions
unanswered. Although the problem of enu.>neration of masked faults
°i
_j
and detectable faults based only upon the fault-free behavior and
upon properties of the fault-free system structure has been solved,
the enumeration problem-.for locatable faults remains open although
the solution should not be too difficult.
Another open problem is to find the set of binary systems
realizing function, g that possess the greatest possible fault masking
ratio. This problem has been completely solved only for the special
case of two-node systems. A more fundamental but related question
is whether some combinational functions are more adaptable for
masking faults than others. The two-node results suggest that the.
answer to this question is in the affirmative. Preliminary inves-
tigation leads to the conjecture of results similar to those described
above when maximizing over larger sets of realizations.
^v
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A completely open problem is concerned with the detection ofp	   p
masked faults. Although this at first seems to be a contradiction in
terms, serious reflection suggests that some means of detecting
v	 masked faults is essential if optimum performance is to be expected
from redundant designs.
	 Redundancy is built into systems in order
a
to insure that the first few component failures will not effect system
operation.	 wever, if this type of operation is to 	 e achieved  in
	 I3o	 	 y 	 	 b
practice, we must be certain that all components are functioning
properly at the time that the system is put into operation (c, g. , a
rocket is launched). 	 If a high level of redundancy masks .large num-
bers of faults, then we cannot be certain that all components are
operating properly just because the system is performing as expected.
i Several techniques have been suggested in the literature, such as
w
^l
providing special test outputs [9], [15] whose only function is to
detect faults that are masked at the normal system outputs.	 This
^l
method of detecting	 masked faults can be incorporated into the
Mt present structure by generalizing the motion of a masked fault as
. 	
follows: A fault f is p masked for a partition p of the output space
if for every x in the input space &#)(x) is p equivalent to a(b)(x).
A fault is then masked when p is the relation of equality on the o t,-
put space
Another technique involves the use of special test inputs [ 15]
which are forced to assume a fixed value (either 0 or 1) during normal
d_
t.
,4
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i
operation of the system but may be varied as desired to test certain
redundant parts of the system. This method of detecting "masked"
faults is incorporated into our model by using the concept of
restriction. A fault is A-masked where A is a subset of the input
space if for every x in the set Aa(f) (x) = a(b)(x). These two methods
may be easily combined to produce Ap -masked faults. With these
generalizations of the masking concept, a whole area of questions
remain to be answered, in particular. "on jectures similar to every
masking or detection theorem in the main body of this report can be
made for Ap-masked faults.
Other open questions relate to specialization of the general
results to l-Im-ited classes of faults (e, g. , stuck-at faults). 'fit is
expected that certain problems (such as detecting all faults) will
have less complex solutions when only limited classes of faults are
present, however there are no current results to support or deny
this conjecture. Also, the immense problem of designing least cost
redundant systems is presently unsolved. It does not appear to be
any easier than the general minimization problem so frequently
attacked with various degrees of partial success, but never solved in
a completely general way.
Diagnosis in Sequential Machine's and Networks
Histarically, much of the research effort concerned with the
diagnosis of digital switching systems has been devoted to techniques
i1
1
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for specifying test sequences for existing systems. On the other hand,
the system complexity and component manufacturing technology of mo-
dern computers are changing at such a rapid rate that diagnosis tech
nigaes developed today may become inadequate tomorrow. In view
of this fact, it has been gradually recognized that good testing and diag-
nosis capabilities should be incorporated in the original design of the
system. This is the point of view adopted in the following inves-
tigation of diagnosis in sequential machines and networks. In par-
ticular, the notions of "test output augmentation" and "control in-
put augmentation" are studied from a machine-theoretic point of
view in order to determine what additional machine complexity is
required if the corresponding switching system is to have the de-
sired diagnostic capabilities. Properties of networks themselves are
also studied in this regard beginning with a concept of "node sen-
sitizing" in a combinational network. Further studies in these areas
are expected to bring about better diagnostic techniques and a set
of diagnosable design criteria. The following summarizes the
specific problems considered and solutions obtained during this
period of investigation.
Sequential machines were classified in this study according to
machine-theoretic properties pertinent to the design of fault detecting
experiments. Since the existence of a distinguishing sequence arLd its
length determine the design complexity and length of test sequence
Ro 70-456
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respectively [13], they were chosen as the basis of classification.
A machine is diagnosable if it has a distinguishing sequence and is
definitely diagnosable if, for some k, every input sequence of length
k is a distinguishing; Sequence [16] .
	
Homable machines and defi-
nitely homable machines were similarly defined. 	 It was found that
definitely diagnosable machines can be characterized as convergence-
free, definitely homable machines. A general upper-bound for the
length of a distinguishing sequence in an n-state diagnosable machine
is n"(n-1) [ 7] , but this upper-bound for a definitely diagnosable
machine or a diagnosable definitely homable machine is (n2)'
	 Thus
machine classes with short distinguishing sequences can be iden-
tified easily from the hierarchy obtained. 	 Further classification,
taking into account synchronizing sequences and other properties,
is also possible.
Definite diagnosability was shown to be an unnecessarily
restrictive condition for the existence of short fault detecting
experiments.	 Usually all that is required is a short distinguishing 4
sequence and it was shown that if a single-input submachine of an
n-state machine is reduced then it has a distinguishing sequence of
F
length no greater than n-1. 	 Thus the problem of designing a diag-
nosable machine is reduced to that of designing a reduced single-
input submachine,
h
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The next problem considered was the use of test output aug-
mentation to obtain a particular type of distinguishing sequence.
This problem can be stated briefly as follows: Given a machine
M = (I , ®, Q, 6 ,4, construct a machine M - (I, 0x0', 1 ^  16 T , a)
such that M' "contains" M and M t is diagnosable with a repeated
symbol distinguishing sequence. A method of constructing such a
machine by augmenting the output set was developed. Machines so
constructed were seen to have a smaller upper bound on the length
of fault detecting experiment when compared with those obtained
by other methods [16].
Similarly, using control input augmentation, - the design
problem can be stated as: Given a machine M, construct
M'= (IX I', O, Q, 6' , w') so that M ' "contains" M and M' is diag-
nosable. A machine is said to be 6ptimally diagnosable if it has a
distinguishing sequence of the shortest possible length. It was shown
that for any given integers n and p, there is an optimally diagnosable
single - input machine with n states and p outputs. Thus using input
augmentation any n-state, p-output machine can be made optimally
diagnosable by appending a single - input machine with this property.
A reset input can also be added so that the over-all length of the
fault detecting sequence is reduced.
The problems considered above were generalized to-that of
"machine realization". In general, the problem is to design a
;r
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diagnosable machine which realizes a given machine. An impor-
tant result of this generalization is the consideration of a different
set of optimization criteria which is independent of pWsical reali-
zations. This also resulted in the consideration of state splittingp	 g
technique which reduces the size of the realizing output set,
Theorems were developed which give the size of the realizing
output set and the number of additional states required to break up
a given set of state convergences. 	 The problem of eliminating
cycles in the testing graph of a single input machine was then
considered.	 Finally, the general problem of designing a diag-
nosable machine with a bounded length distinguishing sequence was
investigated.
Since single-input submachines share many common properties
. V
with the whole machine, it is natural to study independently the class
of single-input machines which are also known as sequence generators.
Ell The length of the minimal distinguishing sequence in a reduced se-
Hy'
quence generator M can be determined by the least integer i such
that IL	 IIi where IIi is the i-equivalence partition on the state+1 }
set of M.
	 Thus optimally diagnosable sequence generators can be
characterized in terms of such partitions.
	
The class of reduced
linear machines was found to have some common diagnostic pro-
perties with the class of reduced sequence generators. 	 First, if	 -
a linear machine has a distinguishing sequence of length i, then
L
z.....r,...	 .. _...:u:....	 a....	 ....:.-u.wx«s.wa..	 ...uiiaeu.wa::'a4ta:ep.m.x'	 ..... ..e.,c....,.ee.".«. ;.._«....,
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'	 ever input sequence of length i is a distinguishing sequence. Thus,Y p	 	 g	 g	  	  ,
the length of a minimal distinguishing sequence can be determined
by the least integer i such that II i
 = IIi+1 Equivalently .,the length
of a minimal distinguishing sequence can be determined from the
least i such that the rank of an associated matrix is equal to the
dimension of the state space. Thus a reduce 2 n-state linear machine
is definitely diagnosable of order no greater than n.
Some properties of linear machines relating to machine diag-
nosis have also been investigated. First, it has been shown that the
i-equivalence relation on a linear machine partitions its state set
into cosets when the state space is considered as an additive Abelian
__ 1
group.	 Based on this observation, it is sh^Jwl then that if 7T is the
i-equivalence partition of the state set of a linear machine M over
k.
a Galois field of pm
 elements, then Iii+1 I = p 1 Iii I with 0< ki< -m
where -e is the dimension of the ouput space. If n is the dimension
the state space and f divides n, then M is optimally diagnosable if
and only if 17r. 1 = `qR 17T  I for all 0< i < n, where q = p11'. The
optimal diagnosable characterization is then generalized to some
non-linear sequential machines.
The problem of diagnosis was also studied from the network
of
.t
structure viewpoint. The motivation of this effort is to identify
the classes of networks that can be easily tested and diagnosed. A
network graph model appropriate for the analysis of stuck-at faults
R6 '70 -456
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in combinational networks was first introduced. Based on this
graphical model, a notion of node sensitizing was then introduced
and in terms of this, the concept of path sensitizing [1]  can be
defined. With these definitions ,precise statements of some known
results are possible. It was also shown that if a node can be both
I-sensitized and p-sensitized and the sensitized multipath is simply
connected, then there is a sensitized path passing through this
node. Moreover, it was established that if no constant node exists
in a combinational network graph, then every stuck-at fault is T
detectable for some subset of nodes T in the network.
The concept of path sensitizing was then extended to subgraphs
where every path is a sensitized path. The notion of "node detection"
under some network input x has been found to be a partial ordering
of the node set of the sensitized subgraph. This ordering has been
applied to obtain properties for the notion of fault detection by a
node. Using these results and the concept of multiple fault detec-
tion, it was then shown that the set of stuck-at faults in a sensitized
path detected by a node under some network input is also multiply
detected by the same node under the same input. If the network graph
is a tree, then in a rooted sensitized subgraph, any combination of r
"singly" detected stuck-at faults is also multiply detected by the
"root" node under the sensitizing input.
'R
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The problems considered above and solutions obtained were
directed toward the originally stated objectives of i) developing
theory and techniques for determining test-point allocation in
order to reduce the time required for diagnosis and ii) investigating
-71 questions relating to system organizations that facilitate fault diagnosis.
Based on these results, it is felt that the more general problem of
fault diagnosis in redundant systems can be readily investigated.
The presence of fault masking in a network gives rise to a
,. contradictory requirement when fault detection is considered,
since by definition a fault is detectable if and only if it is not masked;
The problems of specifying where to put test points, how to compro-
mise between the testing length and number of test points, and how
addition of some control inputs might improve diagnosis resolution
y
remain essentially unsolved.	 It is believed that the diagnosable
machine realization concept introduced in our study can be utii zed
to answer some of these questions.
Another problem deserving of further investigation is the
development of "efficient" algorithms which select a minimum or
a near-minimum set of test points so that a given set of faults in a
network are detected.	 Network controllability should also be inves-
tigated so that some diagnosable network structures can be identified.
These desirable properties include homability of sequential networks
i 
7.
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under failures and complete path sensitizing in combinational
networks. A set of design criteria should be sought which would
achieve these desired diagnostic properties with minimum or
near minimum redundancy.
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IV. TECHNICAL REPORT
` The following is a technical report on the research activities
an	 survey o fdi	 project.	 A working bibliographyrelated t	 th s 	 ^	 (	 	 y
recent work in the general reliability area appears in QPR 1.)
Investigations were concerned with the three problem areas sum-
.
marized in Section III: 1) permanent memory faults in sequential
machines and networks, 	 2) faults in combinational networks, and
- 3) fault diagnosis.
This section includes proofs of all theorems as well as a
cohesive discussion of concepts, results, motivation, and interpre-
tation.	 Examples are also included that illustrate key points. 	 With
iA, the exception of the material in QPR 1, this report is self contained.
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1. PERMANENT MEMORY FAULTS
The purpose of this investigation is to study permanent memory
faults in sequential switching systems and in particular the relation-
ship between such faults and the resulting system behavior. It has
been shown [17] that the result of a permanent fault in memory can
be formulated in terms of a sequential machine M that represents
the fault-free sequential switching system and a function g on the
states of M that represents the fault. The result of the fault is then
represented by a second machine M.  appropriately determined from
M and µ. Given this representation, it is possible to investigate
how the behavior of M A relates to the behavior of M. Of particular
interest is when a fault is tolerated (masked) in the sense that the
resulting behavior relates in some specified way to the original
behavior. Various types of fault masking are investigated from
this point of view including a notion of R-masking, where R is a
subset of the state set Q. A special class of stable faults is also
considered, the latter being of interest since it contains all faults
that represent combinations of stuck-at faults in the individual mem-
ory cells of a physical system.
One of the primary goals of the above investigation is its appli-
cation to the synthesis of fault tolerant sequential switching networks.
Several important results have been obtained in this regard and it
•,
appears that further investigation of the subject is wari ented. Another
fundamental question is whether certain types of sequential behavior
RO '70-45 6
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are inherently less susceptible to memory faults if the measure of
susceptibility is the minimum amount of redundant memory required
to mask a specified class of faults. This question has yet to be investi-
gated and remains an important open question.
We begin with a review of several basic concepts of sequential
machine theory in order to precisely establish the terminology and
notation used throughout the discussion.
Definition 1.1
A Mealy sequential machine is a system M = (I, Q, O, S , w)
where
i) I is a finite set of input symbols,
ii) Q is a finite set of states,
iii) O is a finite set of output symbols,
iv) S is a function from Q x I into Q, the transition function
of M,
v) w is a function from Q x I into O, the output function
of M.
A Moore sequential machine is as above except that
v') w is a function from Q into O.
a^
To describe the behavior of a sequential machine M, let A be
any finite set, A* the set of all sequences (words, strings) over A
{Y
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denote the length of x (the number of symbols in the sequence x).
Then for each nonnegative integer k, we define the set
Ak = {x l x E A* and lg(x) = k}
J
Eli'
I
',
i
which is simply the set of all sequences over A of length k. Note
that, in terms of the sets Ak,
00
A* = U Ak.
k= 0
If we let At denote all sequences except the null sequence then
At = U Ak .
k=1
Using this notation we extend the transition and output functions
of a sequential machine as follows:
Definition 1.2
If M = (I, Q, O, b w) is a sequential machine its extended
transition function b and extended output function w are de-
fined as follows
Transition .fcn.	 Output fcn.	 Output fcn.
(Mealy)	 (Moore)
i.	 6': Q  I* --Q	 w : QX It -O W- Qx I* -•O
S
t
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Transition	 Output fen.	 Output fen.
fen.	 (Mealy)	 (Moore)
f i	 0x E I -	 Al	 b	 x-	 undefined	 x-	 -	 -
ii)	 x E I1 = I,	 b (q, x) = b(q, x)	 W(q, x) = w(q, x)	 a(q, x) =u(6 (q, x) )
ttt	 iii)	 x E Ik, a E I, 6(q, xa) =	 (6 (q, x), a)	 w(q, xa)=w(^(q, x), a) w(q, xa)=w(S(q, xa))
(k> 1)
4_
	
_
t	 t	 t	 f	 f	 11	 tk	 ''	 d f'(No a ha given va ules o b, w or a x E , (111) a Ines iva ues
Of b, w for all y E ]K+1.)
In terms of these extended functions, the behavior of M relative to 	 s
some fixed state q E Q is defined as follows.
Definition 1.3
If M = (I, Q, O, 6 , w) is a sequential machine and q E Q, the
behavior of M for initial state q is a functiona q defined as
follows
Mealy	 Moore
(3I	 O	 /3	 : I* -- Oq	 q
where
1,^;	 qi) x E IO _ { A},	 undef ined	 a (x) = w (q)
Ilx E
	 = h	 (3q(x)=w (q, x)	 aq(x) = W(q)W(!6 (q, x)) 15
ii
Lj	
iii) x E I k, a E
	 0 
q 
(xa) =o 
q 
(x) W-
q	 q
(q, xa)	 0 (xa)=g (x)^o(q, xa)
 y
(k > 1)
Note that if M is a Mealy machine then
190q W) = lg(x)
}
fE",
111
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i. e., an input sequence of length k produces an output sequence of
length k. On the other hand, if M is a Moore machine then
lg(Pq(x)) = lg(x) + 1
since an output symbol is associated with the initial state q.
Definition 1. 4
The behavior of a sequential machine M with states Q is the
i .Jr
set
BM = { pq I q E Q}
In other words, the behavior of M is the collection of input-output
transformations such that each transformation in the collection can
be realized with an appropriate choice of initial state. Note that
distinct states of M need not give rise to distinct behaviors, i. e. ,
it may be the case that q ^ r and yet 0q = Or. This observation leads
to the following fundamental concept of machine theory.
Definition 1. 5
If M = (I, QM , O, S M, u, M) and N= (I, QN' O^ b , wN) are
sequential machines (of the same type), q E QM, and
r E QN then q is equivalent to r (q = r) if ^q fir.
In words, state q of machine M is equivalent to state r of N if M
when started in q has the same input-output behavior as N when
started in r. It should be obvious that in the special case where
}
M = N, = is an equivalence relation on Q M. One also notes that
state equivalence can be characterized in terms of the extended
output functions as follows 0t
iEl
^l
^i
r
^
I
a^
t
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q _= r iff wM(q, x) = cwN(r, x)	 (1.1)
{
I
..,E
j
-I
for all x E I t (Mealy case) or for all x E I* (Moore case). (This
characterization is the one most often used as the definition of
state equivalence. )
Extending the notion of state equivalence to machines we
have:
Definition 1.6
If M and N are sequential machines (having the same input
alphabet I and output alphabet O) then M is equivalent to N
(M = N) if BM = BN.
In ether words, equivalent machines are identical when viewed ex-
ternally. If we let 'M (I, O) denote the set of all sequential machines
with input symbols I and output symbols O then = is clearly an
equivalence relation on
	 In comparing the behavior of
machines, it is convenient to introduce a second notion that is some-
what weaker than machine equivalence, namely
Definition 1 .7
If M, N E "72- (I,
 O) then M includes N (M > N) if B	 B
—	 M - N
Thus if M includes N each state of N is equivalent to some state of
M but there may be states of M not equivalent to any state of N.
Paraphrasing the notion, "M includes N if M can do anything that
N does. From the definitions it is obvious that M and N are equiva-
lent if and only if M includes N and Y includes M. Accordingly, the
___	 .`5Y'.Yi'Y1iSY	 +v—+ .'ww.iw+reeniw+tw i. ,... ..m._. ., 	 mwi'c
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notion of "includes" determines a partial ordering of the set of all
equivalence classes of machines in dM(I, O).
In terms of these basic notions of machine structure and be-
havior, suppose now that in some physical system represented by a
sequential machine M, there is a permanent fault which permanently
alters the structure of the system but results in a configuration which
is still machine-representable. In this case one can represent the
result of the fault as a second machine:
M, = M Q t l ms Wf )
where the states Q', transition function S ', and output function W'
of the faulty machine are related in some way to the original ma-
chine M. A more precise statement of this relationship depends, of
course, on more detailed knowledge of the fault. 	 ^^F
In what follows we restrict our attention to faults that occur
in the memory portion of the physical system. This restriction is
motivated by the fact that it is memory which distinguishes nontrivial
sequential switching systems from purely combinational systems.
The restriction also has the advantage that the function of memory
is the same from machine to machine, that is, to store the informa-
tion presented at the memory input.
In a sequential machine the transition function represents both
decision and memory processes in that we interprete b (q, a) to be the
"next" state given that the "present" state is q and the "present" input is
a. To distinguish the functions of memory and decision let S µ• X
C'ri7f'"+.`St.'dq:tliist5lCr"X.RfY
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(the functional composition of X and µ, first applying X) where A(q, a)
is the memory input and represents aurel combinationalp	 Yprocess,p
and µ is the memory function representing the storage of X(q, a). In
case the memory operates properly, µ is simply the identity function
m	 on the states Q. Hence,
6 = A.	 (1.2)
m
Suppose, now, that there is some permanent fault in memory that
causes certain of the memory inputs to be stored improperly. Then
the function µ representing faulty memory operation is no longer the
identity function and the transition function of the faulty machine is
given bg	 Y
S ' = µ• ^°	 (1.3)
Assuming that there are no faults in the combinational processing,
we have
E-2i
and hence
 
b' -
	
•^'	 •^µ	 µ	 µ b .
	
(1. 4)
i The above observations can be formalized as follows
1
y.. i
r.
{	 k:
i
t:
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Definition 1. 8
1
If M is a sequential machine, a (memory) fault of M is a
function on the states of M. If M = (I, Q, O, 6, w) is a sequential
machine and µ: Q Q is a fault of M, the result of is the
sequential machine
Mµ
 = ( I7 Q41016A 1
where
i) Qµ = g(Q) (the range of µ),
ii) S µ	 µ• a restricted to QA x I
Qµ
 x I (Mealy)
iii) wA = w restricted to
Qµ (Moore)
Note that, by definition, the identity function (on Q) is regarded as
a fault even though, under the intended interpreation, it represents
fault-free operation. Thus the identity function is referred to as an
improper fault, all other faults being proper. In defining the result,
Mµ of a fault µ, Qµ
 is taken to be the range of µ since, under the inter-
pretation, these are the only states accessible from the memory
	
input. The definition of the faulty transition function S µ follows
	 r
directly from (1.2)-(1.4). Since the fault occurs in memory, the
b
output function J is essentially the sameas w This, then, is the
basic model of permanent memory error upon which the following
ainvestigation is based.
h	 Before discussing the effects of faults on behavior, we note
	µ 	 p	 g pthat a fault can represent either some single physical fault in the
f
:F
11111ii
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corresponding switching system or the culmination of a series of many
v't
	 physical faults. For this reason we should make precise what is meant
by one fault "following" another. We note first of all that if M is a
sequential machine, µ is a fault of M and y is a fault of M A then
This follows by Definition 1.8 and says that the result of successive
faults µ of M and y of M/" can be regarded as the result of the single
fault -y• p, the composition of µ and y (w ith the codomain of y• µ ex-
tended to Q).
Given µ and y as above, one can also regard y as a fault of the
original machine M provided the following condition is satisfied. If
)u: Q Q and R c Q. let ill R denote the restriction of p to R. Then
Definition 1.9
If µ, y are faults of M then y can follow µ if y 1 QI' is a fault
of Mµ.
Although the definition reflects the interpretation of the notion "can
follow", a more convenient characterization is given by the follow -
Z
	 ing theorem. If we let LR(µ) denote the range of a function µ
(i. e.
	 (µ) = µ(Q) if µ Q ~ Q) then
Theorem 1.1
If µ, y are faults of M then y can follow µ if and only if
Iryi
1
1
^F
,
^q
II
I
5
t
IUI
c
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Proof
i w
s
By definition y can follow µ if and only if
(*) a (Y 10 c Q4.
Suppose (*) holds and q E 6\9— (ye µ). Then there is a state r E Q
such that q y(µ(r)) and so q E G (y 1Q). Hence q E Qµ = c; ((µ)
thereby proving that &(-y•µ) c 6^(4). Conversely, suppose that
'R (y• µ) c 6Z (µ) and let q E (y I Q). Then for some r, q = y(µ(r))
or, equivalently, q E Q (y• µ) which implies q E (^(µ) = Qµ, thereby
proving (*).
The above is easily generalized to allow for a succession
of more than two faults.
Definition 1.10
Tf µ11 µ.2, . ,
 An are faults of M (n > 2) then (µ1, 112' ... , µn)
is a succession  of faults of M if
['i+l can follow µi• µi., 1 ... µl
for i = 1 1
 2 9 ... , n-1.
Theorem 1.1 can then be generalized as follows.
Theorem 1.2
If µl , µ2 ,	 , µn are faults of M (n > 2) then (µl , µ2 , • • , µn)
is a succ ess ion of faults of M if and only if
1
(µi+1 µl .. µ1)(µi ' µi-1
	
µl )
for i. = 1, 2.... , n-1.
n AiOl
E
Ll
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Proof
By induction on n.
Basis : If n=2, Theorem 1.2 reduces to Theorem 1.1.
Induction step: Suppose the theorem holds for n= k and 'let n=k+1.
Then, by the induction hypothesis it suffices to show that µk+1 can
follow pke Mk-1 ... p1 if and only if
l-(Pk+l * µk • .. µl) c k(luk • P-1 ... µl ) .
Letting ,y = pk+1 and g = µk
 • µk-1 .	 µl, the latter holds by
Theorem 1. 1, thereby proving Theorem 1.2.
As a corollary of Theorem 1. 2, if equation ( 1. 5) is extended
to a succession of n faults, we have:
Corollary 1. 2.1
The result of a succession of faults (µ1' µ2 , ... , µn) of M is
U'11
	 the machine
	
MAn ` An-1 ... µl
In other words, the result of a succession of faults of M can be re-
C	 garded as the result of a single fault g of M where µ is just the com-
C position of all the faults in the succession (taken in the order with Fi
which they occur). Thus multiple physical faults can be analyzed in
terms of a single machine fault and, more generally, the various
effects of any prescribed set of physical faults can be analyzed by
studying the individual effect of each fault in some appropriately
	
k^
determined set of machine faults. 	 x
r
c,
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Fault Masking
1t, s
^I
f
E b
u
t
d
w
h
f
>I
j
:j
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Let gas now cons ici er the fundamental problem of relating faulty
t
M
ructure to desired behavior. Informally we can say that a machine
has "failed" under some fault µ if M µ no longer exhibits the desired
ehavior. On the other hand, if the desired behavior is preserved
nder µ then, adopting a term used quite frequently in this context,
he fault µ is "masked. 11 The precise sense in which a fault is masked
epends, of course, on what is meant by "desired behavior. " In
hat follows, we propose several tykes of masking which we feel
ave meaningful interpretation.
Perhaps the most natural choice of desired behavior for the
aulty machine is a behavior equal to that of the fault -free machine.
In this case we say that
Definition 1.11
A fault µ of M is e-masked if Mµ = M.
If we require only that the faulty machine be able to do everything
the original machine did then
Definition 1.12:
-t
j^
	
	
A fault µ of M is i-masked if M 1 > M.
Clearly, if a fault is e-masked it is i-masked.
r
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Example 1.1
Consider the modulo 3 counter (Mealy type) having the following
transition-output table:
0	 1
Q
0 0/1 1/0
1 1/0 2/0
2 2/0 3/1
M: 3 3/1 4/0,
4 4/0 5/0
5 5/0 0/1
and faults µl , µ2, and ji3 given by:	 F
q 1, (q) tL2(q) µ3(q)
t	 0	 0	 0	 0	 r,..:}
1	 4	 1	 2
2	 0	 2	 j	 2
3	 5	 0	 5
4 4
	 4	 0
5	 5	 4	 5
µ
Then the faulty machines M
	 M and M 3 are given by:
1
^X
ti.
p
The entry in row q and column a .s- 6(q, a)/w (q, a)•
z
ill
I	 ^.
Q41, 0 1
0 0/1 4/0
4 4/0 5/0
5 5/0 0/1
I
^2Q 0	 1
0 0/1 1/0
1 1/0 2/0
2 2/0 0/1
4 4/0 4/0
M
[L2
M
41
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M
A3
I
µ3
"
0 1
0 0/1 2/0
2 2/0 5/1
5 5/0 0/1
In the- machine M. 00 03' 0 1 04' 02 - 05' If we let 0q denote the
behavior of M/J'for initial state q then, by inspection of Mµ, we have:
(^
µl 
= ^ ^ R
µl 
= oil  ^µ
l
 = ^
	
0	 9 0 1 	 5	 2
and so M 1 = M, i. e. µ1 is e-masked.
Regarding M µ2:
Aµ2 =y2-a 0µ2_
	_0	 x	0 9µ	 1 2	 2
µ2
but ^4
	
(3q, for all q t Q. _ Hence µ2 is -masked but not e-masked.	 {
r
As for M 3 , we see that no state of M 3 is equivalent to any
state of M and consequently 43 is not i-masked.
s
t
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By definition, a fault µ is e-masked if the faulty machine Mµ has
the same terminal behavior as the fault-free machine M. In physical
terms, this says that the faulty circuit or system represented by 1!/I4
can do the same thing as the original system represented by M. This
is not to say, however, that every state µ(q) a Qµ behaves in Mµ as
staate q does in M, i, e. it may be the case that3µ (q) aq . This is
illustrated in Example 1. 1 where aµ1µl(2) = aµ10 	 0= a ^ a2 . Accordingly,
if we were to attempt to reset the faulty system (represented b
	
µ
y M 1)
to state 2 it would actually reset to state µ l(2) = 0 and consequently
exhibit a different behavior than expected after reset.	 Since the ability
to reset to some known behavior is desirable in certain applications,
we introduce the following notion.
Def initi- on 1. 13
1
If M is a machine with states Q and R c Q then a fault µ
is R-masked if
A(r) = ar ,	 for all r e R
(where aµ, as earlier, is the behavior of M µ for initialq
state q) .
b
Thus if µ is R-masked then M A
 is reseta ,ble to every state r i R in
t	 the sense that the 'behavior of M for :initial state r is the same as
the behavior of M 4
 for initial state µ(r) Referring to Example 1.1
4
one can easily verify that 1 is f 0, 1 2 4, 51- masked and 112 is
45
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a
1
{O, 1 1 2, 31 - masked.	 43 is not R-masked if R / 0 (0 being the
empty set; note that every fault is 0-masked).
Relating R-masking to e-masking and i-masking we note the
following facts.
Theorem 1.3
If M is a machine with states Q and a fault µ is Q-masked
{	 i
then µ is e-masked.
r,
m .
Proof
If µ is Q-masked then 9 = aµ	 for all q E Q, and soq	 µ(q)
BM c B ^. Since Vi(, (µ) =Q/' we have BM = B µ and
M	 M
therefore µ is e-masked.
'chat the converse of Theorem 1.3 fails to hold is illustrated
by fault µ1 of Example 1.1. Indeed one can construct a machine M
along with a fault µ such that is e-masked and yet R
	
implies µ
is not R-masked.
If M is a machine with states Q and behavior B M let us say
that a subset R of Q is complete if
{ ar 1 r E RI	 BM
e
Then i
Theorem 1. 4
If M is a machine with states Q, R is -complete (R c Q) and
µ is R-masked then µ is i-masked.}
r.
140 	 _
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Proof
If p is R-masked then
fo r   r E R}
But R, is complete and so
fog IrE R}.g(r)
BM 	 {aµ(r)Ir E RI c ^3 1' q) !q E Qj	 BM
In other words M IJ' > M and hence µ is i-masked.
To illustrate Theorem 1. 4, consider the fault p2 of Example 1.1
along with the subset R = {0, 1, 2, 31. 'Then R is complete and, as
noted earlier, µ2 is R-masked. Hence µ2 must be i-masked and
we observed in Example 1.1 that this was the case. The converse
of Theorem 1. 4 does not hold, that is, a fault µ can be i-masked and
yet there is no complete subset R such that µ is R-masked.
'	 If we now look ahead to the synthesis problem--that is, given
some behavior B specified say by a reduced machine M' such that
BMA = B, design a machine M that realizes M' and relative to some
	
r ^s
	
specified set of faults f µ,, µ21 .. , , pk}, gi is	 0-masked (i=1, 2, ... , k)
where 0 denotes one of the specific types of masking just disc uss ed.
Solutions to this problem require a greater understanding of how a
fault µ must relate to a machine M in order that it be	 [j-masked.
In particular, it would be convenient to relate µ directly to M without 	 G.
	
.f
	 having to completely determine the nature of the faulty machine Mg.	 i{
-The following results are so motivated.
	
q	 s
p
,
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We begin by establishing two lemmas that are used to support
i^
later arguments.
Lemma 1. 1
If µ is a fault of M (I, Q, C,, S ,w), R c Q and S (µ (R) x I) C R.
then
(q, x) e g (R) , for all q e IL (R) , x e I
i t	 xM11 ; (^_1, s he a .tended transition function of	 see Def. 1. 2.)
,R
'roof
If 6 ( A (R) x I) c R then µ b (t. (R) x I) C g (R.) or equivalently,
'64 ( µ(R) x I)- c µ (R) where 6 is the transition function of Mµ". As
i	 µ(R) is closed under 6^, M restricted to the state set j,(R) is
a submachine of M	 This implies that
&µ ( q , x) e µ(R), for all q e µ(R), x e I
s	 ,^i
i
thereby proving the lemma.
u, hn addition
 
to .8 (µ(R) x I) C R, each state r e R, fails to are
equivalent state (when regarded as -a state of M) , we have:
Lemma, 1.2
.}	 If µ is a fault of M and R c Q such that
i) b (µ (R) x I) C R, and
Eµ(r) = r, for all r E Re	 a
then
S (r, x) 6 µ (µ (r), x) , for all r E R., x e I *.
rz
J
¥w
` r	 '
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Proof
The proof is by induction on the length lg(x) of an input sequence x.
Basis:	 If lg(x) = 0, x = A and if r e R we have S (r, A) = r - A(r) =
R Sµ(µ0') , A)
Induction step:
	 Suppose true for all y E I": and let r E R, x E 1--	 .
Then x= ya for some y E Ik , a E I and
S (r, x) = S (r, ya) = 6 C6 (r  y) , a) •
By the induction hypothesis,
S (r , y)
	S	 (µ(r), y)
and by the substitution property of
S(S(r.,y),a) = 6(6t'(µ(r),y),a)•
	
(1.6)
If we let s = 6-11 (µ ( r), y)	 then by condition i) and Lem ma 1. 1, s E Pa (R) .
^
XI Applying. condition i) once snore, S (s, a) E R and by condition ii) we have:
6 (s, a) - µ • 6(s, a) - S IU (s, a) .	 (1.7)
Replacing s by S	 (µ (r), y) and combining equivalences (1.6) and (1. 7),
S (b(r,y),a) = 6 t'( A (pi (r),y),a)
As x = ya, this implies that
_	 µS(r,x) = S	 (r), x)
thereby completing the induction step and proving the lemma.
,.	 4
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Applying Lemma 1. 2, it follows that conditions i) and ii) are
sufficient for µ to be R-masked, that is:
Theorem 1. 5
e
If is a fault of 'M and R c Q such that
i) 6(µ(R) x I) c R, and
ii) µ( r) = r, for all r E R
then µ is R-masked.
Proof
Suppose conditions i) and ii) hold and r e R. Then, by Lemma 1. 29
b (' , x)	 sµ(µ(r),x), for all XEI*
which implies
w(6 (r,x), a) = wµ ( s µ ( g (r) x): a), for all X C .1 a E I.	 r
i
But, by definition, this says that
f3 r (xa) = P µ r (xa), for all x E I* , a F I
or equivalently
for all
	
O .
^r(y) , ^µ(
r) (y}'	 Y E I
As r is an arbitrary,
 state in R. it follows that µ is R- masked,
thereby proving the theorem.
As corollaries to Theorem 1. 5 we observe
x
1
t.
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Corollary 1. 5.1
If conditions i) and ii) of Theorem 1. 5 hold and R is complete
then A is i-masked.
Corollary 1. 5.2
If p (q) =_ q, f or all q E Q, then u is Q- masked ( and hence
e-masked) .
Proof
If R =Q, condition i) of the theorem is automatically satisfiedr;
and thus condition ii) -suffices for Q-masking.
a
Theorem 1.5 gives sufficient conditions for R-masking a fault
pi	
in terms of µ, the state-equivalence relation for M, and the
transition function of M. The conditions, however, are not necessary
and to date we have been unable to discover necessary and sufficient
conditions for R-masking that can be easily stated in terms of
:r	x	 properties of M and µ . The best characterization obtained so far is
stated in terms of a relation µR
 defined as follows:
Definition 1.14
If M is a machine with states Q and R c Q then, for all q, q' E Q,
q µR q' if there is some r E R and some X E I* euch than
J;
	
6 (r, x) = q and 'b µ (r), x) = q1.
If further we let = 1
 denote the relation of 1-equivalence on the
states of M (i.e. q - 1
 q' if q(a)	 q (a) for all a E I) then
R0 70-45 6
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Theorem 1. 6
If M is a	 µMealy. machine and	 is a fault of M then
µ is R-masked iff c = ,µR 	 1
f -Proof: 96cessity
Suppose µ is R-masked and qµ R q' .	 Then there is some state
r E R and some x E I* such that
6 (r, x) = q and b µ (µ ( r) ,
 x) = q' (1.8)
Since¢	 = a
	
r (xa	 =	 µ	 xa	 for all a E I and thereforer	 µ (r)' P r	 )	 ^µ (r) (	 ) ,
w(6- (r , x), a) = wµ ( s µ (,µ(r), x) , a), for all a E I.
But w µ = W Qµx I and substituting according to (1. 8) we have t
w ( q , a) - co (gl a) , for all a E I, ;..;{
that is, q = 1q'.	 Thus µR c _ 1 '	 +
Sufficiency:
Suppose µR c	 1 , r E R and x E I^ .	 Then x = ya, for some y E I *	 r'
and a e I, and j.
x
W (r , x) = w ( 6 (r , Y) , a) (1.9)
Since 6 rS µ a r
	 and
	
cl y)	 ^f O, y)	 ARCR	
d
s
::
C gq
^x
t
^t
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w ( F (r , Y), a) = w(bµ(µ(r),Y),a)
= Wµ(bµ(µ(r),Y) ,a)
= w µ (µ ( r) Ya)
= wµ (µ(r) ^ x)
RO 70'- 456
(1.10)
a'
Combining (1.9) and (1.10), w(r,x) = w µ (µ(r) ,x) for all x E I^ By the
definition of behavior it follows that
^r Pµ(r)
thereby proving sufficiency.
An analogous statement fair Moore machines involves 0-equivalence
(i.e. q°o q' if w( q) = w(q ' )) :
The, ore 1:
If M is a Moore machine and is a fault of M then
µ is R- masked iffµR C = 0.
Proof
Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.6.
In many applications, a sequential switching system will have a
distinguished "reset state" where only the behavior of interest isY	 1
the input-output function that results when the system is initially in
the reset state. If such a system is represented by a machine M and
the reset state by some distinguished "initial state" of M, say q0'
	
r
S
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then the fault masking of interest is a special case of R-masking
where
R = {qo^ .
Vr In this case we will say that p is q0- masked (rather than 1qo^-masked)
	
t '	 and write µq instead of ji	 (Definition 1.14) . Moreover, the
0	 o
relationµR can be described somewhat more simply when R = {qo^,
that is
	
µ	 - f( 6 ( gW x),	 '(11(g0),X)) JXEI * ^.	 (1.11)q0
Using this characterization of µ and applying Theorem 1. 6 it
q0
	4a;	 follows that:
x^
Theorem 1.7
If M is a Mealy machine and p is a fault of M then
µ is-masked iff 6 ( q ,x) =- 1 6 µ (Vi (q ),x), for all x e I*.0 	 0
Proof
If µ is qO-masked then, by (1.11) 6 (qo, X) µ b ( (q0) x)q0
for all x E L*, By Theorem 1. 6, with R =
	
it follows thatgod,
y	
_
^µ	 isX — 6
	 Xb	 -	 for a]:1 x ^ I 	 Conversely,if .the e. latter.	 .( q0^ ) 1	 (µ( g 0
	)
holds then ji c- 1 and, by Theorem 1. 6, µ is q o-masked.
	 f
0
The corresponding statement for Moore machines is given by:
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Theorem 1.7'
If M is a Moore machine and ji is a fault of M then
g is q0- masked iff 6 (go, x) =0 _611(fL(q0) , x) , for all x r; I*.
The importance of Theorems 1. 6 and 1. 7 is their application to the
design of fault tolerant sequential switching networks. Before
discussing such applications, however, we wish to investigate the
effects of imposing certain physically liiotivated constraints on the
class of memory faults.
Stable Faults
If M is a machine and ji: Q— Q is a fault of M, we may interpret
p(q) as the state stored when the memory input is q and in case p(q)
^ q, q is stored erroneously. In general, if we now attempt to store
ji ( q) I it too may be stored erroneously, i. e. it may be the case
that g(p(q)) ^ g(q). Borrowing some terminology from the theory
of asynchronous machines we say that g(q), in this -case ,  is unstable.
On the other hand, if ti(4(q)) = g(q) then A(q) is stable. Extending
this notion to a fault itself we have:
Definition 1.1
If )a: Q — Q is a fault of M then is stable if 	 (i. e.
( g ( q))	 ju(q) ,  for all qeQ)
In other words, is stable if every state of MIJ, is stable.
Stable faults are of interest since many types of physical memory
all
faults may be represented by a machine fault of this type. In
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particular, as is shown in the next subsection, a combination of
"stuck at Q" and "stuck at 1" faults in one or more two-state memory
cells is represented by a stable fault of the corresponding sequential
machine.
In mathematical terms, g is stable if and only if it is an idempotent
element of the semigroup of functions on Q. If µ: Q-. Q is a fault
of M, letµ denote the equivalence relation (on Q) induced by IL, that is
q µ r if g (q) = µ (r)	 (1.12)
then the notion of a stable fault can be alternatively characterized as
follows:
Theorem 1.8
If µ Q -- Q is .a fault of M then the following statements are
equivalent:
i) µ is stable
ii) µ( r) = r, for all r E	 (u)
iii) µ (q) µ q, for all q E Q.
Proof
'	 ) — ii)	 Suppose µ is stable and r E
	
(µ). Then, for
some 
g e Q, r = µ(q) which impliesi	 ^	 .
	
j ' (r) 
= µ (Ii (q))	 A (q)
x^
k
4
t^
.^^u.rw..^.raK	 `"•'••`+'e:.••••".	 ..	 sr su^..,N.eau.a...e^....».ua.-.re-.rm.nuv..w:.ruwn^w.eruerw'wnnarwrw..,vrrurow w7ee^-c 	 _	 _....	 ._..._	 _
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fT,__,
ii)	 > iii): Suppose u(r) = r, for all r E,. (u), and q E Q.
	
'	 Then u (q) e k (u) and therefore
A (u (q)) = u (q)
or, by (1. 12),
f
j	 u (q) ^ q.
{
iii) == -^ i) : If u (q) µ q, f or all q E Q then u (u (q)) = u (q) , f or all
q E Q, and hence u is stable
As we wish to investigate the structure of the set of stable faults
of a machine M with states Q, in the discussion that follows, let
S(Q) = {u ) u is a stable fault of MI.
Our first observation regards the size of S(Q), namely:
Theorem 1.9
n
if I Q = n then i S(Q) _	 (,n ) kn -k
k=1
Proof
Given some nonempty subset R c- Q where J R k, there are
kn-k
t:
p.i
different stable faults u such that( ) R. This is because the k_
elements of R. are fixed under u (see Theorem 1. 8, part ii)) , leaving	 r '
na-k elements, each of which can be assigned one of the k elements
of R. Since there
,p	
r	
.^.I
•	 n:_+sm_ • wwe''a r '	 .. rxnv ...,.. naarca'muavaaaadmw.roat mrz.na+rtu-aewrukrwnxnw nvuenr- 	 -.	 -.	 -
11
I	
a
—
r
it
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n) _	 n
k,	 k! (n-k) ..
k-element subsets of Q (1 < k < n), the desired result follows.
Thus, for example; of the 10 billion possible faults of a machine
with 10 states, 2,137, 921 are stable faults.
When IQ I > 3, it is known that S(Q) is not closed under composition,
that is, there are stable faults µ and y such that y µ is not stable.
Thus, for example, 'if Q= {0, 1, 2^ y µ = (0, 0, 2) and y = (0,1,1), we
have y • g = (0 1 0,1) which is not stable. A necessary and sufficient
condition for the composition of stable faults to be stable is given by
the following theorem.
Theorem 1. 10
If g, y E S(Q) then
y • g E S(Q) iff q Y A(q), for all q E ? (Y • µ) - fit ' GO.
(Y is the equivalence relation induced by y)
Proof: Necessity
Suppose y • µ E S(Q) and q E A(y µ)%^'	 ,- }f (µ) . Then q E ;;^ (y ^,)
which implies y(µ(q)) = q (since y . µ is stable) . But q E ;^ (y . µ)
also implies q E Al (y) and so y(q) = q. Combining these two equations,
y(µ(q)) = y(q) or, equivalently,
µ(q)	 q.
y_
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Suff iciency:
Suppose µ (q) 
Y 
q, for all q E _ (y• o— GO . To prove that
y • µ E S(Q) we will show that q E ^; (y. µ) implies y• µ (q) = q (cf.
 . Theorem
8, part ii) ) . We suppose then that q E (y • µ) and c©nsider two cases.
Then	 which implies	 ButCase i) ^ q E ^'1. (µ) •	 µ (q) = q	  • s Y(µ (q)) = Y(q)
q E { (Y • µ) implies q e`(-y) and so Y(q) = q • Hence Y' µ (q) = Y(µ (q)) = q.
Case ii) : q	 (µ). Then q E r^ (y• µ) - fa(µ) and, by hypothesis
g(q) Y q. Thus y(µ (q)) = y(q) and since y(q) = q (see case i) ), we have
y ep(q) = Y(IL (q)) = q•
As a corollary of Theorem 1. 10, we note that if one stable fault
It
can follow another (cf.
 . Def.
 . 1.0) then the composite fault is always
r
stable, that is,
rl Corollary 1.10.1 }
If µ, y E S(Q) and y can follow µ then y µ E S(Q)
Proof
If y can follow µ then, by Theorem 1. 11 R(y . µ) C(µ)
Therefore R (y• µ) -	 (µ) _ and the condition of Theorem 1. 10 is
vacuously satisfied.
Generalizing Corollary 1.10. l it follows that if (µ l ,µ2'" .. , µn)
{
[7.
is a succession of stable faults then An µn-1 •• • µ l is stable.:
The set S (Q) of stable faults of a machine M can be further investi- F;
gated in terms of-a natural partial ordering * of S(Q) defined as follows [ 3 ] ^a
t-J", A relation R on a set A is a partial ordering of A if R is
reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive.
{k
11
r-111
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Definition 1.16
If µ, y E S(Q) then µ is under y (µ < y) if y• µ = µ • y = µ .
In general, if E is a set of idempotents, the partial ordering
defined above is referred to as the natural partial ordering of E. In
the case of stable faults, the ordering has a much more revealing
characterization.
Theorem 1.11
If g ., y E S(Q) then µ < y if and only if
i) (µ) C	 (y), and
ii) CY_µ
Proof : Necessity:
	 -
Suppose µ < y. Then, by definition, *y. µ - µ • y = µ and
consequently
(µ) _	 (Y ` µ) and	 =
µ• Y	 µ
But, for any pair of functions µ and y on Q, we have
(Y' µ) c (Y) and = ZY	 µ, y
and therefore
	 h
3 ,
	
(µ) c	 (Y)	 ) =	 _ .and ii	 cY µ
Sufficiency:
Suppose µ Y E S(Q) and condition i) and ii) hold. If q E Q,
µ (q) E (tL) and, by i) µ (q) E ' (Y) By part ii) of Theorem 1.8,
.:	 r
Su	
{fig
Also, by part iii) of Theorem 1. 8, y(q)	 q and it follows by conditionY
ii) that=	 or 	 equivalently,q, Y(q) µ
µ (y(q)) = µ (q) •	 (1.14)
I
T Combining (1.13) and (1.14) with the fact that q is an arbitrary element
of Q, we have
to
yell =µ'Y =µI
that is, µ < Y.
The following example illustrates the partial ordering < and the
t
characterization given by Theorem 1.11.
Example 1.2
Let Q = {0., 1, 21 and denote a stable fault µ E S(Q) as the triple
`.i
(µ (0) , µ (1 ) , µ (2))
If further we let 7r
	
denote the partition of Q corresponding to theµ
equivalence relationµ then, for each µ E S({0 9 1, 21), _}' O and 
7µ
are given by the following table.
(1.13)
RO '70-456
µ VL (!j)
7T µ r
{0,1,2} {0,7.,2}
dim ( 0 ) 1 ) 0) {
 0) 11 { 1, 02}
(0 )
 1, 1) {0, 1} {U, 1^}
(0. )
 0, 2) 10, 21 { 2 011
(0 ) 2 1 2) {0, 21 {0, 02}
low (1) 1, 2) { 1, 21 { 2,
 Ulf
(2, 1, 2) {1' 21 { 1, 021
(0 ) 0 ) 0) {0} {012}
(1 ) 1, 1) { 1} { 0121
r (2 ) 2 ) 2) { 2} { 012}
Accordingly, the partially ordered set (S(Q), <) has the following
Na S.CP dinarnm-
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of
t
f
:f
d
(0, 1, 0)
mv
Ir
{
tv3 v, v^
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III Investigating the structure of the partially ordered set
(S(Q), < ) in more detail, one observes first of all that (S(30 , S) is a
lattice only in the trivial case when IQ I = 1. Moreover, (S(Q) , <^) is an
upper semilattice only if I Q I < 2. If I Q > 2, then S(Q) is neither
an upper nor a lower semilattice. Nevertheless, the greatest lower
bound (meet) and least upper bound (join) do exist for many pairs
{g,y} and the following case is important to our development.. To
simplify notation, if g and y are faults of M we will henceforth let
yg denote the composition of g and y, i. e.
Yµ = 70 
	 (1.15)
and we will let
µ = the least (positive) power of g that is stable. 	 (1.16)
Thus, if g E S(Q) then µ = g and if g ^ S(Q) then µ = A  = gg .. µ (n
times) where n is such thatgn
 E S(Q) and µ -1 S(Q). (Sucre an
integer n exists since some power of every element of a finite semi-
group is idempotent [ 3 ].) A sufficient condition under which the meet
of {g, y} (denoted g n y) exists and is easily expressed, is given by
the following theorem.
Theorem 1.12	 ig
If g, y E S(Q) and Yg	 F4 then
g n y	 Y1u•
a^G
Moreover,	 }
(11 A Y) = 3'Vi(µ)	 dZ(Y)
r-L
63	
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and
(+ denotes join in the lattice of equivalence relations on Q).
Proof.
Let a. = y g gy and let m and n be the integers such that
--	 m	 -`	 nVII= (y g) and µy = (gy)	 We note first that X is a lower bound
of {g, y} since
^g = (Y 0mg = (Y 4)m- 1y g2 = (Y A)m-ly g = (Y g)m =
and pA = g(gY)n = g2Y(PY)n-1 = I^?'(gY)n-1 = (AY)n = X. Thus,
w
Aµ - ga. = a. and by definition,
X < g.
By a similar argument
X < Y
and so X is a lower bound of {g, y} To prove a. is the greatest lower
bound, suppose is a lower bound of {g, y}, i. e.
0g=0-0
and	 OY = YO _ 0.
Then	 'a
^(Yµ)m = (^'Y)^^(Yg)m-
1 	 m .i 
=	
M-1
s
and if this process is continued until all the g and y terms are;
absorbed, }
i
F
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OX 	(A-
By a similar argument,
XO = 0
and therefore OX = X0 = 0 or, equivalently, (p < X. Hence X is the
greatest lower bound of {µ, y}, that is,
µ AY = X.
To prove i), since X < µ and X < y, by Theorem 1. 11,
P (X) c R (g) and JP-L(X) t R)(Y)
and therefore
6(x) c Rzv (µ) n PL (Y)
Moreover, equality must hold for suppose q E -^'L tL) n OX (y). Then
X(q _ (YA)m(q) = (Yµ)m-lY µ(q)
(Y 11)m-1 Y(q), since µ E S(Q)
_ (Y µ)m-1 (q), since y e S(Q),
Continuing in this manner, X(q) = q which implies q E 63,.'(X). There
N
fore
To prove ii), since X < µ ` and X < y, by , Theorem 1. 11, i
E
µ C	 and y C
^e
E
65	
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and therefore
µ Y
Here again equality must hold for suppose q r. Since µ, y E S(Q)
we have
q µ µ(q) y Y µ(q)	 ... y (Y µ) (q)	 (q)
and so q(µ + y)X(q). Similarly, r(µ + Y )X(r) and as q ^ r
means X(q) _ X(r), we have
q(µ +Y)r
Thus	 _ = +	 thereby completing the proof of the theorem. 	 ~-
µ Y
rr
A useful corollary of Theorem 1.12 is the special case where
Yµ = W, that is
g	 t
xM
Corollary 1.12.1
If µ, Y 
E S(Q) and Yµ = by then
Moreover,
(y µ) = G (µ)	 C (y)
and r
a
_ +
Yµ	 µ Y
1
x
f
i
1
t
r
•d+e•irctmrtrvn3mmruwrnle.ver. xr 	 Yazd'
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Proof
If A, y e- S(Q) and y ji = liy then
fi '	 (Y A) (Y 0	 7 W Y) ti	 Y (Y µ)µ	 'YV All	 7 A
-y = y tL,Thus	 r.	 and as Ii	 Ily r: S(Q). in other words,
y g = y p, and gy y ji, from which the corollary follows by Theorem
1.12.
It willbecome obvious in flhe f,'A,,avelopment that follows, that the
facts, established by Theorern 1. 12 urn .derlie the inherent difficulty
in Q-masking stable faults. Befoire doing this, however, the
theoream can be applied to obtai'.,,,'^ one of several alternative charac-
a ll ble faults that ecn.rnan ute (relative to the operationterizations of sta 	
of composition).
a U
U
Theorem 1.13
If tL,'y E S(Q) then the folloiving statements are equivalent:
Yµ µY
-y [L , gy E S(Q) and y I-L /j,
iii y ti^ g7 iE S(Q) and y p < t4 V.
iv) -y g, µY= S(Q) and ?L-y g = V gy.
v) g) c	 (tL),	 c-	 c	 and	 c-
	
7	 YIL	 A — FAY
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Proof_
Ir
i) > ii): If yµ µy then, as in the proof of Corollary 1,12,11
yµ, µy c S(Q). By Corollary 1.12,1, the meet AA y is equal to y µ,
ii.i): If ii) holds, then by hypothesis, y µ, µy E S(Q).
Since y µ is the greatest lower bound of {µ, y} it is then -ire a
lower bound, i.e. y µ < and y <Y -µ	 µ
iii	 > iv) : If iii) holds, then by ass aim tion,	 ESQp	 Y µ µY	 (.)
Since y µ < µ we have µ(y µ) = y µ and as y µ < y, y µ = (y µ.)y .
Combining these identities, µy µ = y µy.
J
Yµ = (Y %J
 = (Yµ'Y)µ = (µY.µ)µ = (µY)µ = (µY)µj
Thus
1 )
	
X(Yµ) = A(µYµ) C 'rc(µ)-
iv) > v) : If iv) holds then
n
By a similar argument, beginning with µy,
r
}
Ai
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Regarding the induced equivalence relations,
Y µ = (Y µ) 2 = 7' WY W = Y (Y µY) = Y 2(µY) _ (Y µ)Y•
Thus
3) Y c CY µ)?' - YID 	 c
By the same argument, beginning with µy,
4)
µ c. 
WO  µ	 µY
v) > i) : Suppose v) holds. By the first two conditions, µ and y
can follow each other and thus, by Corollary 1.10.1, both y µ and
{ µy are stable.	 Applying Theorem 1. 11, by the first condition and
we have y ju < µ.	 By the fourth condition andthe fact that µ c Yµ
the fact that
	
(µy) c	 (µ) we have µy < A.
	
Thus
A(Y	 AY
t
K completing the proof ofthe theorem.g,
fill
Although some of the characterizations of Theorem 1.13 are
useful only in deriving further properties of stable faults, the equiv-
alence of statements i) and iii) has a more direct interpretation. fk
In general, if 0 and ^ are stable faults of M and 0 < ^ then 0 dom-
inates
	 in the sense that the result of either the succession Q, 0)
(see Def. 1.10) or the succession (c^,) is the machine M^.
	 Accord-
ingly, the equivalence of i) and iii) says that the order in which stable
faults µ and y -occur is irrelevant if and only if i) the combined
fR6	 70_ 456
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faults y µ and µy are stable and ii) the combinai,t;ion y µ "dom.-
inates" both andµ	 Y
Having investigated the structure of stable f R:L.LLlts `(more precisely,
the struct'u_re of the partially ordered set (S(Q), <) , we now wish to
examine the effect of the stability restriction on fault masking.
	 In
general, if H is a relation on a set Q and R c Q we will let
EIR
denote the restriction
 of E to R; that is
	 E I R = E n (R x R) .	 In case
g is stable, sufficient conditions for R-masking can be weakened as
„y
follows (compare with Theorem 1. 5) :
Theorem 1.14
If µ is stable fault of M and R c Q such that "F
i ) S (µ (R) x I) c_ R, and
ii ) =	 i (R U I(R))	 c	 = I (R U µ(R) )
then µ is R- masked.
Proof
By Theorem 1. 5 it suffices to show that condition ii) implies
^f
µ( r) = r, for all r E R.
	
Suppose then that r E R.
	
Since µ is stable
µ ( r) - r (cf.
 . Theorem 1.8) and as r E R, ji (r) E µ (R)	 by condition'
l u
ii)
	
µ ( r) = r•
a
{ As with Theorem 1. 5, the following results follow as
=' corollaries.
a,
70	
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Corollary 1.14.1
y	 If conditions i) and ii) of Theorem 1.14 hold and R is complete
q
then a stable fault R µ is i-masked.
Corollary 1. 14.2
_	 -If µ is stable and ^ c - then µ is Q masked (and hence e-masked) .
s	 µ
Proof
4
If F = Q, condition i) is automatically satisfied and the equivalence
relations of condition ii) are no longer properly restricted.
In. other words, Corollary 1.14. 2 says that if, whenever two
states q and r fail to the same state in the faulty machine (i. e.
µ (q) = µ ( r)) they n re equivalent in the fault-free machine (i. e.,
q =- r) , then µ will be Q-masked. A rather surprising fact is that
this condition is necessary as well, that is
Theorem 1.1 a
If µ is a stable fault of M then µ is Q- masked if and only if
_C_=.
µ
Proof
Sufficiency is given by Corollary 1.14.2. To prove necessity
suppose is masked and r E Q such thatp^ µ Q-	 q ^
	
q = r. Then µ (q) = µ (r)
µ
1	 and therefore
^l (q)	 µ {r)	 : u.Y.
RO '70 ~456
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But since µ is Q-masked (3q = 0A(q) and (3r = P µ(r). Combining
these identities,
Pq = Pr
or, by definition,
q r.
Thus, q=- r implies q = r, that is
µ
- c -.
+j	 In case M is a reduced machine, - becomes = and as the only
fault with = as its induced equivalence relation is the identity function
we have
Corollary' 1.1 "'.1
If M is a reduced machine then no proper stable fault of M can
be Q- masked.
This corollary is not disturbing for one would expect that a fault
tolerant machine should have redundant states. However, the	 F
restrictive nature of Q-masking becomes visible in the light of
Theorem 1.15 for it says that a stable fault is Q-masked if and only r;
if states failing to the same state are equivalent in the fault-free
i
machine. This fact, along with the knowledge of the structure of
(S(Q) , <) developed earlier, enables us to establish the following
i	 important result.
a	 _
s
x
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Theorem 1.16
If M is a machine with states Q and F = {µ, y, ... , ^ } C S(Q)
such that each fault in F is Q-masked and each pair of faults
in F commute, then the combined fault • • • yµ is Q-masked.
Proof
1 . Suppose F is a set of stable faults of M satisfying the conditions
IM of the hypothesis. 	 Since each pair of faults in F commute, by
repeated application of Corollary 1.12.1 we have
g.1.b.F = µ Ay n ...n _... yµ
where if we let X -• • • yµ then
1	
fk
4	 `f
i
+ =+...+ (1.17)
µ	 y
t
As each fault in F is Q-masked, by the previous theorem
i
c
y
that 'is, state equivalence is an upper bound (in the lattice of equivalence
relations on Q) of each of the induced relations.
	 But by (1. 17) ,	 is
the least upper bound and so
- u
^.
	 I
I It
Applying Theorem 1.15 once more
	 h	 • • • yµ must be Q-masked,
thereby establishing the desired result.
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Paraphrasing Theorem 1. 16, if F is a set of stable, Q masked
faults such that when combined the order in which they occur is
irrelevant, then the combination of all the faults in F must also
be Q-masked. Moreover, any other combination of faults in F
must also be Q-masked since the conditions of the hypothesis hold
for any nonempty subset of F. Thus, from a synthesis point of view,
whenever each fault in a set of stable, commuting faults is to be
Q-masked, all combinations of those faults must also be Q-masked.
This poses a severe design constraint and, as is shown later in the
development., it is impossible to Q-mask even reasonably small sets of
faults.
Stuck-'at Faults
Let us now focus our attention on the problem of designing fault
tolerant sequential switching 'networks which, for the purposes of
the following investigation, can be represented as "state-assigned"
sequential machines, that is,
Definition 1.17
	 s!r
A sequential machine M = (I, Q, 0, 6 w) is state-assigned if	 {
n	 .Q = {0,1 } where n is a positive integer called the dimension
of M.
r
In other words, M is state-assigned of dimension n if its state
set is the set of all n- tuples of O's and 1 1
 
s. State-assigned machines
a
are a direct representation of sequential networks. Dimension
zthen N is representedby a state assigned machine M having transition-
output table
\	
x E
(Y 1 , y 2 )'
0 1
00 00/1 01/1
01
10
10/0
10/0
00/0
11 /0
11 00/1 _10/1
f
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f
S E'l
x
j	 Fy
r
TQ
{t
..J
corresponds to the number of flip-flops (which we assume to be
delay flip-flops with output voltage levels V 0 and V1) and a
particular n-tuple (bl , b2 , ... , b n ) has the interpretation:
1 if the ith flip-flop output is V1
.	 b  =
0 if the ith flip-flop output is V ,0
i	 112,...,n.
Example 1.3
If N is the sequential network
0/0
-
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and transition graph:
1/1
0/1
8
f =^
GM:
t
1/0
j
A sequential network memory fault which consists of various
T i 	 Yt	
...
T..i
	
1 flip-flops 14stuck-at 0" and "stuck-at 1" can be represented as
follows in the corresponding state-assigned machine. Let
SQ0,1 }) _ {go , al , 
x
denote the three stable faults of a machine with states {0,1 where
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Definition 1.18
If M is a state -assigned machine of dimension n and µ is a
fault of M then g is a stuck- at fault if, for all (bl , b2 , ... ,
 
b n ) E Q,
µ can be expressed as
1L(bl,b2,...,bn) = (µl(bl)142(b2)1...,An(bn))
where i e {¢O , Ql ,	 }, i = 1, 2, ... , n. If µ i = QO the ith
coordinate is stuck-at 0 (sa 0); if µi = ai the ith coordinate
is stuck-at 1 (sa 1). The degree d(A) of p is the number of
coordinates which are sa 0 or sa. l , i. e.
1
i
i
d(A) = I{iIg i e fuO,crj}jI
If M is an n-dimensional state-assigned machine, let
Sn	 µ is a stuck-at fault of M^
a
Then there is obviously a 1-1 correspondence between S n and
the set S({0,11)(n) of all n-tuples of stable faults of a 2 - state machine.
Thus a stuck-at fault µ will sometimes be written
j±
y}
µ (µl' 21 • .. , µn) where µ e SQ O0 11),
(1.18)
	
'.
n.	
!^
From the definition it follows immediately that
	 - z
a;
{
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i
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Ll
Theorem 1.17
If /1 ' Y E S 	 µ = (i^ 1
	
... , g.) and Y = (Y1 2 Y2	... , yn) then
Yµ = (Y1 A 1 ^ Y2 µ 2 , ... , y nµn) .
Corollary' 1:17.1
Every stuck-at fault is stable.
Proof
If 11 E n' A 	 (A A 1' I- 2 11 2' ' ' ' '4nµn) and since each µ i is
stable, 1-LA _ ( ly l ^ 4 2 , ... , µn) = µ.
Corollary 1. 17.2
S  is closed under composition, i. e. , 11 y E Sn implies
Yµ E Sn.
Proof
Since S({0,11) is closed under composition, viz.
cr ° 0 °1 x
QO
'71
—'0 -90
Ql QO Ql
0'1
Ql
xx °, of
(1.19)
R o 70-45 6
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The system (Sn , 0) of all stuck-at faults of an n-dimensional
state assigned machine along with the operation of composition is,
therefore, a semigroup. Moreover, since very element of S n is
stable (idempotent), (Sn , 0) is a band f 3 ] . (Note that S(TO, I^) is
also a band.)
A stuck-at fault of degree k can also be regarded as a projection
of the n-cube Q = {0,11 (n)
 onto some (n-k)-subcube of Q. Moreover,
r
the subcube '(Vi(µ) uniquely determines µ. To be more precise,
let a E {0,1,x} and let
{0}ifa=0
Ba =	 {1^ifa=1
{0,11 if a x.
.;F
Then, following the cubical natation of [21], we let the sequence
a1 a2 .. , an	 (a1 E {0,1,x})
denote the subcube C = Ba1 x Ba2 x ... x Ban The ith coordinate of C
is f ree if a. = x and the dimension of C is the number of free coordinates.
Theorem 1.18
If µ E Sn then
_i1 1	
-µ	 (Qa1 , crag , ... , Qan) if and only if	 ^;^(µ) - a1 a2 .. , an.
lf,..
gym%
(ad = f 0} = B0
(a,) = {1} = B1 , and
(X)={0,1}=Bx
a
s
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Proof
By def inition of u cr and Q0' 1'	 x'
ff	
((Qa , Qa
 , ... Qa ))
	 (^a) x ,^ (a) x... x	 ` (tea )
1 2	 n	 1	 2	 n
the desired result follows.
Corollary 1. 18. 1
^jG	 The function -given by µ
	 R(µ) is a ;1-1 correspondence
between Sn
 and the set of all subcubes of the n-cube.
Corollary 1. 18.2
µ has degree k if and only if v (p) has dimension n-k.
Corollary 1. ,18.3
If M has dimension n then there are { kn) 2k stuck-at faults
of M of degree k (0 < k < n)
	a^ 1 I 0	 1	 x
	
1	 0	 1 f 1
10
	
X	 x
	
__._	 ___-____1R_.._
C.
,1.20)
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Since stuck-at faults are uniquely determined by their range,
we will sometimes denote a stuck-at fault µ by the subcube
e. g. if
µ = (X, U0P ^ a1)
we would write
A x0x1.
In cubical notation, the composition of two stuck at faults A = a 1 a2 ... an
and y = b1 b2 .. , bn is the fault y1, = c1 c 2­ 6 c  where c. is given by
the following table:
a
Let us now consider the structure of the partially ordered set 	 j
(S n, <') of stuck-at faults relative to the natural partial ordering
	 yY
As one might expect, the structure of (S) enjoys more
—	 n — xa
propertie s
 than does (S (Q) , ^) •.
The properties of (S <) are primarily determined by then'_ a
structure of the partially ordered. set (S(f 0,11) , <) of stable
faults of a two-state machine. We note first that (S(T0,11) <)
1
has the following Hasse diagram
1.
or
X
or 	 or 
R0 70-456
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Thus S({0,1 }) is an upper semilattice where if a, a' E S(10111)9
the join a v a' (least upper bound of {a ) a'} is given by the following
table
f
,.^\at	 r
	
a	 a	 `.
^- 0	 1 a _x
	
cr	 Q	 ax	 x (1.2.1)
.1	 O	 I or
	
a1	 ax
1 ^._ _X 
x ! x
	 x	 xL` 
aVa'
Although S({0,1}) is not a lower semilattice (and hence not a
lattice), the meet or n a', whenever it exists, is given by the
x #y^
following table:
f
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I
Q'	 U	 U ( U
f--
^0 1 ^0	 °	 0
or	 or
or	 9Or.N 	 x
or n U'
i
i- (1.22)
Since S  is essentially the n-fold cartesian product of S({0,1}),
it is immediate, by Theorem 1. 17, that the natural partial ordering
< of Sn
 can be expressed in terms of the partial ordering of
SQ0,1 }) as follows:
Theorem 1.19
^' µ = (µ	 µ	 , ...	 ) and Y = (Y	 Y y ... , Y) then1	 2	 n	 1	 2	 n
PHI
z
µ < y if 	 µi < Yi, i = 1, 2, ... , n.
._ Accordingly, all the properties just observed for (S({o, i }, <)
transport to (Sn , <) and are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.20
(Sn , <) is an upper se m ilattice where if g 
_ (µ 1, µ 2' ' " ' ' µ n) f'
thenand
	 = (Yl Y2 1. , . , Yn)
'% Y Iµ	 V Y2 1 r..,µ	 vy,.1	 1	 2n	 n) f
g,,iy exists iff
	
A	 exists 1 <i < n	 and if A Ay exists then
' 1	 1	 2	 2	 n	 n
apkr§
7Ro '70-45 6
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Having already investigated properties of the ordering <, for
the more general class of stable faults, let us cons"Ier their
specialization to stuck-at faults. First of all, the characterization
of Theorem 1.11 reduces to
_`heorem' 1: 21
If µ , y E Sn then
< if and only if
	
C 
Proof
Since stuck-at faults µ and y are uniquely determined by their
ranges ( Theorem 1. 18), so must be the ordering <. Therefore, the
A
	N'	 necessary condition {(^^' (µ) c'1 (y), given by Theorem 1. 11, must
	
#I	 -
-	 also be sufficient.
Thus if µ and y are stuck-at fat;dlts then µ dominates y if and
!.t
only if the range of µ is contained in the range of y or, in terms of
the machines Mµ
 and My, if and only if every state of Mµ is a
state of My. This fact is illustrated in the following example.
i	 Example 1.4
Consider the partially ordered set (S 21 <) of all stuck-Tat faults
of a 2-dimensional state assigned machine. Then, by Definition 1. 18,
	 k.
S2	 (X' x) I (ax , ud I (ax , a1) (Qpl X) (Q1 ^X)^
	
^ 	 !.T	 .^ 1 !n 	 R 1 !/T	 it 1 !ir	 ,T 1	 3
Ro '70-45 6
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where the function tables of these nine stuck -at
 faults are as follows:
q x x
(0, 0)
x	 0
(010)
x	 1 ((OP x l	 x (UO3 D) 0	 1
(0 1 1)
1 go)
(1, 0)
1	 1
(111)(0, 0) (0, 1) (0, 0) (1, 0) (0, 0)
(0,1) (0 1 1) (0, 0) (0, 1) (0 1 1) (1 1 1) (0 1 0) (0, 1) (1, 0) (1, 1)
(1, 0) (1, 0) (1 1 0) (1, 1) (0 ) 0) ( 1 ) 0)
(1 1 1)
(0, 0)
(020)
(0 1 1)
(02 1)....
(1, 0)
(1'.0)...
(1, 1)
( 1 2 1 ) (1	 1 ) (110) (1 2 1 ) (02 1) (111)
I
xi
Vi
^ f
i
r
µ (q)
By the function tables (or applying Theorem 1.18) , we have
l ((%2 Or ))x - {(0 2 0)2(0 2 1 )2(1 2 0) 2 ( 1 2 1 )	 = xx
((o'	 2 U0 ))x = 1(0 2 0) 2 (1 2 0)	 = x0 ••.r,
l) 0 , o ))x	 1 _{(0 2 1 ) , (1 , 1 )	 = x1
Wr , Cr ))0	 x ={(0 2 0)2 (0 1 1 )	 = Ox
((Q1 > X)) = { ( 1 2 0) 2 (1 2 1 )	 = lx
0	 0 P
((a'0 ^ or ))1 _ {(0 2 1 ) ^	 _ 01
1	 0
fw
{
Z Wr1, or	 _ f(111)1= 11
f
L2
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f
Accordingly, by Theorem 1. 21, (S 2 , <) has the following
Hasse diagram:
x, X)
n.,	 (moo, X)	(Or ^)	 (^
	x 0 
	
x)	 (X, orM	 1
4
p;
9
is
	
!
We have already observed that stuck-at faults are closed under
composition (Corollary 1.17.2). Given this fact, coupled with the
properties of < given by the last three theorems, it is relatively
easy to show that several different concepts (introduced earlier
for fault's and stable faults) become equivalent when restricted to
	
1
r
F
stuck -at faults.
up
t
J Y
i
ss
	 RO '70-456
Theorem 1.22
If µ "Y E Sn then the following statements are equivalent:
i)	 y can follow µ (i. e. ,	 t (yµ) c	 t,
r7
iii)	 µ Ay exists
!^s iv)	 ti n y- µ y
V)
	
Yµ = µY
vi)
	
Yµ < µ
Proof
t  1	 ii) =—>ii):	 Suppose	 ^l (yµ) c	 (µ).	 Since, for any faults
i	
`fµ and y, r `i (Yµ) c r`1^ (Y) we have r	 (Yµ) c_ 11 (IL ) n Ul (Y) •	 As
(Yµ)
	
S, ii) holds.
ii) =viii):
	
Suppose	 (Y)	 (to	 and let µ = (µ l , µ 21 ... , µn)
Y = (Yl , Y2 , ... , yn).	 Then	 !>^' (µ i) (1	 (Yi)	 (1 < i < n) which
implies
	
since	 . E S(10, 1	 that	 <	 . or	 < 4,1 < i < n).
Hence µ i n yi exists (1 < i < n) and by Theorem 1. 20, µ y
exists
iii 
	 iv Suppose n exists. Then b Theorem 1.20'ply µ Y	 ^ y	 .
µi n 
yl exists (I < i < n) and comparing Table (1.. 22) with (1. 19),_ it
follows that A i n yi yiA 1< i< n Thus by Theore m 1.20
µ n y = (y1µ1) Y21-'2, ... , YnAn)
and by Theorem 1. 17 we have 11 A )/ yµ
t_
I
rRo 70-456
iv) ==>v): Suppose µ n y = yµ. Since S  is closed under
	
4
	
composition, both yµ and µy are stable and applying Theorem 1. 13
(ii) Vii)) ^ Yµ = µy•
v)—­_=^vi): Suppose yµ = µy. Then, by Theorem 1.13 (i) ^j iii)),
'	 f	
we have yµ < µ .
	
IJ
	
vi) --yi) : If yµ < µ, then by Theorem 1. 21,'(yµ) c t^^ (µ),
i. e . , y can follow µ .
Most interesting is the equivalence of statements i), iii), and v),
i. e. , "y can follow µ", "meet of µ and y exists", and "y commutes with µ"
all mean the same thing in the case of stuck-at faults. On the other
hand, no two of the statements of Theorem 1.22 are equivalent relative
to the more general class of stable faults.
x	 ^^
>r
Fault-Tolerant State-Assigned Machines
Let us now consider the application of the above results to the
design of fault-tolerant sequential networks or, what is the same for
our purposes, the design of fault-tolerant state-assigned machines.
(The latter representation suffices since the faults under consideration
are memory faults.) In general, the design problem can be stated as
follows,	 r
Fad
Given some sequential-machine.-realizable behavior B
specified, say, by a reduced machine M' such that
R0	 '70-456
$s
machine M that realizes * M' and relative to some specified
set of faults F of M
	 µ is	 q -masked for all µ E F (
denotes the specific type of fault masking desired, (e. g.
e - , i-, or R-masking).
In what follows we consider first the problem of designing
machines which.	 Q-mask faults (i. e. , R-mask where R = Q) and will
restrict our attention to stuck-at faults.
	
In this case we obtain a
surprising negative result, namely, if M is an n-dimensional realization
of a machine M' with at least two nonequivalent states then it is
V
impossible to Q-mask certain sets of degree 1 stuck-at faults with
as few as n members.
	
More precisely, if we letS C and S 1 denote
n	 n
the set of all degree 1 faults stuck-at zero and stuck-at one
respectively, that is:
S0 ={µES Jed(µ)=landµ.E{Q	 cr	 i=1 2	 ,	 n^n	 p^	 x	 >..	 ,na
and
S1=
	 µES	 jd(µ	 = 1 and A iµ.	 cr ,Q	 =1 2,..,n	 {	 n	 )	 1{ 1
	
x , i	 n
then
"Realizes" is defined in the sense of Hartmanis-and Stearns
[111, p.	 28,	 Def.	 1.15.
'f^E
I`
r
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Theorem 1.23
If M` is a machine with at least two nonequivalent states then, for
all n, there does not exist a state-assigned machine M of
dimension n (i.e. Q = 10,1^ (n) ) such that M realizes M' and
µ is Q-masked, for all µ E S n0 (alternatively, for all µ E Sn).
-G
€r
r
^;'t
I
r
Proof
We will prove the theorem for degree 1 stuck-at 0 faults
(the argument for the stuck-at 1 case being the same) and suppose
to the contrary, i.e. , for some n there is a state-assigned machine
M that realizes MI and, for all µ E S 0 , µ is Q-masked. Using cubical
n
notation to denote the range of a stuck-at fault, if µ, y E S0, then
.(µ) nUl, (Y) = a a	 a	 A1 2	 n.
where
0 if µ i
 = ao or yi uo
a.
1	 x otherwise.
Thus f(µ).n6tfly)	 and by Theorem 1.22 (ii) —),
 iv µ =	 i. e.)	 ) Y	 µ Y, 
every pair of faults in S 0 commute. By assumption, every fault inn	 i
S1^ is Q-masked and therefore the important fact established in the
	 f
previous subsection (Theorem 1.16) can be applied to conclude that
the combined fault
	
1.
'C R0
j ;^.
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i
is also Q-masked. But by the composition rules for stuck-at faults
(Theorem 1.17 and Table (1. 19)),
X = (901 QO , ... Igo)
that is,
	
II	
X(q) = (0, 0, ... , 0), for all q E Q.
Thus all states are equivalent under the e - relation induced by X I i. e.
_ Q XQ.
As X is Q-masked, by Theorem 1. 15,
C =
and therefore it must be the case that
	 k
= QXQ
that is, all states of the realization M are behaviorally equivalent. 	 r
	
7	 This contradicts the assumption that M realizes a machine
M' with at least two nonequivalent states, thereby proving the theorem..
Since, in most applications, we would hope to be able to mask at	
1
least the set of all stuck-at faults of degree 1, Theorem 1. 23 says
that Q-masking is too restrictive as a practical fault-tolerance
constraint. At first glance, this theorem seems to contradict the
Y
theory of, von .Neumann [27] since by triplicating a network that
realizes M I
 and then voting, it would appear that all single stuck-at	
T
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faults in the delay flip-flops could be Q-masked. This is not the
case, however, since the voting scheme assumes that the networks
are "synchronized" thereby restricting the number of states in the
composite network that can be used as initial states. If we call
this restricted set R, then, as is established in the discussion that
follows, all single stuck-at faults can be R-masked. However,
R C Q and by Theorem 1. 23 all these faults cannot be Q-masked.
Let us consider, then, the problem of R-masking stuck-at
faults where we allow R to be a proper subset of Q but require that
R be complete (cf. Theorem 1.4) . In order to simplify the dis-
cussion that follows it is convenient to introduce the following
notation with regard to stuck- at faults and the states of a state
assigned machine. If µ E S  let X(µ) 0(µ) , 1(µ) , and C(µ) denote
the index sets of the free coordinates, stuck-at 0 coordinates,
stuck-at 1 coordinates, and stuck-at coordinates, respectively,
that is, if t' (µl, µ2 2	 , µn) (see (1. 18)) then
Xw) ={ilµi =Q }^
OW ={ilAi =Q ,
(1.23)
C (A) =
 0(µ) U 1(A)
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1
Similarly if q = (b 1 , b2, ... , bh) E {0, 1} (n) , let
O(q) = {i I bi = 0 1,	 1
1 (q) = {i I bi = 11,
	
(1.24)	 1. 1
If q, q' E { 0, 1(n), 
 we will let H(q, q') denote the set of coordinate
indices for which the coordinates of q and q' differ, that is
H (q, q ') = 1(q)	 ) 1 (q` ) (1.25)
where U+ denotes symmetric difference.
	 Thus, if q, q' {0, 1} (n) ,
the,Hamming distance [20] h(q, q 1 ) is given by
h(q, q ') _	 ( H(q, q ') (. (1.26)
Note also that
H(q, qr ')	H(q, q ')	 H(ql^ q") (1.27)
a relationship that is quite useful in computing distances.
The following observations relate the index sets of a state q
to those of the "faulty" state A(q) where, in general, if
A, B c Nn = { 1, 2, ... , n} we will let AB denote A n B and let
A = N - A.n
Lemma 1. 3 a
If µ E Sn and q E { 0 11 (n) then
i)	 0 (A(q)) = 0(1i) u X(µ) 0 (q)
1(µ(q)) = 1(µ) U X(u) 1(q).
4.tlYA3@`ELK'AA4H3!/f e¢kk+s',s'A.kW^.<nrrw:+w..w.aw...,. .	 ,
tJ
...	 ,•••	 ...
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Proof
If q = (bl , b2, ... , b n ) then µ(q) = (µ1 (b 1) , µ2 (b2) , ... , An(bn)) .
Since ps.,i(bi) = 0 if and only if either ,ui = Q0 or µi = a and bi = 01
i) holds by the definitions given above. The proof of ii) is similar..
Lemma 1.4
If µ E Sn and q E { 0 , 1} (n) ,
 
then
H (q, A(q))	 1 (q) 0(µ) u O(q) 1(A)
Proof
By (1. 25)
H(q , µ(q))	 1 (q.) Q 1(Fj,(q) )
and substituting according to the previous theorem
H (q, A(q))	 1 (q) E) (1(A) U X(1u) 1 (q) )
1(q) { µ) (X^1 ^ l^ q^) ^ lf7q 1(µ)
1 (q) (I(µ) x  µ) 1(q) 1(µ)
= 1(q) (1(µ)u X(A) U 1 (q) 1W)
1 (q)
 0 (A) U 0 (q) 1(A
Since the Hamming distance h(q, µ(q)) is given by ( H(q, µ(q))
Lemma 1.4 can be applied to obtain the following properties of
distance reSiative to a stuck-at fault µ.
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Theorem 1. 24
If µ E S n, d(µ) = k, and q, r E { 0, 11(n) then
i) h(% A)) < k
ii) h(q, µ(q) ) = 0 <=> 1(q) 0 (A) = 0 and 0 (q) 1 (bL) = 0
iii) h(% µ(q)) = k	 1(q) C 0 (µ) and 0 (q) C. 1(A)
iv) µ(q) = µ(r) ==> h(q, r) < k
Proof
i) Since H(q, A(q) ) C 0 (j,) u 1(µ) , by Lemma 1. 4,
and
0 (4) u 1(µ) _ CW)
we have H(q, µ(q)) < C(µ) , or by definition
h(q, A(q) ) < k.
ii) h(q, µ(q)) = 0
	 H(q, µ(q)) _ 0 from which ii)
follows by Lemma 1.4.
iii) h(q, µ(q)) k<=> H(q, µ(q)) = 0 (µ) 1 (µ) from
,F
which iii) follows by Lemma 1.4.
^a
iv) If µ(q) µ(r) then, by (1. 27)
H(q , r) H(% µ(q)) 0 H(µ( r) r)
_ [ 1 (q) 0 (A) u 0 (q) 1(µ) ] O [ 1(r) '0 (µ) u 0 (r) 1(µ)) •	 E
x
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Thus
H(q, r) C 1 (q) 0 (Pi) U 0 (g) 1(µ) U 1(r) 0 (µ) U 0 ( r) 1(A)
C 0 (A) U 1(µ)
and so
H(q, r) C C(µ) which implies h(q, r) < k.
In what follows we wish to consider the problem of masking all
stuck-at faults of i) a given degree or ii) less than or equal to some
f
	 given degree. To distinguish these cases let
Sn(k) = f p E S  I d(µ) = k},	 (1.28)
and
Sn[t] = fA E S  I d(µ) < t} .	 (1.29)
thus
t
Sn[t] = U Sn(k)
k= 0
Given any integer t > 0 and any finite- state realizable behavior
specified by some machine M', the following important result guarantees
the existence of an n-dimensional state•-assigned realization of M' such
that relative to a complete subset R, all faults of degree < t are R-masked.
The state-assignment used requires that a certain subset of states have
a minimum li animing distance of 2t + 1 and in this sense eneralizes
	
(	 ,	 ,g
Russo's use [23] of distance 3 codes. in the design of error tolerant
counters.
	
17	 E
Ell
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Theorem 1, 26
If M' is a machine and t is a nonnegative integer then
there exists a state assigned machine M of dimension n
and a complete subset R of the states of M such that
M realizes M' and µ is R-masked, for all µ E Sn[t].
Proof
Given a machine M I
 = (I', Q', O', 6 1 , w') and a nonnegative integer
t, without loss of generality we can assume M' is reduced (for if M'
is not reduced, any realization of a reduced machine M", where
M" M', is a realization of M I ). If IQ', = m, let n be any integer
such that there is a subset R of {0, 1} (n) with the following two
properties:
IR1 = m	 (1.30)
and
min{h(r, s) I r, s E R, r A s} > 2t + 1	 (1.31)
correcting code having minimumIn other words, R is an m-word error c.h^	
.
distance 2t + 1 and therefore exists for any specified m and t [20].gf	 ,
We now want to construct a machine M with state set Q { 0 11 (n)
having the desired properties. To do this, let Kt(q) denote the solid
	 [
sphere of radius t and center q, i. e.
Kt(q) _ { r h(q, r ) < t}	 (1.32)	 {
M1
Y
i
t
1
k	 and let 71 be any function from Q onto Q satisfying the following
conditions:
J	 ^
v
restricted to R is 1-1 and onto, (1.33)
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and
{
	 For all r E R, q E Kt(r) <==> n(q) = n(r) .	 (1.34)
Note that such a function 71 always exists for by (1. 30) , I R I = I Q' I
and by (1.3 y ) , each q E Q is contained in at most one solid sphere
Kt(r) . Consider now a machine M = (I', Q, 0', b, w) with b and w
defined as follows for each q E Q, a E I';
(1.35)
(1.30)
f
a
and this coupled with (1.36) implies that q is a state homomorphism
.1 } from M to M' (cf. [11b page 21) . Thus M not only realizes M' but
is in fact a homomorphic realization.
Claim 2) : µ is R-masked, for all E Sn[t].
i.
If µ E Sn[t], by Theorem. 1. 14, it suffices to show that
i) 6(µ(R) x t) c R. {
and
t:
ii) µ I R S g(R) C	 1 R U µ(R){
x,
ry
t	
r
s
6(q., a) = the unique r such that
r E rI- I ( s ' ( 77(q) , a)) and r E R
w(q, a) = w'( 71(q) , a)
Claim 1); M realizes MI.
By (1.3 5) we have
71( 6 (q, a)) = 71(r) = 61 (n(q) , a)
RO '70-456
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4 Condition i) holds for by Definition of b (1. 35) , S(Q x I) C R. To
prove ii) , suppose r, s E R u µ(R) and r = s, i. e. µ(r) = µ(s) . In
F^
case both r E tL(R) and s E µ(R) , since g is stable, r = tL(r) = µ(s)	 s
and therefore r = s.
	
Suppose then that either r ^ jc(R) or s ^ µ(R) .
If r	 µ(R) then r e R and, by Theorem 1. 24 (part iv) , if d(µ) = k then
h(r, s) G k.
T
But µ E Sn[t] implies k < t and therefore
s E Kt(r) .
Recalling the definition of q, by (1. *34) ,
77(r ) = 71( s) .	 (1.37)
r	 '
By the same arguxnent, (1. 37) holds if s µ(R) and as q is a state
4
homomorphism, r = s.
Claim 3): R is a complete subset of Q.
	
Ur	 By definition of R, (1.33) implies each equivalence class of ^ con-
	
x}	 tains a state r E R. Since 17 is a state homomorphism and M' is
reduced,
1 `
t
IL
and therefore each equivalence `class of contains a state r E R,
i. e. R is complete. As the three claims just proved are those
made in the statement of the theorem, the proof is complete
rL
tl
a sequential network N that tolerates, for some specified
integer t, all combinations of t or fewer stuck-at faults
at flip-flop outputs:
1) Determine a reduced machine M' _ (1 1 , Q f , 0', S', wf)
such that BM1 = B.
2) Let m = I Q ? ( and determine an m-word, n-bit
error correcting code R having minimum dis-
Lance 2t + 1.
3) Determine a function q: {0, 1} (n) --	 Q' such that
i)	 77, R is 1-1 and onto,
ii)	 for all r E R, q E Kt(r)	 rl(q) = 77(r)
4) Design an n—dimensional state-assigned machine
M = (1', Q, 0 ', b, w), where
)	 b(q, a) = the unique code word in
W(q, a) _ wl ( 77(q) , a) .
5) Design a sequential network N that is represented by
the state-assigned machine M (cf. Example 1.3) ,
{
Ro '70-456
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Not only does Theorem 1. 25 establish the existence of fault
tolerant realizations but the construction used in the proof provides
the following synthesis algorithm for fault tolerant sequential
networks.
Algorithm 1.1
Given some finite-state-realizable behavior B, to design
q 
1J
RO	 70-45611.00
Note that certain choices can be made in the algorithm which
influence the complexity of the resulting network. 	 In particular, the
choice of R in step 2) , and the choice of 77 in step 3) comprise the
state assignment problem	 that remains after the, R-masking con-
straint is imposed. 	 The following example should help to illustrate
4
,i
the algorithm just described.
Example 1. 5
Suppose that the required behavior is the periodic generation ofpp	 	 p	 g
the sequence 1.011 and we wish to design a fault tolerant realization
that will R-masked all single stuck-at faults (i. e. t = 1) .
	
Beginning
with step 1) of Algorithm 1. 1:
P,
1)	 A reduced (autonomous) machine
M' _ ({ 11, f qa) q 11 q 	 q 3 { 0 , 11,	 5 ', W')	 , ,°,,'
that realizes the specified behavior is given by
1 /1
Li
1'7ri
T 
`s
t 101	 RO '70-456
f
2) Since m = 4 and t = 1, we must find a 4-word, n-bit
error correcting code R having minimum distance 3.
A 5-bit code having these properties is given by (we
let strings denote 5-tuple s, e.g.  01101 denotes
(0,1,1,0,1)):
R = { 01101, 00000, 10110, 110111.
3) Let 71: { 01 11(5). 	 {qo' q l' qT q3} where
q  if q E K1( 01101) u { 00111 2 011101
q 1 if q E K1( 00000) u{ 00011 1 100011
77(q) =
q2 if q E K1(10110) u { 10101 1 111001
q3 if q E K1(11011) u {01010, 110001.
Thus, by inspection, 71 satisfies conditions i) and ii) of
step 3) .
4) The machine M = ({ 11, { 0, 11 (5) , { 0 , 11, 6, w) designed
according to step 4) has the following transition graph.
M
U
10000
01000
00100
00010
00001
00011
10001
1.	 102	 Ro '70-456
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5) A sequential network N which corresponds to machine
M (and therefore R- masks all single stuck-at 0 or
stuck-at 1 faults at the delay outputs) is shown in
s
schematic form on the following page. The Boolean
forms F. representing switching functions f. (1 < i < 4)1 p	 g	 1
are as follows:
F 1
 = y l y3 (y2 + Y4 y 5) + Y 2 Y 5 + Yl (Y3 Y 5 + Y 2 (Y 3 + Y4 ) )
F 2
 = Y 1 (Y 2(Y3 + Y4 Y5) + Y3(Y4 + Y5)) +
Y 1 (Y 2(Y3 + Y4 Y 5) + Y3(Y4 + YO)
F'3 = Y 2 Y 3(Y l + Y4) +'T2 Y 3 (Y 1 + Y4 Y5) + Y1(y2 Y 5 + Y4)
I
Fez = Y 1 (Y2 + Y3 + Y4) + (Y2 + Y3) {Y4 + Y5)
Nz
Eli,
ti
i
j
Y
't,:
1
fRo 70-456104
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1
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Thus, using Algorithm 1. 1, we observe that a state -assigned
machine of dimension 5 (alternatively a network with 5 delay flip-flops)
suffices to realize a 4 state machine and yet tolerate all degree I
stuck-at faults. Comparing this realization with one obtained by
realizing M' with a network N' and then triplicating N°' and voting,
the latter scheme requires 0 flip-flops and hence is less "efficient"}
in the sense that more memory is required for the same fault- tolerance.
I	 A more general comparison of this type is the subject of the section
that follows.
Redundancy of t-Tolerant Realizations
If B is some sequential behavior (i. e. , _B B DA , for some
sequential machine M') let us say that a state-assigned machine M
F^ is a t-tolerant realization of B if there is a subset R of Q such that
each a E B is realized by some r e R and µ is R-masked for all µ in
8n[t]. Note that R in this case need not be a complete subset since
BM may properly contain the -set f Or I r E R}. Thu s, for example,
any realization obtained using Algorithm 1. 1 is t-tolerant. Another
type of t-tolerant realization can be obtained by the well known tech-
nique or replicating -and-voting, that is, put 2t + 1 copies of M'
k
(where BM, B) in parallel and then take a majority vote of the
2t + 1 outputs.
r.y
ios
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To compare the efficiency of such realizations, if M is an
n-dimensional, t-tolerant realization of B, its (memory) redundancy
p(M) will be defined as the ratio of the memory capacity of M (in
bits) to the memory capacity (in bits) of any reduced machine with
. 
1
	
behavior B (where ! B C > 2) , that is,
P(M) =	 n
log2JBI
(1.38)
I
I
Thus, for example, the machine M (Example 1. 5, Step 4) which is a
1-tolerant realization of the behavior of MI has redundancy
p(M) =
	
5	 = 2. 5.
log 24
Relative to some class of realizations we can then define a
function K-)n where, for integers m > 2 and t > 1,
M ,E .77( anal, f or some B
K 
-17Z (m, t) = min	 p(M) such that J B I = m, M is at-tolerant realization of B
(1.39)
T'
In oilier words, K,7,X(M, t) is the minimum redundancy of all machines
in	 which are t--tolerant realizations of m-state behaviors. Thus
comparing two classes Nand
	 for given m and t, if Kjrj (m, t) C
i
K-IL (nn, t) we can conclude that class / is preferable to class
for the t-tolerant realization of m- state behavior.
	
i
I^
UE
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Let us now compare the two specific realization types mentioned
above and denote them d and 46 , that is,
= set of all realizations obtained
using Algorithm 1. 1
set of all replicate-and-vote
realizations.
1
Then a lower bound for Ka.
 (
m, t) can be immediately obtained from
the following lemma.
Lemma 1. 5
If B is some sequential behavior with 1131 =  m and M E
is a t-tolerant realization of B having dimension n then n
must satisfy the inequality
t
nlog2
	m( Z (k))
k- 0
Proof
If 1131 = ni then the reduced machine M' (Algorithrn 1. 1, Step 1)
has m states. Accordingly, Q {0, 1} (n)
 must contain an m-word
error correcting code having minimum. distance 2t + 1 (Steps 2) and
a,
3)) . 'Thus Q contains m disjoint solid spheres of radius t where
each sphere Kt[q] contains
t
it
v
A:
elements. Thus Q must have at -least
t
m Y ( n
k--0 k
elements from which the inequality of the lemma (sometimes called
the Hamming bound) follows.
Consequently, a lower bound for Kd (m, t) is given by
Theorem 1.26
K	 (M, t) >	
n
1092m
where n is the least integer satisfying
t
n 1092 m	
n
k= 0
Proof
Lemma 1. 5 and the definition Of K
	
(m, t) (1. 39).
To obtain a lower bound on the dimension for which a class
realization will always exist (and thereby an upper bound on K`^ (m, M
we have
Lemma 1.6
If B is some sequential behavior with B m then there
exists a t-tolerant realization M of B such that M E Q
and the dimension n of M satisfies the inequality
2t- 1 (n- 1 ) )
n 
 F1092ml 1092(l +k
k=0
am
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Proof
By the Var sharmov- Gilbert Bound [26], there exists an n-bit
code of minimum distance d having r parity check bits if
d- 2
r	 n-12	 >1 +
k= 0	 k
or equivalently,
d-2
	 n-1
r >109 2 (1+ 109  ( kk= 0
Since a distance of d 	 2t + I suffices for tolerance t and r check bits
L
give n-r information bits
2t-1 n-1
n > (n-r) +109 2 (1 + Z	 kk= 0
As [log,,ml information bits are enough to code. m stales, by Algorithm
Ell
we obtain the desired result.
Accordingly, the	 for	 hasminimum redundancy	 realizations
the following upper bound.
Theorem 1.2?
i	
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Proof
Lemma 1.6 and the definition of K a,
 
(m, t) (1. 39) .
	
4J	 In the case of	 realizations, K (m, t) is more easily
expressed for if ( B (= m then the minimum dimension of a state-
assigned machine M' realizing B is (log 2ml. Since a t-tolerant
realization M is obtained . by replicating M' 2t + 1 times,
n = dim M = 11092m] (2t + 1) . Hence, by Definition 1. 39,
rlog2ml (2t + 1)
K
A 
(m, t) =	 logZm
	
(1.40)
=` 2t+1 for m>>1
2t+Ifor m= 2s.
Thus the minimum redundancy of Glass ie realizations is essentially
independent of. behavior size. On the other hand the minimum redundancy
of class 6 realizations decreases with increasing m. Indeed, by the
upper bound (Theorem 1 27) if t is fixed then
lim Kd (m, t) 1.
m-00o
A more revealing comparison of the two types of realizations is given
	
$:	 by Table 1. 1 and Figures 1. 1 - 1. 3.
It is also of interest to consider the function K K where V is
	
t
unrestricted (i. e. , 77( is the class of all state-assigned machines)
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since the value K(m, t) will be the least redundancy possible for a
t-tolerant realization of m-state behavior. A lower bound for
K(m, t) is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 1.28
K(m, t) > 1 +	 tlog2m
Proof
If M is an n-dimensional, t-tolerant realization of B where
I B I = m then, by definition, there is a subset R of Q such that
i) the stales in R realize B and ii) µ is R-masked for all p in Sn[t].
i) implie s
fOrIr E RI  > I B I = m	 (1.41)
and, if µ is a stuck-at fault of degree t, ii) implies µ is R-masked,
i. e. , by Definition 1. 13,
{^µ(r) 
I 
r E R} f 
Or I r e RI.	 (1.42)
Since the state set QA - d?{[,) of the faulty machine M4 contains
{µ(r) r E RI,
I	 I	 I {Oµ r I r E RI I	 (1.43)
-.... .......• m+w+viRrv^Y'rN.^NLLePNS NNt RH4^.exnT.xfvwweccuu.... ^.exfl •Mx..
and combining (1.41) , (1.42) and (1.43) we have
I
I l 4µ)I > M.	 I
r
x^
F^	 fi
:ivmua'mitara4iimwMa- ° .,'-'	 ^ -,-... w,.	 .:•_'°"'^.:.,maw;..: wMfuem:nenaicuaynmrc.,.aemaf- nir^ee^mrs^ra5w.i.^...+a.,rwusc vmzw.ue.^^vs ..v_+.:e...:a^,...0
	 s4.._--ea ._:.	 ^,,.^,....	 ^. :_..._.^.. ........ ... ._..	 ,^._	 !
i
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t
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But d(µ) = t and by Corollary 1. 18. 1 the subcube(µ) has dimen-
sion n-t, that is,
0? (µ)1= 2n-t
i
116
me
4
a
W
t
Thus 2n-t > m which implies n > 1092m + t and dividing by 1092m
we have
K(M) t) = log m > 1+ 
109 2m2
which concludes the proof.
Comparing the functions K^ and K, for large m we see that class
realizations have a minimum redundancy that approaches the best
possible, e.g. , KQ (2 00, 1) = 1. 07 as compared with K(2140^ 
1) 
= 1. 01.
In network terms, the bound given by Theorem 1.28 says that a t-tolerant
realization of a behavior B requires at least t more flip-flops than a
nonredundant realization of B.
	
For equality to hold, i. e.,
K(m, t) = 1 +
	
t
1092m
it must be the case that for some B, m = +B i is a power of 2 and there
exists a t-tolerant realization of B with exactly t redundant flip-flops.
Moreover, the machine M representing this network realization must A
s
be such that, for all faults g of degree t, the result'Mµ
 is isomorphic
.ii
to a reduced machine with 'behavior B.	 For these reasons, it should be
possible to improve the lower bound on K(m, t) over that given by
Theorem 1.28.
3-
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We note also that the bounds discussed here apply to the set of all
, sequential behaviors B requiring a given number of states m in their
reduced realizations.	 This does not mean to imply, however, that all
m-state behaviors B have minimum t-tolerant realizations of the same
dimension.	 Indeed, we suspect just the opposite, namely for given m
v and t, there always exist behaviors B and B' such that I B' = I B' ( = m
and yet the dimension of the least redundant t-tolerant realization of
f
.B differs from that of B.
Initial State Fault Masking
Initial state fault masking, or q
0
-masking (cf. Theorem 1.7) is
a special case of R-masking (R - {qp and is of interest since in many
applications only the behavior of some initial or "reset" state need be
preserved.
	 To mask stuck-at faults from an initial state we begin by
specifying the fault set.
	 As earlier ( 1 29) let Sn[t] denote the set of all
faults in S
	
of degree < t.	 Then the following theorem provides ann
.	 , upper bound on the degree of faults which are q^ - masked.
Theorem 1.29
If M is a state-assigned machine of dimension n, q O E Q,
the number of nonequivalent states reachable from q O is
p, andµ is qo -masked, for all µ E Sn[t], then
t < n- 1092p-
,L
1
h ^.
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Proof
If µ E Sn[t] and µ is q0 -masked, then (3	 - ^3(q0) 	 q0 which implies
that the number of nonequivalent states reachable from µ(q 0) in MIJ
must equal p. Hence
µm I = I x (µ) I > p
and d(µ) < t,
2n-t > p ,
(cf. Corollary 1. 18. 2) . Thus
1092p < n-t
that is
i	 -{
t < n log2p	 F
i^
completing the proof.
Having established 'an upper bound on t we want to analyze the
machines Mµ, µ E S [t], to determine the structure of transition
	
_	 functions which q0 -mask faults in Sn[t]. An understanding of this
structure will permit the derivation of transition functions for M
given the behavior to be realized. To begin, let U µ denote the relation
µ	 defined earlier ( 1. 11) , that is
	
r	 :
U{ r(q0 2	 0x) &A(µ(q ) , x)) x E I*}µ
The importance of this relation arises from Theorem 1. 7, that is,
ti is gQ -masked iff
f,
119	
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'	 S(q0, x) = 1 6A(µ(g 0) , x) , for all x E I*.
For all q E Qo, where
Q0 - {q I &(q o, x) q, x E I }
let [q] denote the set of right relatives of q in U that is
µ
[q] = {q' I q U q'} .	 ( 1.44)
This set contains all states reachable from µ(q 0) in MA under an input
sequence that takes M from q O to q.
.j
Lemma 1.7
E	 For q E Q0, µis q0-masked iffI
'	 µ	 q	 qE
Proof: Necessity:
Suppose q' E [q]µ, then there exists x E I* such that
M
q = 6(q09 x)
q ' = S %i(qo), x) •
But µ is qO-masked which says
µ
^µ(qp)	 ^qo
Y
fl 
I
and implies
µ	 =	 V y E I* •
b (µ(q0), y)	 (qp, y)
In particular, when y=x we have	 .
q	 q
70-456120
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Suff iciency
Let-	 thenq^q0^
µ(q0) E [q01µ	 OIL
	
aq0	 0
and µ is q0-masked by definition. This concludes the proof.
Clearly, all the states in q are equivalent in Mµ if µ is q -masked.
To clarify the preceding discussion consider the following example.
Example 1.6
`t For the periodic output sequence 0101... let M be an autonomous
state-assigned Mealy machine of dimension 3 which realizes this
behavior from q 0 = 000.
z,	 I
r;
S (q, a)	w(q, a)
} 000	 101/0
001
	 010/1
010	 111/0
011	 000/1
t M 100	 010/1
101	 000/1
110	 111,/0
111	 101/1
} Let µ be the fault denoted in cubical notation by
µ = Oxx
(µ E S3(1)), that is
I
c.	 .
t
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q Ii(q)
000 000
001 001
010 010
011 011
100 000
101 001T°
110 010
111 011
l
The machine M under the fault µ has the transition table
Q 6µ(q, a) /u^(q, a)
000 001/0
MA :	 001 010/1
010 011/0
Oil 000/1
:j
' Using decimal equivalents of the binary 3-tuples to denote states
and beginning with qO = 0, the sequence of states is 0, 5, 0, 5, .. , in M
and 0 1 2 3 0
	
2 3>	 >1^	 ^	 ,... i nM ,	 os
(% O), (51 1),	 ( Of 2)f	 ( 57 3)j."µ =
The partition of the output equivalence relation = 1 is:
I "ii AC. 1	 0 A	 M "I
YRO	 7a-456122
and since Uc =
	
li, is q0-masked.	 The sets of right relatives are
—µ
^ 0] A =	 {0, 21;	 [ 5] 4 =	 f1131
and the state equivalences 0
	 =	 2 and 1
	 = 3 are easily verified.
M1	 M/1
Suppose now that M is a state-assigned machine of dimension n
and let Ut denote the union of the relations U
	
E Sn[t],	 i. e.
Ut	 =	 ++	 Uµ .	 (1.45)
µ^E Sn[t
Then by Theorem 1.7 it is immediate that
Theorem 1.30
If M is a Mealy machine then
µ is q0- masked, V 4E Sn[ t]	 ff Ut	 c
In general Ut is neither symmetric nor transitive.	 However, if we
nz
a let E	 denote the symmetric, transitive closure of Ut , i, e.
Et	 = {(q, q')	 there exist q1 = q,q2"" ' , gm = q ' such that
giUt qi or qiqi' i=1, 21+1	 +l Ut
we obtain
Corollary 1.30.1
If M is a Mealy machine then
µ is g0-masked, V µ e Sn[t]	 iff Et c =1.
t
r
r^
key
.
A
i
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Proof: Necessity:
E t
 is the smallest equivalence relation containing U t . Since
= 1 is also an equivalence relation containing Ut , it must contain Et
 to
Sufficiency Obvious.
According to the corollary there is some flexibility in the choice
of behavior for M as long as the partition defined by Et refines the
output partition.
In conjunction with the relation Ut we introduce [q], where
[q] = .
	
[q] µ 	{ q ' I q Ut qTT.	 (1.46)
P E 41t ]
n
^I
f
s
Note that q E [q] since L—the identity function on Q--is in Sn[t].
Each state of [q] is a state of one or more faulty machines, Mµ,
µ E Sn[t]
The following example should help to clarify the definitions of
Ut , E t , and [q] and Theorem 1.30 .
Example 1.7
r.
For the periodic output sequence 0101 .., let M be a
_3 dimen-
sional state -assigned Mealy machine which realizes this sequence
	 ?
beginning with g0 = 0. Let the set of faults beS 3(1) consisting of
s
µ1	 xxl112	 xx0
113 = xlx	 114 = xOx - sj
115 = lxx	 µ6	 Oxx .
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The transition function for M and the faulty machines M is given
the following table; the entry in row is b a w aby	 g	 ^	 Y	 q	 (q^ )/ (q^ ) for M and
6 µ(q , a) /c)"(q , a) f or Mµ (there is no entry if q ^ Qµ) .
lr
IF
;r
J
a
The state and output sequences for each machine M glheginning
in state µ(q0) are:
states outputs i
.^ µlM	 1 1 3, 1 9 3, 1 9 . . . 00000...
-^ µ2M	 0,6,0,6,0,... 01010...
µ3M	 2, 7, 2 1 7 p 2 1 ... 01010.. .
µ4M	 0, 5 7 4, 4, 4 1
 ... 01000 ...
µ 5M	 4, 6, 4, 6 1 4, ... 01010 ... p	 ,
µsM	 0, 3, 1, 3 1 1 1 ... 00000 ... k
l -	 ,Clearly the .faults, µ4 and µ6 are not q0 -masked.	 From the °state t
1
x
sequences  ewe obtain
+.
f
QZ b bA, 6 4 bµ3 bµ4 dµ5 6µ6
0	 I7/0 6/0 5/0 3/0
1	 ! 3/0 3/0 1/0 3/0
2	 ^7/0 6/0 7/0 3/0
3 11/0 1/0 3j0 1/0
4 I6/0 6/0 4/0
I	
6/0
5 4/1 5/1 4/1 4/1
6 0/1 0/1 2/1 4/1
7 0/1 1/1 2/1 4/1
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U1 = f (O^ 0)1( 0 , 1 )1( 0 2)^ ( 0 , 4)1(7 1 3 ), (7 ) 4)1 ( 7 1 5)s (7 1 6) (717)1.
The output equivalence relation is
= 1	 {0,1,2, s,4; 57617
and Theorem 1. 30 is illustrated because U1 _ and not all faults in S3111
are qo-mnasked. The sets of right relatives are
1 01 	 _ { 1 }^	 L0]_'.Z2	 {0}l	 1Q] µ3 = {2}1	 ti
[7]	 = {3} y 	 M s1	 = 1 612	 [7]µ = {7}
µl	 ^I2	 3
[7]^ _ {4, 51 a 	' !	 _ {61 l 	[7]^ _ {3}
4	 5	 6
From these we see that, for example, µ^ is not q 0-masked because
r.
the condition of Lemma 1.7
3 7 => 3[ ]	 a7
is violated by w(3, a) w(7, 1.
Now let MI be a Mealy machine with the same transition function
as M and any output assignmquit such that all µ e S 311] are q0-masked.
(At leas: two assignments exist w(q, a) = 0 and w(q, a) 1 for all
states in Q. Since
E = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7
and El c = 1 (Corollary 1.30. 1) ,' M I cannot realize any non-
trivial behavior.: In other words, there is no output assignment such	 4
a
that machine M' with that output assignment and the transition function i
y
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of M can realize a nontrivial behavior and q p -mask all µ e S3[1].
To correct the deficiencies of this machine consider the
following example.
1
It
Example 1.8
Let M be the same machine as the previous example with two
exceptions
	
)	 6 (5, a) = 2
	2)	 w(3, a) = 1
These changes yield
U1 = {(0, 0), (0, 1), ( 01 2), (0, 4)1 ( 7 ^ 3 ), (7, 5), (7, 6), ( 7 ^ 7)}
and
1 = { 0, 1, 2 4; 3 , 5 , 6 , 71.
	U1 c = 1	 and all faults in S3[1] are q0-masked, a result which is in	 A
agreement with Theorem 1.30.
A machine M' with the output assignment
w(0, a) = w(1, a) = w(2, a) = w(4, a) = 1
w(3, a) = w(5, a) = w(6, a) w(7, a) = 0
and the transition function of M realizes the periodic sequence 1010...
such that µ is q0-masked for all µ E S 311]. From
E	 _ {n1 1)A	 3 5	 }	 x'I, 6, •
and Corollary 1.30. 1 we see that this sequence is the only other non-
^W trivial behavior realizable with the transition function of M such that
R	 all 11 a S 3[1] are q0-masked.
{
f
12?
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The .fact that Et
 must be a subset of =1
 implies that many state
a	 assignments for M will not lead to q -masking all faults in ^SO	 nt[
because a suitable output assignment cannot be found. Some infor-
mation to narrow the choice for state assignment can be obtained by
'µconsidering state equivalence and the set of machines M ILL, µ E Sn[t] .
0
We begin by def ining an equivalence relation on {[q] I q E Qa and
^	 µ
another on {[q] I q E Q01.
Definition 1. 19
For q 
,q EQ	 E S1 2
	 0' µ	 n t[ ]'
i) [ql] 
N 
[q2] if V 
q,1 [q1] ' qt E [q2] ' qT 
=11 q'µµ	 µ	 µ 2	 µ 1 	 2
ii) [q ] N [q ] if for all E S t1	 2	 µ	 n[ ]^ [q1]µ [q2]
-}	 µ	 µ
Theorem 1.41
If M z1 a state assigned Mealy machine with µ q O -masked,
for all N, L Sn[t], then for all q l' q2 E QO
3 µ E Sn[t] such that [q 1 ]	 [q2]	 > [q ] [q ],
_.	 µ µ	 µ	 1	 2
Proof
If [q1]µµ [q2µ and q'1
 t: [q. 1 ]µ, q Z E [q 2] then, by definition,
µ 
T	 1 
Mµ 
2
and so
a:
t
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µ	 µ
q 1	 q2
By Lemma 1. 7, since µ is qO-masked
Q3µ, _ (3	 and iiµ, _ (3
.a q1	 ql	 q2	 q2
s o that
r	
^q = ^q •
1	 2
Now lety e S n[t] with q" 1 e [q1]y, q
"2 e [ q2]y ; since y is qa-
masked,
1	 1	 2	 2
s o that
q"	 = q" 2 .1 My
But q ? and q" are any states in [q ] and [q ] respectively, so
x:	 Y
that
r`.
[ql]y y [ q2] y
and since- is an fault in S t the result holds for all faults inY	 Y	 n[ ]I
Sn[t] , i. e.
[ ql ]	 [q21
,a	 which concludes the proof.
f
i
}
i
i
t
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Corollary 1.31. 1
If , g is q0 -masked, for all g E Sn[t ], then
ql - q2 < > [ql ] ^' [q2]•
Therefore q0 -masking all µ E ^'Sn[t] implies that if any machine
Mµ has states in [q1 ] µ
 and [q2] µ
 (as defined above) which are
equivalent, all machines have states in [q l ] and [q2] which are
equivalent.
There are some additional special properties of stuck-at faults
that are worth noting before considering the synthesis problem. In
terms of the notation developed earlier for these faults (1. 23 - 1. 24)
that is, if g = (/'I' µ21 ... , An) E Sri then
X (g) _ { i l gi = X} ,	 is ,
0(11) _ { i µi
 = Q0},
(1.47)
1(µ) - {ilgi = al},
C (A) = 0(g)	 1(g)
and if q (b
	, bn) E {0, 1} n, then	 1'
s:-
O(q) = { i I bi = 01 ,	 5.
(1.48)
i
s
we observe the following for any subset F c Sn.
x
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Theorem 1.32
If F c S	 a,nd^^)
	
then
_	
.n
0(µ) r1	 1(y) _ ^, for all µ, y E F.
Proof
Suppose q E Q) and µ, y E F.	 By Lemma 1.3
y
^E
O(q) _ O(g(q)) = 0(µ) U 0(q) X(µ)
1 (q) = 1 (y(q)) = 1 (y) U 1 (q) X(y)
so that
O(µ) c 0(q) and 1(y) c 1 (q) • (1.49)
`e$ But 0(q) n 1(q) =	 and therefore
Ul
which proves the theorem.
1
The next two observations show how information about the images
rt of a state r under a set of faults can be used to infer knowledge of the
coordinates of r.
4
Theorem 1.33
r
ti
1'-
If F cSn and r = (r 1, r2, ... , rn) E { 0 , 1} (n) then
4
3
0	 if there exists ti E F such that j E X
	
n 0	 r
r^ =	 1, if there exists µ E F such that j E X(µ) n 1(µ(r))'
indeterminate
	 if for allE Fy	 , J E C{y) #'	 }
Y t	 _
x
a_
.	 .........,.. a^,..w.......a. :,w....-w.E,a......i.^:uss.^•s...wm-a.^cauee.4 	 , _-	 ...:	 -r	 ...,.::^:._:_....e....Y..,m.u.:..,........,,.,..,......,..,«...«..:...,a,..,^,..-..,m, 	 .	 ...M.:.,.,.,,...,..,....r.	 .......	 .,.:... 	 _ _. _	 .....	 ... -. -	 _..	 _	 _	 _ ^	 ...
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Proof
Immediate from Definitions (1.47) and (1.48) .
If further, for some µ e F, it is known that µ(r) E n AQ) then
REF
Theorem 1.33 can be strengthened as follows
Theorem 1.34
If F c Sn, µ(r) = s e 0 X Q) then
REF
0, if j e X(µ) and there exists y E F such that j e 0(y)
1, if j E X(µ) and there exists y e F such that j e 1(y)
rj
sj, if for all y E F, j E X(y)
indeterminate, if j E C(µ)
n
i	 Proof
If j e X(µ) and 3 y E F such that j E 0(y) then j E 0(s) since
S E nfi Q) (cf. (1.49)) . But 0(s) = 0 (µ(r)) and hence, by Theorem
REF
1. 33, rj = 0. Similarly, if j e X(µ) and 3 y e F such that j E 1(V),
rj 1. The proof of the remaining statements is obvious.
We now consider the application of these observations to the
problem of relating the machines Mµ, µ e Sn[t], in terms of the state
i
sets [q] q c QO, to the state assignment for M. In both cases we	 {'
are dealing with known sets of states
	 and s where s 6(q, a
a e I. The object is to relate subsets of [q] and [s]
F
1
1)	 to each other by determining the correspondence
between states and machines M µ and then
2)	 to the machine M by determining the state(s) r
which arise from fault free transitions
S	 a	 = r(q ^	 )	 ,	 q	 E[q]
n To introduce some notation, let
6 A([q] ,Z) = {s' I there exists q' E [q]	 such that
b ['(q ', z) = s'}
a
for z E I*.
	 Then we note that
V µ 6 Sn[k], V z E P, 6A([ q] µ z) c [s(q, z)]µ
s inc e s I E 6110 q]	 z) impliesµ,
there exists, q' E [q] µ such that	 "(q 	 z)	 =	 s'
J
and
q Uµq' => S(q, Z) UA5A(q 'j Z) => s ' E [ s (q, z)]•A
In the first case we deal with the divergence to states
s V s 2 , ... , s m as shown in the diagram
q1	 a	 -^	 r
(1.50)
(1. 51)
is
s2
r
RO 70-4566132
,t
i
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Let q E 
Q10
	 E n [q]y such that 6(q1 , a) = r, a E I and
y E F
lj,i(r) = s i, µi E F, i=1, 2, ., m. Then applying Theorem 1. 33, infor-
mation about the states s  can be used to specify r.
Example 1.9
Let F = {P, I µ2' µ31 where
Al = xOxxx
µ2 = xxOxx
1 3 = xxxx0
and M be a state assigned machine such that
q1	 0 E n [q]y
yE F
µ
s 1	 = 1(q1,S	 a) = 23
µ
s 2 = 2 (q1 1 , a) = 27µ
s 3 = 3 (q1 ,b	 a) = 30
Then for r = (r1 , r 2 , r3 , r4, r5)
All = x' 511= 1 =>rI=
/'22 - x' s 22 =1 >r2 =1
1'1.3 = 'x''13 = r3=1
x'14" x' s14 =1 >r4=1
1'15= X, s15 =1 —>r5 =1
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s o that
6(0, a) _ 31.
In the second case we are concerned with the convergence of
states ql, q2' ... q  to s1 according to the diagram
a r
I	 q1	 1
a -
q2Y
rq	 a
mrm
}
s1
More precisely, let q QO and for A E F, q' E [q] µ such that
b (q', a) = r and µ(r) = s 1 E 	 Sy([q] , a). Then using Theorem
nyEF
1. 34, information about the faults in F can be applied to the specification
of states r.
Example 1.1 U
Let F - {µ1, µ2, /J.31 where
Al = xlxxx
µ2 = xxxOx
µ3
	xxxxl
r:
x
_y
Iit
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and M be a state-assigned machine such that
q1=9E[q] Al
q2=13E[q]
41
q3 = 29 E [q]µ2
q4= 5E [q]4
3
s 1 = 25 E n S y ([q]y, a), a E I.
YE F
Then for rl = (rll , r12 , r13' 'I 4' r15)
}
/'11 =1'21 P1. 1 = x' s11-1>
'r11 - 1
412 =01	 >r12=X
413
-1
'23
-113 =vx' s 13 =0 >r13=0
414_x, 1'24 -Q0	 ^r14=0
!f f
415 - 
x, 43 5 = ca
l 	> r15 = 1
ry
so that S(9, a) = 17 or 25. Similarly
b (13, a) = 17 or 25
6(29, a) = 25 or 27
S(5, a)	 24 or 25
To summarize our findings we see that
 the search for machines
which q 0 mask faults can be divided as follows: 1
a
l
-+s
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1) identify state sets [q]µ suitable for q O -masking giver,
the behavior to be realized and the faults to be masked
2) verify the state sets (state assignment for the machines
IVYµ) by deriving the transition function for M as a state
assigned machine.
Most of our results apply to the problem of verification; to demon-
strate the application of the definitions and theorems to this problem,
we consider an example.
Example 1. 11
The object of this example is to find
	 _..
1) sequences of period 7 which can be generated by
5-dimensional machines such that all µ E S5[1] are
'. 
A
qo 
masked, and
2) the machines which generate these sequences.
We assume a classification of states and proceed to apply the above
results to achieve the objective. Let the faults in S 5[1] be denoted by
µ1 = xxxxl	 µ2 = xxxxo
µ3 = xxx ix
	 µ4 = xxx Oy
µ5 = xxlxx	 µ6 = xxoxx
µ7 - x lxxx	 µ8 = x Oxxx
3
µ9 1xxxx µ10 Oxxxx
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Then the states, denoted by the decimal equivalent of the binary 5-tuple,
are classified according to the following table.-
IQ µiQ µ2Q µg^ 'µ 4@ 45@
µs
Q
4 7@
µ 8
@ @Q
µii,,
@
0 1 0 2 0 4 0 8 0	 16	 0-
31 11 30 30 29 29 27 15 23	 27	 15
21 21 14 14 13 13 19 9 21
	 19	 1
17 17 6 6 12 12 18 28 17	 18	 10
3 3 20 22 20 22 25 25 3	 25	 3
5 5 26 3 25 5 26 26 5	 26	 5
7 7 24
0
7 24 7 24 24 7	 24	 7
0	 I 1 2 0 4 0 S 0	 16	 0
This classification was obtained by trial and error to conform,
•gait h the conditions unposed by Theorems 1.30 through 1.34.
The states in the first row correspond to the initial states for q0
masking in a 5-dimensional machine. The states in the seventh row
are the minumum number necessary to cover all the faults in S 5111'
The rows in between are then filled, working backward from the sixth
row, with states such that a state appears in as many columns and as
few rows as possible. The states in the column designated by Q4 are
in the range of the fault p and the periodicity of states in each column i.
is 7.
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^ u The rows of the classification table are potential sets of right
relatives [q] for states q reachable from q0:
{0,1,2,4,8,16}
T11 2
 15, 23, 27, 29, 30, 31}
{1,9,13,14,19,21}
{6,10,12,17,18,28}
{ 3, 20, 22, 251
T3 2 5, 25, 261
{ 7, 24}
If these sets are to be the right relatives [q], q E Q0, of a machine
M that q0-masks all faults in S 5[1], then by Lemma 1.7 al:a, stats irl.
the same set must have the same outputs the output assignment must'
define a partition which is refined by the partition
{0,1,2,4,$,9,13,14,16,19,21; 3,5,20,22,25,26;
6 1 10 1 12, 17, 18, 8; 7-,714; 11,15,23,27, 9,30, 31
For the output assignment:
For all gE{0,1,2,4,8,9,13 , 14,16 , 19,21} , w(q,a) b, aEI I
For all q E {11,15 ,23, 27, 29 1 3% 31b w(q, a) = c
For all q E 1 6, 10, 12 1 17, 18, 281, w
	 =
For all q E { 3 1 5, 20, 22 2 25, 261, w(q, a) = e t.
For all q E { 7 1 241 w (q, a) = f
this partition implies that sequences of the form
bcbdeef, b, c, d, e, f, E { % 11
x	
`.
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can be generated if a machine M exists with transition function
such that the columns of the classification table represent the suc-
cessive states of the faulty machines Mµ. The transition table is
therefore derived from this table -using Theorems 1.33 and 1.34.
For the transitions 6(0, a) , 6(18, a) , and 6(25, a) we find
6 42 (0, a) = 30 => 6 (0, a) = 30 or 31
11 4
 4(0, a) = 29 => 6 (0, a) = 29 or 31
=> 6 (0, a) = 31
6 µ4(2O, a) 6 µ6 (18,a.) = 6 µ9(l9 a= 6 µ?(28 a= s
=> 6(18,a) = 24 or 25 (1100x)
s = 25 => 6(18,a)  = 25
and
6 µ 7(25, a) = 26 => 6 (25, a) = 18 or 26
6 9(25, a) = 26 => 6 (25, a) = 10 or 26
=> 6 (25, a) = 26
In summary, the transition table is:
RO 70-456
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4 b (q) 9 b (4) 4 b (4) 9 S (q)
0 31 8 15 16 27 24 0
1 10 9 28 17 3 25 zg
2 30 10 3 18 25 26 24
3 5 11 21 19 18 27
--
19
4 29 12 22 20 27 28 25
5 7 13 12 21 17 29 13
6 ZO 14 6 22 1 30 14
7 0 15 1 23 21 31 21
(1. 53)
Note that there is no output assignment such that nontrivial sequences
of period less than 7 can be realized with this transition function
and all µ E S 5[ 1 ] are q0-masked. This is because each column of the
classification table has period not less than 7 and 7 is prime.
In conclusion we have found 30 nontrivial sequences of the form
bcbdeef,	 b, c, d, e, f E {0, 11
which can be generated by a 5 dimensional machine such that all
µ E S 5 11 ] are q0 -masked. The machine to generate a particular
sequence has the transitionL function of (1. 53) and the output assign-
ment given by (1. 52)
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2. FAULTS IN COMBINATIONAL NETWORKS
Before any interesting questions about faults can be explored, a
model must be developed that can be used efficiently to determine
characterizing properties of networks with redundancy. The ideas
of fault and failure should arise naturally in the model.
Mathematical Formulation of Fault Concepts
To be useful in the analysis and design of fault tolerant data
systems, a model must not only describe the fault-free behavior of
the system but also the effects of internal faults on the system
behavior. Since a degree of detection and location is usually desirable,
the model also needs to reflect the organization of the system to within
the detection and location constraints.
Although most data systems currently employ binary signal sets 	 f
in digital control and data manipulation subsystems, future designs
may expand their basic signal sets. [30] In addition, certain kinds
of faults produce signals other than the basic data signals of the
system, [5], [14] To allow for advancements in this direction, our model
also includes information on signal sets that appear in the system.
The organization of a system is represented to the desired degree
of sophistication by 'a directed graph.
Definition 2.1
Ann.	 k f) - graph  is a directed rah (digraph)^ ^^ ^ ^ g p ^  p ) with n+m+k
labeled points and f labeled lines that is connected and has
K
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no directed cycles. Exactly n of the points, called input terminals
or inputs, have indegree 0. Limes incident with input terminals
are input lines. (Multiple lines incident with a single input
terminal all have the same label and count as one line in deter-
mining the parameter f.) 	 Exactly m of the points, called
output terminals or just outputs, have outdegree 0 and indegree 1.
Lines incident with output terminals are output lines. 	 The
remaining k points are called nodes.
' The nodes of an (n, m, k, ,Q) graph have both indegree and outdegree
greater than or equal to 1.
	
In general, node i has indegree ni and
outdegree m  where n  and m  are positive integers. 	 -
' In Figure 2. 1, digraph D is a (3 1 1 2 6 1 9)-graph.	 The 3 input
Yt terminals are labeled x1 , x21 x3 and the output terminal is labeled yl.
The 6 nodes are 'labeled with the integers 1, 2, ... , 6.
	
It will usually
be convenient to use this convention when labeling points in the
diagraph.	 The input lines of D are L 1 , L2 , L3 while the single output
line is L9 .	 The node indegrees and outdegrees are as follows:
n  = n2 = n4 = n5 = n6 = 2
J
n2 =3	 ,.
ml_m2= m3_m4_m5 =m6 =1
} When interpreting the model in a physical sense, n is the number
of inputs, m is the number of outputs, k is the number of internalk
nodes, and P_ is the number of interconnecting lines.
	
A node may
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L	 L	 L	 L	 L
x 1	 	 1	
4	 4	 5	 5	 8	 6	 yl
i L2	 L6
x2	 2	 L7
1
L 3x 3	
Digraph D
S = (L11 . , L9)
Li = B = {o, l }, 1 < i < 9
1	 ,{	 F = EC
b = (OR, AND, XOR, AND, OR,, AND)
Figure 2.1
(continued on next page)
Example of a Combinational Network C (D, S, F, b)
}
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^f
r
'x1
—
x2	 x3 Y1 x1	 x 2	 x3 Y1
0 0	 0 0 0	 0	 0 1
0 0	 1 0 0	 0	 1 0
0 1	 0 0 0	 1	 0 0
0 1	 1 1 0	 1	 1 1
1 0	 0 0 1	 0	 0 0
1 0	 1 1 1	 0	 1 1
r.
1 1	 0 1 1	 ]	 0 1
} 1 1	 1 0 ],	 1	 1 0
i
Truth Table A Truth Table D
' function of C malfunction of 'C
f
^i
a(b) a^(OR, AI^tD, XOR, AND, 1,)AN )
Figmre 2.1
(continued from previous page)
Example of a Combinational Network C = (D, S, F, b)
5
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be a simple logic gate or a complex sub-system. Hence, if desired,
a complex system may be decomposed into several sub-systems for
ease of analysis. The model can be applied to the decomposition by
allowing each sub-system to be considered as a node. Then, the
model may be applied separately to each sub-system. Analysis of
a modular structure at any level of 
-
complexity is possible.
The signals that may appear in a system are represented by a
signal vector, S. The signal vector of an (n, m, k, f. ) -graph is an
f -tuple of sets. When interpreting the model, the set of signals that
are possible on the ith line in the system is the set appearing as the
ith coordinate of the f -tuple S. Each line leaving the same input node
must have the same signal set; otherwise, it is permissible for each
of the sets to be different. The label of line j i in an (n,m,k, ._)' -graph
a,
is the name of the signal set applicable to line j i , In digraph D of
Figure 2. 1, L 5 is the signal set on the line directed from node 4 to
node 5. As indicated it is the binary set B = 1.0, 11. In the usual
switching circuit interpretation, each coordinate of S will be this same
binary set.
^t
	 Definition 2. 2
In an (n, m, k, f) -graph the input space associated with no fie" i,' 	 f
r
called Ii ., is defined as the cartesian product of the signal sets
specified by S for the' input lines to node i. The coordinate sets
for the input space shall be taken in the order of ascending line	 ; f
.z
labels, for consistency.
5
'9thbikttlkN'AC0`iiiS:LA^L"^M!'w-i^w+^an ,+M1.M.n+:++a.r ...	 ^}	 ^ki!CYe
1I
I
i
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Definition 2.3
In an (n, m, k,.f) -graph the output space associated with node i,
called Oi , is defined as the cartesian product of the signal sets
on the output lines of node i, again taken in order of ascending
line labels for convenience.
Definition 2.4
In an (n, m, k, Q.) -graph, E = { (g1 1 92' ... ' gk) 1 gi is a mapping
from Ii
 into 0  for 1 < i < k^.
In the usual switching circuit interpretation, g i
 in the above
(ni)	 (mi)definition is a mapping from B
	
into B
	
. The set E represents
all theoretically possible combinations of nodal actions in the network.
In,
 many applications, only a small fraction of these will occur. For
example, in the digraph of Figure 2. 1, I 1
 = 12 = L1 XL 2  = B(2),
1=3 L 1 XL 2 XL 3 = B(3) , O 5	 8= L = B, 0 6
	9= L = B. etc.
E = {(g1 , g2 , ... , g6) I g1 , 92 9 94 1 g 5 and g6 are mappings from B(2)
into B and 93
 is a mapping from B (3) into B }. The ' cardinality of E
in this graph, 2 28 , indicates that this set is very large even for small
networks.
We are now ready to formally define the concept of a combinational
network with more than one possible structure, i.e. , a combinational
.network subject to faulty operation.
I!ISI
t
Ci
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Def inition 2.5
An n m k fl- combinational network is a 4-tuple
C = (D, S, F, b)
where D is an (n, m,k, )-graph, called the graph of C.
S is an P- -tuple of sets, called the signal vector of C.
F C EC
 is called the fault set of C or simply the fault set.
(EC
 is defined as in Definition 2.4. )
b E F is called the 0-fault of C or simply the 0-fault.
Def inition 2.6
A proper fault of the combinational network C = (D, S, F, b) is
an element of the set F-{b}.
In Figure 2. 1 1 D is the graph of a (3, 1, 6, 9)-combinational
network C. Each coordinate of the signal vector is the binary set
B = 10, 1 }. The fault set of C is the whole set EC .	 Each coordinate of
the 0-fault of C is a common switching function.	 The element (OR, AND,
XOR, NAND, NOR, AND) is a proper fault of C.
We now relate the elements in our formal definition to the require-
ments discussed in the introduction. The graph of C describes the
organization of the system. Each module of interest appears as one
of the k nodes of the graph. Each input terminal of the system is
represented by one of the n inputs of the graph; likewise, each system
output is represented by one of the m outputs of the graph. The lines
of the graph describe the modular interconnection structure of the
R0 "70-45614&
I
i
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system. Each electrically isolated wire in the fault-free system and
each wire segment that may become isolated by a proper system fault 	 i
is represented by one of the P_ labeled lines of the graph. Wire
segments that can never become electrically separated may be
represented by several lines of the graph if necessary with the same
label. A collection of lines with the same label are treated as one
line in determining the parameter k.
In applications, b represents the fault-free structure of the
system. The ith coordinate of the vector b represents the mapping
performed by the ith module of the system when the system is fault-.
free. The fault set, F, is the set of all allowed system structures.
Since the fault-free structure is an allowed structure, b E F. A system
structure different from the fault-free structure is called a proper
fault of C. By two structures f and f' being "different" we mean
that at least one coordinate of f is a different snapping than the
corresponding coordinate of f'. In a system application, a proper
fault structure is one in which at least one module is performing a
mapping different from the mapping it performs in the fault-free
structure. System disturbances that do not change the system
proper faults- of the system. 	 'Istructure are not considered p 
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Definition 2.7
The input space, I, for combinational network C = (D, S, F, b), is
defined as the cartesian product of the signal sets on
the input lines of D (taken in order of increasing none label) .
There is one coordinate in the input space for each input terminal;
hence, the input space is an n-dimensional space. In the usual
switching theory interpretation, I = B(n)
Definition 2.8
The output space, O, for combinational network C = (D, S, F, b)
Y	 is defined as the cartesian product of the signal sets appearing
on the output lines of D (taken in order of increasing node
labels) .
There is one coordinate for each output terminal; hence, the
output space is an m-dimensional spate. In the usual switching
circuit interpretation, O = B('m) . In the combinational network of
Figure 2.1, I = B(3) and O = B.,
Definition 2.9
In a combinational network C = (D, S, F, b)
TC ={ g I g is a mapping from I into O}
The graph of C in a combinational network C (D, S, F, b) induces
Y	 a mapping a, called the net mapping, from F into T  where a(f) is the
(combinational) function realized by C under the fault f.
}
r1i
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2
Definition 2.10
The function of the network C is the element t - a(b).
Definition 2.11
tr	 The function set of network C is the se", = a(F) .
Definition 2.12
A malfunction of C is an element of the set T - {tI.
Definition 2.13
The malfunction set of the network C is the set T - f q.
The behavior of the system at a given time refers to the I --O
mapping that the system is performing at that time.
	 Thus two
different system structures may produce different system behaviors
or they may produce the same system behavior. The function of
the system is the behavior of the system when it is fault-free. The
function set is the set of all possible behaviors that can result from
faults in the network. q malfunction is some behavior different from
the fault-free behavior.
In the combinational network C of Figure 2. 1, the function of C
is as displayed in Truth Table A. For this network, t =a (b) =a(OR, ANTS,
XOR, AND, OR, AND) _ (x 3(xl +x2) +x1x2) xl Q+ x2 p x3). Truth Table
B displays a malfunction of C, t' = a(OR, AND, XOR, AND,1, AND)
X1 G x2 0 x3. This malfunction results from a SA-1 fault at node 5.
(SA-1 means "stuck at 111.)
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Consider the combinational network
C	 (D, S k,, F, b)
Recall that b = (b1 , b2 , ... , bk) is the fault-free structure of the network.
f	 Definition 2.14
{
1
' J
	 V f = (f 1 , f 2 , ... , fk) E F, let Kf = fill  < i < k, fi / bil
Note that Kb = ^. This is to be expected since Kf is in a sense
a list of the "faulty" nodes under the fault f.
Definition 2.15, Fault Diagnosis Concepts
(a) f E F is masked iff a(f) = t
(b) f E F is detectable iff a(f) ^ t
(c) f E F is locatable iff (f' E F, a(f) a(f') > Kf = Kft)
(d) f E F is completely diagnosable iff (f' E F, a(f) = a(f')
-_>f =f')
A detectable fault of C will often be called a failure of C
In the usual interpretation, a masked fault represents a system
structure that produces the same system behavior as the fault-free
structure. A proper masked fault is a system structure different fro;m,
the fault-free structure that produces the same system, behavior as the
fault-free structure. A detectable fault represents a system structure
that produces a system behavior different from the fault-free behavior.
In a typical application, the set Kf represents the set of "faulty"
nodes of the system structure represented by the fault f In other
w
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words, i E Kf if and only if node i performs a mapping in the system
structure f different from the mapping performed by node i in the
fault-free structure.
When troubleshooting a system, it is convenient to be able to
determine which modules are "faulty" by taking measurements at the
system terminals. The "faulty" modules may then be replaced by good
ones and repaired at leisure. This reduces down time for repair. A
locatable fault represents a system structure whose "faulty" nodes
may be identified by terminal measurements alone. A completely
diagnosable fault represents a system structure identifiable by
terminal measurements alone, i, e. , the whole structure can be
determined from terminal measurements.
yF
Some Elementary Observations
The previous discussion suggests the following lemmas whose
proofs are immediate or trivial. Their inclusion here is justified
by frequent reference in the formal proofs of later sections.
.I
Lemma 2.1.1
In any combinational network C = (D, S, F, b) the o-fault is
i
masked.
Proof Immediate
a (b) t by Definition 2.10 and b is masked by Definition 2.115(a).
m
drYle
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Lemma 2.1.2
In any combinational network C = (D, S, F, b), f E F is masked
f
iff f is not detectable.
Proof
Immediate from Definition 2.15(a) and 2.15(b).
Lem ma 2. 1. 3
In any combinational network C = (D, S, F, b), no masked proper
fault is locatable.
Proof
Let f be any masked proper fault of C. Since f is proper, f b 	 .
and Kf	= Kb , but since f is masked a(f) = a(b) and f is not
locatable (Definition 2.15c) proving the lemma.
Lemma 2.1.4
In any combinational network C= D S F b f E F and f
completely diagnosable =--=f is locatable.
t	 ;f
Proof
Let f be completely diagnosable and let f be any element of F
such that a(f) = a(f'), then f = f' (Definition 2.15(d)),Kf = Kf , and
f is locatable (Definition 2.15(c)). 	
t
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Theorem 2.1
In any combinational network C = (D, S, F, b) , the following
statements are equivalent.
(1) All proper faults of C are detectable.
(2) b is completely diagnosable.
( 3) b is locatable.
Proof
(1)	 (2)
Let (1) hold and assume that b is not completely diagnosable then
f E F,-) a(f) = a(b) t and yet f # b. Thus f is proper but not detectable,
contradicting the hypothesis.
(2) :--->(3) Immediate from Lemma 2.1.4.
(3) =—^ (1)
Let f be any proper fault of C, then f ^ b (Definition 2.6).
Since f is proper, Kf
 / Kb = f . As b is locatable by hypothesis,
a(f) ^ a(b) = t (Definition 2.15(c)), and f is detectable (Definition 2.15(b) ).
Single Fault Analysis
The masking of single faults in a combinational network is often
of extreme importance because the probability of a single fault is
usually much greater than the probability of a multiple fault. For
this reason, it is frequently desirable to protect the circuit against
the occurrence of certain single faults.
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Definition 2.16
A fault f = (f 1 ,f2 , ... 2f k) in an (n, m,k, f) -combinational network
is called a single fault at node i, if Kf
Note that all single faults are by definition proper faults.
Fault Masking and Detection in Two Node Systems with Single Faults
The analysis begins by considering a general two-node combinational
network. This special type of network is easier to work with than
more general types, and the results obtained can be applied to general
systems.
Definition 2.17
A general two node system with single faults is an (n, m, 2, f)-
combinational network
C = (D, S, F,b)
where D is an (n, m, 2, Q)-graph as shown in Figure 2.2
S is an arbitrary f-tuple of sets
m	 b = (b1 , b2) is an arbitrary element of EC
F = {(f1 ,f2) '(f 1 ,f2) E EC , and either fl = b1 or f2 b2}
EC is as defined in Definition 2.4.
;F
The line labels are omitted from the graph of C because there
are an unspecified number of lines. The degree constraints for the
f:	 R
A
5^ 1
Y	 I
i
r
r"
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n1 n
n2 = m1
m 2 = m
The input space of C is X and the output space of C is Y. The output
space associated with node 1 is W, and by construction, W is also
the input space associated with nude 2.
From the graph of C, it can be seen that if f = (f l , f 2) E F, then
a(fl ,f2) = f 2 fl where f22f1 denotes the composition f2 .. fl , first
applying f1 . In particular, for the net function ?
 t = b2 bl .
Since b2
 is a mapping from W into Y, b2 induces an equivalence
relation, , on the set W defined as follows:
b2
Definition 2.1 8
In a general two node system
v'1 b w2 iff b2 (w1) = b2	 2(w2)
The set of equivalence classes of
	
are the blocks of a partition
b2
of W called orb
Masked single faults at node 1 are characterized as follows: 4
fi
L
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f
Theorem 2.2
r In the general two node system with single faults, a single fault
at node 1, f = (f l , b2) , is masked if and only if
V x e X:	 f l (x) - bl (x)b
2
Proof
^.
f 1 (x) = bl (x) , V x E X	 } b2 f l (x) = b2 bl (x) V x E X
b2	 (Definition 2.18)
L
-^ b2 f 1 = b2 b1
b2f1 = t
Eli
^^a(f) = t
3
S
I Due to the exclusive character of masked faults and detectable
#' E', faults (Lemma 2.1. 2) the following statement characterizing
detectable faults at node 1 is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.2.
Corollary 2.2.1
In the general two node system with single faults, a single
fault at node 1, f = ( fl , b2), is detectable iff
3 x E X such that f l (x)	 bl (x)b
i
i
.
2
Single faults at node 2 are masked under the following conditions.
Q.
;^"
{
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1	 1
Theorem 2. 3
ne	 node- system with single faults a sinIn the general two  ^	 ley	 g	 g
11
	 fault at node 2, f (bl , f 2) is masked iff
f2
 J	 ^ (bl) = b2 { Lf;,L (bl)
Proof; Sufficiency
Let f 2 1 (bl) = b2	(b1) and let x be any element of X; then by
hypothesis
b2bl (x) = f 2b1(x) V x E X
and b2bl = f 2 b I or a(bl , b2) = a(b1 ,f2), and the fault f is masked
(Definition 2.15 a).
Necessity
Lea f be masked, then a(f) = a(b) = t. Let w be any element of
the range of bl . There must exist x E X such that b l (x) = w and we
have b2 (w) = b2bl (x) f 2b1(x) = f 2 (w) . Since w was any element of the
range of b1, we have
f2 1 q (bl) = b2
 1 Of (bl).
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.3.
Due to the exclusive character of masked faults and detectable
faults (Lemma 2.1.2) the following characterization of detectable
faults at node 2 follows immediately from Theorem 2. 3_
}
ri
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Corollary 2. 3.1
In the general two node system with single faults, a single
fault at node 2, f = (bl) f2) , is detectable iff
f2 1 pi (bl) #n2 1 q (bl)
We will now use our set-theoretic characterization of mashed
faults to count the number of single faults at node 1 that are masked.
r^
t
y
:F
I
G
j
Definition 2.19
For every y  E b2 bl (X) in the general two node system, define
ci
	lb 2 (yi)
and
di = (b2 b1 ) -1(yi)
Note that each c i
 is the cardinality of one of the blocks of partition_
7b
 defined in Definition 2.18. Similarly, each d i
 is the cardinality of
2
one of the blocks of 7Tb b the natural partition on X induced by the
21
mapping b2 b1 from X into Y.
Definition 2. 20
	 l _
In an (n, m, k, Q)-combinational network C _ (D, S, F, b), for every
i, 1< i < k, define:
Fi = If If E F, f is a single masked fault at node i 	 ;.
_._....^,...,:.aamu:n-a-....v.:n^e•.a^	 ,,4.u.uw^:,,.^w,mwwwaa.^ssvuxvs. ..	 e...,:..:...^...........^..,^^..«.^.,e,^.,:,..m:....ww,.,;.^,,,..,.,,...,.^.w,M-n:_ 	 _...:...,..«,,..:,:.,. 	 w..^.,..^wn ,.A.,	 .,..	 .,	 .._...	 ..	 .....
,C
Figure 2. 3
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Theorem 2.4
In the general two node system with single faults, let
b2b1 (X) _ {yl , y2 , . . . , yqI, then
q	 d.
IF I = -1 + II C. 1
1	 i=1 1
Proof
Our task is to count the number of single faults at node 1 that
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.2. Our network allows any
mapping fl X —W (except b l ) to appear as the first coordinate of a
single fault at node 1. For a moment, we will not concern ourselves
with b but will take it into account later. Let X _ (b b) -1 (y.) and
	
1	 i	 2 1
	
W =b
	 i-l (y) for every y. E b b (X) The following illustration depictsi	 2	 1	 2 1
the relationship between Xi and W.a nd the mappings b2 and bl.
	
X	 b,	 W	 Y
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Since W  contains all elements in W that map onto y i under b2 , then
rclearly b1(Xi) c Wi .	 Furthermore, since Theorem 2. 2 requires only
that f1 (x) = b1 (x) for every x E X, we have f 1 (Xi) c Wi .	 There areb 2d.
'possiblethus ci
	subfunctions from Xi into W. that satisfy Theorem 2.2.
Since Xi and Wi are blocks of partitions on X and W respectively, we
have
q	 di
II	 C.
i=1
possible functions f1
 from X into W in which f1(Xi is a subfunction from
Xi
 into W  for 1 < i < q.
	 This is the number of functions fl at node 1
=° f for which b2 f	 b2 b1 .1 =	 Since b1
 is clearly one of those counted, the
`
number of single faults at node 1 that are masked is given by
q	 d.
IF1 1 _- 1 +II	 c	 l	 Fi=1	 1	 ,,.
ff ^
1
proving the theorem.
WWI Corollary 2.4.1
In the general two node system with single faults, if b2b1(X)
f y1, ... , y }, the number of single faults at node 1 that are
q
detectable is given by
q	 di
Pa -II c i
where
a= IWI	
'fir
P = IX1
_j
}
tE
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Proof
Since the total number of single f at?!ltiS at node 1 is given by
-1 + ap
the corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2.4 and lemma 2.1. 2.
We now proceed to count the number of single faults at node 2
that are masked.
Theorem 2. 5
In the general two node system with single faults
IF 2 1 _ -1 + sr
where
S	 Y I
_	 (bl)
Proof
Faults of the form f =(bl  f) are masked only f	 (bl) = b	 (bl)1 2	 2	 2
ai( Theorem 2. 3) and we see that f2(w) is specified for every WE (bl).
f
Since f2 I (b1) - b2 I R(bl) is also sufficient to insure that f is masked.,
:Ef2(w) may be any element of Y when we , (bl). since f2(w1.)` is in no
way dependent upon f2 (w2) when wl , w2
 E (b1) there are s independent
choices for f that satisfy  
	 b h`1	 }2	 21k(bl) = 2 h( bl ;however, one of these	 £:
is the mapping b2. Therefore the number of single faults at node 2
that are masked is given by (-1 + sr), concluding the proof of
Theorem 2.5.
	 :A1
r'
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_	
The exclusive character of masked and detectable faults makes
it easy o count the number of detectable single faults at node 2.Y	 g
Corollary 2.5.1
In the general two node system with single faults, the number
of single faults at node 2 that are detectable is given by
a r r r
	
s - s = s (s	 1)
i_
where
a= iWI
S = 1Y1
r	 I(b1) i
r (bl)^
Proof
The total number of single faults at node 2 is given by
-	
-1 + sa
Since all unmasked single faults are detectable (Lemma 2.1. 2) and I
since a = r + r, it follows immediately (Theorem 2. 5) that the
s
number of detectable Single faults is
-1 + sa^ {-1 + sr) = sa sr= sr
{sr
 1)	 ^
Considering the system as a whole, we find that 	 x .
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l Theorem 2.6
In a general two node system with single faults, if
b2b 1(X) =y 1 , y2, ... , y }, the number of faults that are
masked is given by
q	 di
is rII c,	 +s -.
where	 C. = , b21(yi)
di
 = I (b2bl )	 (yi)
t
!1
S	 IyI
I	 (bl) I
` k Proof
Immediate from Theorem 2.4 and 2.5 and Lemma 2.1..1.
}Theorem 2.7
,f
In a general two node system with single faults if b b1(X)
{y 1 , y 2 , . ,	 , yq1, the number of faults that are detectable is
w given by
a	 p	
q	 d,
s	
+a	 _s	 °II c
v
Proof
Immediate from Corollaries 2.4.1 and 2.5.1. ?.
For a completely specified function g, the input space X, the
output space Y the range of g and the partition induced on X by g
aare fixed.
	 Some of the parameters in the equations that court the
s
166
n	 d alt are fixed;.ach d. in Theorem 2: 4umber of maske  f ults  e
	
e.g.e. g.
and s in Theorem 2& 5 redetermine by the function g We-can
design for improved fault masking by choosing appropriate v^L:1.es
for the remaining parameters i.e. for each c i in Theorem 2--IF4 and
for r in Theorem 2.5.
By ine'reasing the value of each c i , we can increase the .-umber
of single faults masked at node 1.	 But, in order to accomp4sh this,
we either reduce r, (thereby decreasing the number of singl^ faults
masked at node 2) or increase the size of space w.	 The former is not
desirable because we improve node 1 at the expense of node 2	 The
latter approach seems inviting until we note that in addition to .	 g	 _	 .
` y
t 	 r
increasing the number of masked single faults at node 1, we'-also
t increase the number , of single faults at node 1:
By increasing the value of .r, we can increase the number of
single faults at node 2 that are masked" 	 Agaili, in order to accomplish
this
	
we must either decrease the value of some c i or increase the
size of W.
	
The first alternative is not desirable because it decreases,
the number of single faults that .are masked at , node 1,: and the second
alternative again increases the total number of .faults.	 A full.
discussion: of optimization is included in a later section.
This discussion serves to emphasize that increased fault masking
can be achieved more "eas ily" in the design of some functions than
in others.
	
For example, if the value of each d. is large, a small increase
in the size of w will result -in a larger increase in the number of single
t	 ^	
Or
faults Mat are masked at node l than in a system for, which the dl
values are small. Also, in a system with a' large output space, a
small increase in the size of W will result in a larger increase in the
number of single faults masked at node 2 than in a system with a
small output space. Systems that have both properties, will be easy
to fault mask at both nodes. The precise effect of -these parameters
is discussed in the optimization section.:
A system in which- all single faults are masked would be very
desirable if a high degree of reliability is required. With such a
broad definition of fault., one would suspect that such a system design
would be very difficult to achieve. -This is indeed the case, , although
it is. possible to mask all faults at node 1 or 'at node 2 'for certain
types of net functions. Before stating the . conditions under which	 ..
this_ .s possible t is necessary to establish the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.8.1
	
If n is a positive integer	 2 and if x. and y. 1 < i < n, are
positive integers, then
	
YI	 y	 yn	 (y.1+y2+... +y)(x) ( 2) 	 -(xn)	 < (XI + x2'- ^	 + xn)
Proof; Basis Step
s-	 xl i-X2 ` y2
	 yl	 Y1
	
l <
	
and (x	 < ( +x),
x
i
f
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'	 In this section,	 (g) will- denote the range of function g: = will
g
denote the equivalence relation induced by g on the domain -of g
(D(g)); and if x is an element of D(g), [x] 
g 
will denote the equivalence
class of that contains x.
g
Lemma 2.8.2
In the general two node system, if b2b1 ( } q, then
q
(1) di _ X J
M
and
q
(2) ci < I W
Proof	 -:
I	 Each di is the cardinali.ty of_a block of the partition, nb b
.2 1
induced on X by the mapping b2 I?	 Since d is defined for every
element in the range of b2 b1 , (1) follows directly froth the definition
of a partition induced by a mapping.
Each c. is the cardinality of a . block of the partition 
rl induced2
on W by the mapping b 2 . However, c may note be defined f*tj every
q
element in the range of bZ , therefore	 ci may be less than }W(.
.	 i=1
However, since .^ .(b2- b:1) C	 (b2) 1 ci cannot be defined for any	 Z'
y not in the range of b2 .	 e
	
If ci is defined for- every element in th 	 -
range of b2, then	 ci
i=1
•
Let b2 be a constant function, then there is a single element y
3:-1in the set b2 bl (X) , i. e. q = 1.	 Moreover (b2 bl )	 (y) = X and
b -1 (y) = W so that c = I W I= a and d= IX I= p.	 Then, from
2	 1	 1
Theorem 2.4
q	 di
IF	 =-1+ 11	 C. 	 =-1+a p1 1 1=1
4.
Since this is the total nuriber of single faults at node 1, all must be .
masked.
Necessity
sF
Let all single faults at node 1 be masked. 	 Then IF I = -1 + ap
because this is the total number of single faults at node 1. 	 Let
q =	 b2b1(X)	 and let bZb l (X) _ {Y 1' y2' ... , yq}.	 If q > 2, then .-
applying  Theorem 2. 4, Lemma 2.8.1, and Lemma 2. 8.2, we have
q
q	 d.	 q	 di
IF	 I1 I = -1 + I c i 1 < -1 +	 ^	 C.	 i=l	 < -1 + ap
^m	 "i=1	 i=1
G,
a contradiction of hypothesis.	 Thus q-=1, if b2 is not a constant
function, then II
	 must have at least two blocks and c
	 = , b -1 (y )b2	1 	 2	 l
< IW) = a.
	
Applying Theorem 204, Lemma 2.8.2 and this inequality
s
we have
i
i
	
i
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I
Theorem 2. 8
o nodsystemwith sin le faults all inIn the general  tw	 a	 le
 g	 si g
faults at node 1 are masked iff b2 is a constant function.
Proof: Sufficiency
rl 7KKK
	
,-:
..
kl
^Ar
t
{
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1
IF ( -^ +II c ^^,-1+c d1
 < 1+ ap
1	 i=1	
1
a contradiction of hypothesis, and the theorem is proved.
s	 It is immediately evident that if b 2 is a constant function, then
:,
the net function is also a constant function. Thus, it is possible
to design a system that masks all faults in the front node only if we
wish to realize a constant system function. For most functions, we
can never hope to mask all faults in the front node
We now show that with the exception of one singular case the
u{
1
condition of total fault masking at node 2 is unattainable, but first a
supporting lemma is developed.
Lemma 2.9.1
The set of single faults at node 2 in a general two node system
is empty iff ) Y
	
1.
;Proof
Sufficiency is trivial. If Y = {y}, then the only mapping f 2 : W --Y
is the constant mapping with f2 (w)! y,V w E W. Hence for every fault
of the farm f (b1 ,f2), and for every w E W, f 2 (w) = b2(w) = y. It
follows (Definition 2.16) that there are no single faults at node 2.
Let the set of single faults at node 2 be empty, and assume that
IYI >2 then 3 two distinct elements of Y, y l .andy2. Also,	 it
two distinct functions from W into Y, f and f ; namely the two constant1	 2
functions that map all of W onto y 1 andy2 respectively. Both of these	 ^`
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cannot be equal to b 2 and hence either (b1 , fl) or (b,1 , f2) must be a
single fault at node 2 (Definition 2.16), contradicting the hypothesis.
It may now be observed that, in a ,general two node system with
single faults having I Y j = 1, all single faults at node 2 are masked,
detectable, locatable ; and completely diagnosable because the set of
single faults at node 2 is empty.
Theorem 2. 9
In a general two node system with single faults having JYJ > 2,
there is at least one detectable single fault at node 2.
Proof
Since b1 is a function from X into W, we must have
r =	 (b1) > 1 and r =	 (bl) I < I W = a. Since s = ; Y 1 > 2,
we must have
sa- sr>1
and the theorem follows directly from Corollary 2. 5.1.
In the limit, node 2 is more restrictive with respect to fault
masking than node 1 because the system must be degenerate to mask
all faults at node 2, however, neither limit can be reached in circuits 	 f
4
Y
ofpractical value. Although these results are severely restrictive
for two node s stems ' the readily generalize for application toa	 y	 Y g	 Pp
larger systems. In the more general setting, we shall see that	 7
networks of great importance possess the required properties
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IF
especially in sections not producing system outputs.
	
However, when
analyzing the final output node, the general system form (see later
section) reduces to a two node form.	 This serves to emphasize that in
reasonable circuits we can never mask all faults in the final output node.
For completeness,
	
we state the conditions required to mask all faults
in the two node system.
Theorem 2.10
In a general two node system with single faults, all faults are
masked if and only if I Y
	
= 1.
Proof
To show sufficiency, let 	 Y) = 1 (i.e. Y = {y}).	 Then all single
faults at node 2 are vacuously masked (Lemma 2.9.1). 	 Since b2 must
be a constant function with
	
(b2) = fy}, all single faults at node 1 are
masked (Theorem 2.8).
	
The 0-fault is also masked (Lemma 2.1.1),
concluding the sufficiency proof.
To	 ty, let	 faults be	 thenshow necessiall	 masked,	 certainly all
single faults at node 2 must be masked and I Y	 _ 1 (Theorem 2.9) .
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
r If ease of maintenance is the primary goal, we may want to be able
to detect all single faults in a subsystem. Our next theorem shows
that this is possible in some types of networks. (cf. [25] for a dis-
cussion of "perfect" systems, i. e. a is 1-1 and onto.
1.
	
.^°
i
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Theorem 2. 11
In the general two node system with single faults, all single
faults at node 1 are detectable iff
c . 1, 1 < i < q
i
Proof: Sufficiency
	 Su	
Let c i = 1 1 1 < i < q, then the number of single faults at
node 1 that are detectable is given by Corollary 2.4, 1
M
S	
' d.
i	 ap- II cl l=ap' 1i=1
which is the total number of single faults at node 1, therefore, all
a,
must be detectable.
Necessity
r}
' Let all single faults at node 1 be detectable, teen the number of
r
detectable faults is
ap	 1
Assume that c j > 2 for some j, 1	 j < q, they. Corollary 2.4. 1
., r
states that the number of detectable single faults at node 1 is x
is
i
i3
R o 70-45 6
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q d.	 d.	 q d.
	
ap - II c ii = ap - (c J)	 II c il	 < ap- 1
1
^' 1
a contradiction of hypothesis. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
Corollary 2.11.1
In the general two node system with single faults, if b2 is a 1-1
function from W into Y, then all single faults at node 1 are
detectable.
Proof
Immediate from Theorem 2. 11.
Corollary 2,11.2
In the general two node system with single faults, if all single
faults at node 1 are detectable, then b 2 1 of (bl ) is a 1 - 1 function
f ro m R (b1) into Y.
The previous theorem and its corollaries indicate that complete
detectability of single faults at node 1 is achievable in non-trivial
systems.
Although the condition of total fault masking at node 2 is unattainable
there are a large number of networks in which all single faults at node 2
are detectable.
Theorem 2.12
In a General two node system with single faults having I Y > 2
all single faults at node 2 are detectable if and only if b 1 is onto W.
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Fil
Proof: Suff iciency
If b  is onto W, then R(bl) = W and 1^(bl) I = r = 0. The number
of single faults at node 2 that are detectable is given by Corollary 2. 5.1.
	
f ;	 sa - sr= S  - 1
Since this is the total number of single faults at node 2, they must all
be detectable.
Necessity
If all single faults at node 2 are detectable, then s  -s r  -1 + sa
or sr= 1. Since s > 2, we must have r = 0, and b  is onto W. The
theorem is proved.
Theorem 2. ].3
In a general two node system with single faults having I Y > 2 1	}
all single .faults are detectable if and only if
( L ) b is onto W1
and
}
( 2) b2 is 1-1.
Proof
is 1-1.To show sufficiency, let (1) and (2) be true Since b	 ,
	
1	
2,
g	 (Corollaryall single faults at node 1 are detectable r tlar 2.1.1.1 ). Since,s
bl
 is onto W, all single faults at node 2 are detectable (Theorem 2. 12) .	 ; I
Tecessity follows directly from Theorems 2.12 and 2.110
.x 	 a
lI e
[J
I F
I 11^11
I I
I , 'I
II
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The limiting conditions for complete single fault detecting at
node 1 and at node 2 are less restrictive than those for fault masking
in that systems of practical interest exhibit the necessary properties.
Even the requirements of Theorem 2. 13 for complete single fault
detecting in the system are obtainable in useful networks.
Also, unlike the complete fault masking requirements, the
fundamental mapping theorem of algebra guarantees us that, for any
given function g, there always exists a general two node system with
is	 single faults in which all single faults are detectable and whose function
is g. This system is obtained by letting W be the set of equivalence
classes of the equivalence relation . Then b 1 maps x into [x] g forg
every x E X and b2 maps [x]
g	 g
into g(x) for every rx] in W. This
is consistent because, by definition of z , every element in ['x]gg
maps onto the same element in Y.
Even though systems with 1 - 1 functions at node 2 are useful in
some applications, such use is not widespread. A 1 - 1 function can
at most perform a recoding of elements and may even be the identity
function itself. On the other hand, systems with onto functions at
d 1
	 f	 1no a are o universes application. We thus see that the requirements
for detecting all single faults at node 1 (Corollary 2.11.1) are much
more constraining in practical terms than are the requirements for
detecting all single faults at node 2 (Theorem 2.12).
f
i
r
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Since the existence of a two node system with all single faults
detectable is answered by the fundamental mapping theorem of
algebra, the most pressing questions seem' to be
(1)	 How many such systems exist, and
(2) . Can they be classified i n a meaningful way.
These questions are currently being investigated,
Optimization in Two Node Systems
The important question to be considered here can be stated
informally as follows:
Among all general two node systems -with single faults
I having net function g, which systems are "best" with
}i
respect to fault masking
The answer, of course, depends upon the criteria .
 one chooses to
indicate quality, and upon any functional or system constraints that
may be. imposed.
	 In the present discussion, quality will.be
 indicated
4
by the percentage of faults that are masked.
	
If all faults are equally
likely, and independent, then the percentage of faults masked is 'a
kdirect indicator of system reliability in the traditional sense of prop-
F
ability of success.
	 However, in a typical system, the 0-fault will
have, a much higher probability than any of the others..	 But 	 since
the 0-fault is always masked, if all proper faults havethe same
r probability, and if all faults are independent, then the percentage
of faults masked is still a direct indicator of probability of success.
Y.;
t
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Typical constraints that are of interest include, among others,
cost*, size, weight, and number of interconnections. Each of these
quantities is an indirect function of the size of the intermediate space
of a two node general systern .
 in, that, a larger intermediate space
will result in a greater cost,, greater weight, greater size and a
greater number of interconnections for the system. usually con-
straints in cost, size, weight, or number of interconnections can be
transformed into a constraint on the size of the intermediate space.
In this section, we will limit our, attention to systems without constraints.
Let us now develop some notation for solving optimization problems.
First let Z be the set of general. binary two-node systems, i. e.
x
t
L
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W
X Y
0
b1 	 •	 b2 i
I •
C = (D, S, F, b) where D is an (n, m, 2, f) -graph as shown.
S	 = (S1 , ... , S^) with Si = to, 1},	 1 < i < f
F = {ejeE EC and (Ke l	 < 1}
a (b) = b2 b f	 = g
' A Typical Element of g
Figure 2.4
If	 is the set of real numbers and z is any element of Z,
C^
.`J
define a mapping
P
s P ; Z	 >V (2.3)
P(z)	 the percentage of faults masked in z (e.g.	 P(z)	 .5
nj
3
l
if 50% of the faults are masked)
•
t
From Theorem 2.6, the number of masked faults in a two node
4
system with single faults is given by
4
q	 dI	 rII C.	 +S' - 1 (2.4)
where }
'
{{
i
..... ,.--oma,rLZx,,,uessm,en..	 . .,.,,..:	 y,......	 ,^	 "-^v:..sM•s	 u.vmay.^	 ,.,.2.m._:a..	 ....^,x.1.,..:
•	 J
i
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q =	 (a(b)	 (9)	
i
t r
ci = I b 2-1(Yi)	 V Yi E	 (o(b))	 i.
-1	 -1di = 1 b.2 bi	 (Yi)	 _	 g	 (Yi) I	 V Yi E (f(^(b))
1
S= JYJ	 size codomain of g
I
r=	 !	 (b)(G^	 1
Since the total number of faults in a two node system with single
faults is
i
IFI-ap+sa-1
	
(2.5)
where
a =	 W	 = size of intermediate space of z
l
j j	 t
..
p=	 X	 = size of input space of z
P, then the percentage of masked faults in system z is
q	 di	 r
YI	 c.	 +s-1
Y
P(z)	 =	 i=1	 (2.6)j
ap+ sa - 1
{
The optimization problem reduces to maximizing P(z) over the
set ZThe values of p s, and each element of the set	 1	 i ^< qd.{^	 <-	 }g	 -	 t
in (2.6) are determined by the given function g. 	 Only the values of
I N
^
a, r, and each element in the set fci ( 1 < i < q} vary over the systems
— —
r,
t
z;
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of Z. However, not all of these variables are independent as we shall
now demonstrate.
Certain conditions must be imposed on the system variables to
meet the requirements of Definition 2. 17. One is that all values of a, r,
{	 c1 , ... , c q must be positive integers (except r can be 0) . In order to(
I	 j	 solve such a problem in general, it would be necessary to resort to
integer programming techniques. Fortunately, P(z) is a well behaved
.'	 continuous function of each variable allowing the application of con-
tinuous analysis techniques to find the best non-integer solution. The
maximum integer solution is obtained by comparing values of P(z) for
f integers dust below and dust above the optimum value in each coordinate.
While obtaining the optimum continuous solution, we will only require
r*	 that each variable be > 1 (except r > 0) .
Since each c. 1	 is the cardin lit of different equivalence, 	 1, < i < q,	 a y a	 e
class of b and since equivalence classes are disjoint, we must have2 q
ci < a
	 (2.7)
If b1 is onto W, then r 0 and since r must not be negative, 0 is a
lower bound for r. Since there must be at least q elements in A(b 1 ) ,
there can be at most a q elements in . 1) , and we have
183 RO 70-456
Summarizing, we must maximize
q	 d.	 —
	
1	 rc +S
P(z)	 p	 aa + s
(2.9)
with constraints
q
c i 	a
0 < r- < a -q
a, q >
c i > 1, 1 < i < q
First let us deduce some properties of the optimum continuous
solution. Consider the problem space as a (q+2) -dimensional
cartesian , product space
AX IRX C I X C 2 
X ... X C q
	
(2.10)
where
fE
A= fXIX E V I < xj set of values for a
R = fx I x E 'W?, 0 < xj set of value s f or Y
C, = fXIX E R 1< x}  set of values for c
•
C q fxlx E	 1 < xj set of values for c q
r'
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Let
Z 1 = (a 1 , r 1 ,
 
C l 1 , c 2 1 , ... , c 1)q
be any point in the space for which
r 1 < a1-q
Then, when s > 1, there exists a point
Z2 = (a 1 ,
 a1- % c 1 1 , c 2 1 , ... , c q 1)
(2.11)
(2.12)
such that P(z 2) > P(z 1) . (Simply map all di elements into any one
of the ci elements for each i, 1 < i < q.) For example, if, in z 1,
we have
X.1
yi
d i = 3	 ci=3
then, in z 2
 we would have
In other words, each c• remains the same as in z l . However, therei
are now only q elements in the R (b,) and a 1- q elements in fi(b,) .
t^
'E
r
;E
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If we let
Mg = max P(Z)
ZE Z g
and
Sg {Z I Z E Zg , P(Z) = Mg}
it follows that, when s > 1
Z  Sg >r= a - q	 (2.15)
Since all optimum solutions for nontrivial networks lie in the hyper--
plane defined by Equation 2. 15, we will restrict our attention to this
region.
Nowt, let
Z 3
 = (a3 , r 3 , c 1 3 , c 23 , ... , c 3)q
be a point in the problem space for which
q	 3	 3Ci < a	 (2.16)
i=1
Then the point
q
	
Z4 _ (a3^ r3^ c 3 + a3 -
	 c.3, c 3 , ... , c 3)	 (2. 1?)1	 1_ 1 i	 2	 q
has the property that
P(z4) > P(23)
(2.13)
(2.14)
i'
iss
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It follows that any point that maximizes Equation 2.9 Must have the
property
q
c   
	
a (2.18)
i=1
Since all optimum solutions lie in the hyperplane defined by Equation
2.18 1 let us restrict our search to this region. 	 The problem may now
be restated, for the case when s > 1, as follows:
Maximize q
q	 d•	 Z
1
c i - q
II	 c.	 + s1 i=1P(Z) = (2.19)q
ci)
q	 p i=1
c
i
)	 +	 s - 1
i=1 
with the constraint
ci>1, 1 <i <q s
r
We now assume that the -1 term in both the numerator and denominator
of Equation 2. 19 can be neglected. In nearly all systems, this assump
tion will biz valid.
	
When-	 to,s > 1, the problem reduces
^..	 _
Maximize f
s	 c q
	
q	 d.
-,	 II C. 1 +s ti
P(z) _ 	 1
q
(2.20)
 ^	 af
ci)
i=1
	
i
q	 p
cd + S
U2
with c i > 1, 1 < i> < q,
;x
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Example 2. 1
Let g be described t
x1
0
1
1
,y the following function table,
x 2 y1
1 0
0 0
1 1.0
then s
.
= 2, p = 4, d1 = 1 and d 2 = 3. The grate ui Figure 2, 5 contains
- two cross-sections of the- P(z) surface. Curve 1 is the trace of P(z)
in the plane c 1 = 1.442695.. ,	 Curve 2 is the trace of P(z) in the
plane c 2 =4.328  ... .
We notice irnm.ediately that P(z) asymptotically approaches 0. 25
A 
^..	 in both planes as the value of aL increases without bound. This limit
1 f
	 is one candidate for the maximum value of P(z) over the set Sg:
t	 We also notice that P(z) has a peak in both planes at a low value
of a. This point will be examined in detail in the-next section. Every
function displays a critical point at a low value of a and asymptotically
approaches a final value as ` a increases without .limit.
	 -
Increasing the size of a corresponds roughly to increasing the
amount of redundancy in the system.. :We .see that P(z) has a compara-
tively high value at a low level of redundancy, and .actually drops off'µ
for a time as the redundancy is further increased. Finally, P(z) begins
	 !-
to rise again and asymptotically approaches a final value as the redun-
dancy becomes very large.
j
0.25
0.20
0.10
0.05
i
_r
1 f-I
b.-
00
co
0	 5	 10	 15	 20 4025	 30	 35
CROSS SECTION 10 'JQLjA'tK* TO INCH
r
Cross Sections of P(z)Surface for  Example 2. 1
tt
ve
L43 
-T-1 A
Curve I trace of P(Z) in plane
t 1 = 1. 442665.. .
Curve 2 trace of P(z) in plane
t 2 = 4.328.. .
J.
OC.1
Figure 2. 5
A
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The first step in the analysis of (2. 20) is to determine the
critical points of the function P(z) . Employing the method of partial
derivatives, we can show that a necessary and sufficient condition
for z = (a, r, c l , ... , cq) to be a critical point of P(z) is that
Vk,l <k <q
	
d k
	
q d.	 p
c - loge s	 ( II di 1) - pq	 = 0	 (2.21)
	
k	 i=1
	 s
The right hand term is dependent entirely upon the given function.
If it is zero, then the slope bf the P(z) curve at any point with d./b. = d./cj
for all i, j such that 1 < i < q, 1 < j < q will be zero. A discussion of
networks with this property is deferred to a later section. For functions
with the following properties
(1)	 s > 1	 '*
and
	
q d.	 p
i(2)	
11 di 1	 p=1 	 s q
the critical point of interest occurs when
dk
ck	 log 
	
Vk, 1 KkiKq
e
Substituting 2.22 into 2. 18 and 2. 15 we find that
q
pa	 ci = logesIr = a 
-g -q	 to es q
-1
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s:
p ,+
+	 I
For the example in Figure 2.5 , it appears that the critical
point may be a local maximum of the functional. If this could be
proved to be true in general, then we would have positive proof
that adding redundancy beyond a critical value will always re-
duce the fault masking ratio. Of course, by greatly increasing
the amount of redundancy, we will eventually approach the final
value. The question then becomes one of determining whether
the critical ratio is greater, smaller or equal to the limiting
value. All three conditions are possible in non-trivial systems.
Let us now turn our attention to the critical value.
Lemma 2.14. 1
In the Euclidean space, C 1 x C 2
 x ... x Cq , with each C 
( -F is the set of real numbers) , the point
d.
	
cj - logs	 1 < j < qe
is a local maximum of the hypers urfac e
.f
q
^ci - q
.dq	 1	 i=1
IT C. + s
a  iF(Z)
i=1 q
c iq	 p	
i
c.
1
+ s _1
^'	 11
q di	 ppwhen s > 1 and If d. >
i=1	 sq
,
t^
i,
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Proof:
By the discussion immediately preceding Lemma 2.14.1
the point
d.
cj -
	b	 1 < j < qlog
is a critical point of the given hypersiLir.fa,ce. 	 To show that it is
also a local maximum, it is sufficient to show that the matrix
of second partial derivatives of P(z) is negative definite [28], i. e.
f11	 f12	 f13	 ...	 flq
f21	 f22	 f 23	 ...	 f2q
f31	 f32	 f33	 ...	 f3q (2.2-5)
El fq1	 fq2	 fq3	 ...	 qq
2a	 P(z)is negative definite where 	 fij - ac. ac.
i
}
ck _logs
_
e
1 < k < q
The matrix of 2. 25	 is ne ative definite 28	 if and o!^Ly if
f11	 f12	 ...	 f ln <0 for nodd,	 1<n<q
f	 f21	 22	 ' ' '	 f 2n
is (2.26) IP
P> 0 for n even,	 1< n< q
fn1	 fn2	 ...	 fnn
r
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Using the identity
q di 	 q	 di	 di 	 q	 1	 d.	 di 	 1	 p q d.11 C.
	
_	 iI	 - lI	 d ^ =	 If d.
i=1 z	 i=1	 loge's	 ii=1 . loges 	 loges	 i =1
(2. 27)
at the critical points, we find that
q	 C'i^
(logg-s) 2-p	
(dj -
,p ) ( p ) 
i
fl di
f	
e
—
JJ	 p	 2	 (log s)p'
	
n	
p	 loge s	 e
	
-pd.	 logs
	
+ s
	
J	
e
p
	
loges
	 '(d J (pp)	 q	 ditea,	 + s	 p H d	 (2.28)JS .i=1.	 .
for every j, Z < j < q•
And that, when j k
	
a di	 p
P-1	 11 d.	 loges
	
p	 i=1	 s
(log S)	 ( log  sip	 sq
f^	 e	 e p	 (2.29) tt	 a
	p 	 logs,p e
log es	 + s	 tf
	
.	 .
Note that f. is independent of j and k when j k. 'thus , we conclude
Jk
1.93
help us to evaluate the determinant of (2.26).	 The determinant of
(2. 26) then becomes
f	 F	 ... F
F	 f22	 ...'
w ith F = f.	 (j	 k)
Jk
(2.30)
nn
n Subtracting column 1 from each of the other columns does not alter
the determinant value.
f	 F F -f..J F - fit	 I1
 =. I1 I1 ..
F	 f22-F. 0	 ... 0
f F	 0 f33_F	 ..^ 0
3
/^	 X71
F	 0 0
f-	
- F
=: Multiplying row 2 by (f	F) and subtracting from row 1 does not
22
alter the value of the determinant
•
F
x
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F-f 11
	
f11 `F( f -F)	 0	 F-f11	 ...	 F-f1122
W	 F	 f22 - F	 0	 ...	 0
F	 0	 f33 - F
	
...	 0	 (2.32)
F	 0	 0	 ...	 f nn - F
F-f11Similarly, multiplying row j (3 < j < n) by ( f . -F ) and subtracting
JJ
from row 1 does not change the value of the determinant.
	
B	 0	 0	 •••	 0
n
	
F	 f22-F
	 0	 , ..	 0
i
	
"'F0
	 f33-F
	
...
	
0	 (2.33)
	
F	 0	 0	 ..	 fnn-F
A
n 
F-f 11
w ith B = f - F
	n	 11	 J=2 f JJ - F
t
The determinant of (2.33) is now diagonal and has value D given by
n
k
n
D = B R (f	 F)	 (2.34)	 }
	
n	
n 2 JJ
	
J•=	 x
195
^ Recall that F .= jk w:here j k, From (2.28) anal X2.23) Svc find that 	 .
..,
Yj
q 
d El di
f jj	 F	 `^-'	
z-1^
ge s	
(2.35)
p_ 2 	 	 P/(loge)
	 to s
	
+ s
ge
Note that `fjj
 F is' negative for all values of j (1 < j < q), there-
fore the algebraic sign of I D depends only upon. the' value . of n and.
the sign of B From (2.33)
y	 11
`	 nf	 F
B - f + Fn	 l	 f. _F	 (2. 3G}
.=2 Jj
From (2,35)1
f l ._ F	 d
Thus since
	
_	
_.
i=1	 i=n+l,	 q
_	
n A.	 prdl	 di
	
J	 =n+1
.n	
f11 +	 d `^- f11 + F ;d	 — -	 (2.38)
	
j =2 1	 1
Using (2.28) and (2.29) ,
.^	 q	 di
P	 1T dl 	 n/loges
1	 loge	
hP 	 q di	 %;l	 -1 i 1	 + sL1
	p	 p	 q
B dl	
s	
sq	 =1	 i= n ^-1	 ^lOes)	 s
q -	 ^	 p/logs 2J
to s P 2 t- n	 s( l g
	 log s 	+
Cd
(2.39)
k
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We see that B  is negative for all n such that 1 < n < q since
p p	 q d • dl< II	 i	 (2.40)
s 	 i=1
a
s
=1
EE I
4
A Uj
1
p
n
Since each term in 11 (f.. - F) is negative we conclude that when
i=2 JJ
the inequality of (2.40) is satisfied D is negative for odd n and
positive for even n. By earlier discussion, this is sufficient for
the critical point
d.
	
c i = logl s	 1< i< qe
to be a local maximum. This proves Lemma 2.14. 1.
In the previous section, critical' points that lead to local
maxima of P(z) in -some systems were derived. We now turn
our attention to the limit of P(z) as the size of the intermediate
space increases without limit. Recall that
q I e i - q
11 C  i + s i=1	 - 1
P(z)	 1 (2.41).
c•
	
p	 1
C. 	 + sil	 _ 1
Choosing an arbitrary coordinate, ci , along which to take the
limit, then when s > 1
197
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q
	
q d.	 ci - q
+ s
lim P(Z) lim	 00
C —00	 C -000	 q	
00
	
q	 p	
c i
c i	 + s
Using L IHospital's rule [28] (p+1) times
FL	
q
E c i - q
log S)P+' s i=1
e
(2.42)
11M p(z) = I—,	 q	 (2.43)
c.—"o0 C 
i 
-000	 sq
(log 
e 
SY	 s
At this point, it is possible to solve the unconstrained
optimization problem. The function P(z) will attain its absolute
maximum either at the critical point
c	 <i <qi log S
e
at a boundary
.
 point, or in the limit as c oo. In the latter case, we
can bring P(z) as close as we wish to its absolute maximum by
choosing sufficiently large values of the c variables. It is notedi
that this limit is approached very rapidly so that diminishing returns
occur at relatively low values of a.
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Let
PC = P(z)
d.
c 
_	 1	 1 < i < q
^i	 loges	 — —
and PL = lim P(a).
C  -.00
then we can prove the following helpful lemma
(2.44)
(2.45)
Lemma 2.14.2
In a two node general system P L < PC if and only if
pp	q diH d.
sq 	i=1 1
Proof:
To show necessity, let P L < PC in a general two node	 ,: F
system. Then from (2.20), (2. 27) and (2.43)
p
p q d.	 loges1	 1I d	 + s1	 lames	 i=1 1	 s ^q <	 ( 2.46)s	 p
poT ges
-" p + s
loges	 j
Since s, q, and p are all positive integers, we can multiply both
sides of inequality (2.46) by s and by the denominator of the
right member without destroying the inequality.
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p	 p
	
pp 	 loges	 q	 1	 p q di	 loge
ss
+ s	 < (s)	 TT d i
	
+ s	 (2.47)
i=1(to g }p	 logs
	e 	
e
p/log s
Subtracting s	 e from both sides of the inequality of (2.47)
t7,
q d.
(S q) di lp
p	<	 1-1	 ' (2.48)(log	 (loges) pes) p
Since s and p are positive integers, multiplying both sides of (2.48)
by (loges? maintains the inequality.
pp < (sq)	 q dal (2.49)
it :, s	 1i=1
Since s and q are positive integers, dividing both sides of (2.49)
A
by sq will preserve the inequality.
pp	 q
<di i (2.5 0)
sq	 i=1
This proves necessity. 	 As each step of the necessity proof is
reversible, sufficiency is shown by starting with (2. 50) and working
backwards	 to (2.46) .
4
Lemma 2. 14.3
In a two node general system PL > PC if and only if
_ .-p	 q	 di
>	 TT di
4
y'
q
s	 =1
YY
J
t
'i
J
r	 '
i"
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Proof
Same as Lemma 2.14. 2 with > replacin g <. ^
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Lemma 2. 14.4
r
In a two node general system PL = PC
 if and only if
pp _ q diH d.
sq	 i=1 i )
Proof
Let PL = PC
 . Then Lemma 2. 14.2 implies that
pp	 q	 diq It H di
S	 i=1
and L
	 2. 14.3 implies that
p	 q di
q4 H di
s	 i=1
We then must have
pp	 q diII di
sq	 i=1
e
i
A similar proof establishes the sufficiency of the lemma. {
Thus far, we have considered only the critical points and
he upper boundary. One more possibility exists for the maxi-	 '	 x
mum value of P(z), namely, the lower boundary. Close scrutiny
reveals that the mathematical functions of the c. 1 boundariesi
are very difficult to analyze. Therefore, at a slight inconvenience,
F
F
8
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let us expand the problem solution space to include the entire positive
-t
''hyperquadrant'	 (Practically there is no inconvenience since G local
maximum will not usually occur at an integral point anyway.
	 We will
Y always have to check the closest integral solution, which in the case
of a local maximum in the expanded range would be on one of the c  = 1
'
boundaries.)
	 The new boundaries will be characterized by c. = 0V J
for some subset of the system variables.
	 On any boundary, P(z) 
becomes
	 q
Z c l - qi=1sP(z) _	 (2.51)
L_z q	 p	 i=1
	 1
c i)	 +	 s
- i 1
It is obvious that, on a boundary
---P(z) <	 q	 = PL	(2.52)s
';-except at the origin, when P z 	 =	 1	 =	 . As the on in is not ofp
	()	 P L	 g
s 
interest to us, we will include in our analysis, the closest point of
fi
interest, namely the point with c i = 1 for every i, 1 < i < q.	 However,
all other boundary points can be ignored since, by (2.51) , we can
always obtain a larger value of P(z) by choosing a z such that
P'(z)	 PL.
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For a given function g, let
P 1
 = P(z 1 )
where z 1 = (q, 0, 1, 1 1 ... , 1)
i. e. , P 1 is the value of P(z) at the lower boundary of the
optimization region.
Lemma 2.14.5
For a given function g, if q > 1,
P1 < PL
Proof
	
q	 q
a =	 ci =	 1 = q
	
i=1	 i=1
(2.53)
r	 a - q - q-q	 0
From (2. 19) and the fact that q > 1
q di	 0II (1) +s	 1
=1	 1P 	 _	 < q
	
PL
	(2.54)
	
qp + sq 1	 qp + sq - 1	 s
a
Lemma 2.14.6
	 ;.
fi
If g is a constant function (i. e. q=1)
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Proof
Let g be a constant function (q=1), then, at the lower
boundary
ir
q
' p =	 di = d1
q
q - a =
	
Ci = c 1
 =	 1
_^ 1 1
_ r - a 	 = 0
1	 di	 0
n c:	 + s	 - 1 (1)p
 + 1	 1	 1P 	 =	 _ PP i	 q	 p	 q	 q	 Ls	 +q	 - 1	 s+ ]l - 1	 s ^-..
.1
Recall that we are
 
s.'iv "
 emPtil,ig to maximize
q
q	 d.	 i
c i i + s1-1
..> P(z)=	 i=1	 (2.55)q
. q
p	
ci
1C. 	 +	 sl
=1
over all two node general systems Z g.	 Also recall that we are i?t:
representing the solution space as a cartesian product space
(see (2.10)). iA
i,r
_^	 .
AXRXCl x ... XC	 (2.56)
The results of the preceding section may now be utilized to state
" I
solutions to the unconstrained problem.. i.
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Theorem 2. 14
If function g is class I, i. e. g has the properties
pp,q di
-- < II di ands > 1
sq	i=1
then the optimum two node general system realizing g is
	
d1	 2_	 dS =
	 lo p s ' lop s - q ' to s ' to s ' ' ' ' ' logqsg	 ge	 log 	 l g 	 loge
with
p
q di	 p loges q
lI di + (loges) s
M = 1=1
_g	 plog s
(pp) + (loges) p s e(
Proof
1
r
}
i
By Lemmas 2. 14. 2 1 2. 14. 5, and 2. 14.6 P1 :5 	 < PC.
Since the optimum value of P(z) must be either a critical point
(PC) or on a boundary (P L or P1) the theorem is proved. Lemma
2. 14. 1 verifies that the critical point is indeed a local maximum
in this type of system.
Example 2.2
Let g be described by the following function table.
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then 	 =4, p=4, q=2, d1 =3, and d2=1.
p	
4	 q	 d	
1	 34	 2	 i
-	 -	 -p	
.
— _	 -	 _	 II	 	 ^3	  27
f s 	 4	 i=1
IJ a =
	 lop s = low = 2.88539	 3
ge 	 ge
r = a-3-2 =	 1q
dl 	 3	 2=	 =c	 = 2. 16 4041	 loges	 log ^-
d2	 1 
=	 _	 _c	 0.72135 •	 12	 log s	 log
w e	 e x;
Sg	 = { (3 ^ 1 9 2, 1)}
1rj + sr.
cl	 1	 1
4_
	 (1) 1 (2) 3 +4i=1	 - 1NZg	 q`	 +1
(2+1)	 +4
q	 p	 cii=1
C'+s r?11 _i-1 aE
A
f'
fi
11	 11_	 =
= 0.0758
Hence, about 7.6% of all faults are masked in the optimum system. 
Figure 2.6 shows a cross section of P(z) parallel to the C 1 axis. ,
Note that the maximum point and the maximum value of P(z) is .
shifted slightly from that predicted by our theory. 	 This is apparent
,:a.m,an	 ...	 ,.a..._ ...,.T-..d.,-^,_..,...,.,.. •a_^'	 :-... •.ivaEUC•r.uvwiss_ra	 sa..,:...,..c.m.^n:a:..,ivl.mynexaac,.v.c.o-.^....:. ar...._.i......._. a._: 	 ...^_..__..__...^... ...._.___. ..__....__
___._.___	 ___..___	
_	 _....._. i..
Cross Section of P(z) Parallel to C 1 axis for Example 2.2
N
O
0 10 12	 14	 162.	 4,	 6	 8
cl
Fijure 2.6
10
8"
6
N
G
N
-i: 4
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because the network is small enough that the two -1 terms neglected
in (2.19) have a small effect. The number of faults masked in the .
optimum system is 10 out of 124. In large systems, this shifting
effect will -be negligible.
Theorem 2.15
If function g is class II, i. e. g has the properties
Pp 	q diq > 11 di	and s > 1
i
s	 i=1
then the optimum two node general system realizing g occurs
in the limit as some ci
 co . This limit , may be approached
as closely as desired with the limiting value of P(z) being
M - 1g Sq
li	 ^	 •FI
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PIf
	
	 II d.
sq
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(2.57)
a separate analysis is required because P(z) has many critical points.
When s > 1, the analysis remains the same as the general case through
(2.2 1). Recall that the following conditions on the optimum solution
have already been found:
r = a -q
q
a C.
dk	d.
V j, k with I < j < q
k
I < k < q
This last condition implies that
c
^Z. Dij)L I	 c	 &	 < i < qdk
V k, 1 < k < q
By (2.21), each point that satisfies (2.58) is a critical point. Using
2.58 we find that
fop
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q c k	 C	 q	 CC	 d	 d.	 k-) (p)	 (2.59)
	
d k i	 d k i=1	 -k
and that
q	 di	q	 c	 d.	 q	 C	 Ct.	 d.
II C	 11	 d.)	 U	 k	 d
1 d k	 i=1 d k
	
ck P q	 d.
	
II d. 1	 (2.60)d k
	 i=1
Using .(2.57) we have
q d.c k p p	 I	 P c k PII C.	 (2.61)
i--	 d k
	
sq	 sq	 d k
Substituting (2. 59) and (2.61) into (2.20) , we have
p ckP C Pk	 1 (s kd+q	 q
ukP(z)	
s	 s
p CkU	 p C P	 dk	 k
ba
d	 + SkU
	P 	 (2.62)
s
q	 L
Thus, in this case there are an infinite number of systems that
produce the maximum possible fault masking ratio. Stated as a
L theorem
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Theorem 2.16
If a function g is class III, i. e. g has the properties
pp 	 q dT
II di " and s>1
sq 	i=1
then the optimum set of systems that realize g is
Sg = { (pk9 pk-q, d1k, d2k, ... , dqk) I pk > q}
with
M - 1
g	 s 
Example 2.3
As an example, consider the function g as described by the
following table
x1 x2 yl Y2
0 0	 0 1
0 1
	
1 1
1 0	 1 0
1 1	 0 0
Here, p=4, s=4, q=4, d  = d 2 = d3 d4 = 1 so that
pp - 44 	 q di
s
q - 44 = 1 = i 1 di
Theoretically, P(z) should have the same value, namely
4	 -
f
_ 1 = 3.91 x 10-3sq 4^
cl
at ever. point where — is a constant for all i, 1 < i < r'very
	
qdi
However, due to the approximation of (2. 20), small networks such
a
^@av:.w-,. ._	 fG1LffiC3Q:^s"ma ^y^q^.mwn	 ^^>-"ti1°wA.V.wYiG-.'•.,--..rbetmt^^rxwnvuveseaw^.n!nmr.-wuy .sv^ s.-..x.^, .....e., .....,.	 ...	 ..	 -..	 bAFS ....
Example 2.4
For larger systems, the actual deviation from theoretical
values is completely negligible even for low values of c i/di. For
example, consider the function g described by the table
x1 x2 x3 x4 yl y2 y3 y4 y5
0 0	 0 0 0 0 0	 0 0
0 0	 0 1 0 1	 1	 1 0
0 0	 1 0 0 1	 1	 0 0
0 0	 1 1 1 0	 0	 1 0
0 1	 0 0 1 1	 0	 0 0
0 1	 0 1 0 0	 0	 1 1
0 1	 1 0 0 0	 1	 1 0
0 1	 1 1 1 1	 1	 1 1
1 0	 0 0 1 1	 1	 0 0
1 0	 0 1 0 0	 1	 0 0
1 0	 1 0 0 1	 1	 1 0
1 0	 1 1 0 0	 1	 1 0
1 1	 0 0 0 1	 1	 1 0
1 1	 0 1 1 1	 0	 0 0
1 1	 1 0 0 1	 1	 0 0
1 1	 1 1 0 1	 1	 1 0
For this function, s=32, p_16, q=10, d1 =4, d2 =d3 =d4 - 2,
d5 =d6 =d7 =d8 .1Td9 = d1 0 =1, so that
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as this one will experience lower values of P(z) for small values
of ci/di, as shown by the curves in Figure 2.7. The actual
value is 1/2 the theoretical value when ci/di = 1 but nearly equal to
the theoretical value when c i/di a 2. For larger values of ci/'di'
the expected behavior is observed.
1R6 70-4567
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213
pp
q 
_ 3 16 16 	 26 4	 214
s 
^20 —50' 	
and
16	 d.
H	 d^ i (44)(2 2)(22)(22)	 214
i=1
Theoretically, P(z) should have the same value for any system
with c i/di a constant namely
P(z)	 =	 = — 0 = -- -0	 1	 15 ;:t: 8.88 x 10-1632s 2	 1. 126 x 10
In this case, when c i/di = 1, the value of P(z) is the same as 1
sq
up to 8 significant digits.
	
The exact values (to 20 significant digits)
is given in the following table.
c i/dl P(z)
1 8.8817841887295724137 E-16
2 8.8817841970012523234 E-16
j 3 8.8817841970012523234 E-I&
1/sq 8.8817841970012523234 E-16
1With ci/di = 2, P(z) is the same as 
_q up to 20 s ignif icant digits,s
which is the most accurate computation at the authors disposal.
i
I
S1
i,
a)
f
,z
1
a =	
ci = c l	 (2.65)M
and (2.63) becomes
dl
c
P(z)	 1_	 (2.66)
r'
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Recall that all the analysis following (2.15) requires s > 1.
When s = 1, the output space is degenerate and none of the previous
analysis is valid. With s = 1 1 (2.9) becomes
q d.i
P(z) = i 1 p
a
ci
(2.63)
As in the general case, we can show that
y	 q
^.
	 a -	 C. (2.64)j	
1=1
With only one element in the output space, g must be a constant
function and q
	 =	 (g) = 1. Hence (2.64) becomes
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p(z)	 ap	 1	 (2.68)
4^^	 ap
i. e. any system that realizes g will mask 1000/0 of all possible single
faults. This result is in agreement with Theorem 2. 10 'which states
that all faults in a general two node system are masked if and only if
1. Stated as a theorem
Theore m 2. 17
If function g has the property s 1, then
^ i	 Sg	 Zg
and
	
Mg	 1.
with any node appearing in position ,2 is apparent if we incorporate the
concepts of predecessor and successor nodes.
)Definition 2. 21
In a directed graph with no directed cycles, node i is a'
predecessor of node j if there is a directed path from node {
i to node j.
	 If node i is a predecessor of node j, then
r
node j is a successor of node i.
	 If node i is neither a
'r
i,
successor nor a predecessor of node j, then node i is a
cognate of node j.
In the combinational network of Figure 2.9, nodes 1, 2, and 4 are ;.
predecessors, node 6 is a successor, and node 3 is a cognate of node 5.
if we wish to obtain a general form, a s shown in Figure 2. 8 1 to
represent an arbitrary combinational_ network C with node i of C at ^ 	 4
position 2, we .
 must place all predecessors of node i in C in node 1 in 1
the general form and all successors of node i in C in node 3 in the general
form.	 Cognates of node i in C may be placed in either node l or node 3
r
'=
i	 :	 -
i	 216`	 RO 70- 456
f
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Fault Masking and Detection_ Analysis in Any System
To describe the properties of a particular node in an arbitrary
combinational network, we first seek a general form into which any
network may be put for analysis. Such a form is shown in Figure 2.8.
The particular node whose properties are sought is labeled 2. That
an arbitrary network can always be represented in this general form
s
I
Ll
 
3
i'
I
Ii
Y
M
L
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Figure 2. 8
A General Form Graph for Determining the Properties
of a Single Node in an Arbitrary System
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L1	
LA
x3
5	 b	 y1
Li=B={0,1}, 1< i<9
F = {f IfE E e , IKf I< 1^
g = (OR, AND, XOR, AND, OR, AND)
x1 (
L2
x2
Figure 2. 9
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in the general form. However if a cognate of node i in C is placed
in node 3 (rode 1) , then all successors (predecessors) of the. cognate
t^.
t
f
r:
must. also be placed in node 3 (node 1)
Figure 2.10 contains two ,general forma representations of the
combinational network of Figure 2.-9 each with node 5 in position 2.
In Figure 2.10a, the cognate of node 5, is included in node 1 of the.
general form whereas,. in Figure 2.10b, the cognate is included in
node 3.
It is apparent that space U may be empty in the general form
representation of some types of networks. 	 In order to make our ge.n.eral
form universally applicable, we will, in such instances, introduce a
single line from node 1 to node 3 and make the node 1 mapping from
1
x( ) U a constant mapping. 'Then b3(u, w) will be redefined as b3
for every u E U and for every, w E W.
If we have no original- circuit nodes to place at node' 3, of the general
form, then- b3 will be the identity mapping. Similarly if there are no
original circuit modes to place at node 1 of the general form, then both'
	 }
U and V will be projected subspaces of X. With these conventions, any,
combinational network C may be put in general form with an arbitrary
node of C appearing as node 2.
We now make a formal definition of the general form concept in
f;
order to use our model to determine its properties.
I
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Definition 2. 22
The general system form with single faults is an (n, m, 32 Q) -
combinational network
	 }
C= (D, S, F, b)
where
D is an (n, n1, 3, Q) -graph (Figure. 2.8)
S is an arbitrary 1-tuple of sets
b =. (bl, b2, b3) E EC (See Definition 2. 4)
F= f f If E E
	
I . Kf 1 . 5 11
. C
J We now describe some conventions that are to be applied to the
general system form.
T Def inition 2. 23
	
}
ri'} In the general system form
- I-
I1- X 	 bl.X >VxU
I2 = V	 b2:^ W .
02 = W	 b3: W X U--^j Y	 -
Q = V x 1tJ
I3- WX U
jy
03 = 0 -'Y	 j
It is often helpful to view the mapping b	
b
A	 pp	 ^'	 3 - W x U	 ^Y as a collection 	 ^:
of ma	 1 as from W:nto Y.	 This will be done in the follow ing waypp n	  
4
. •	 ..  
	 fig..
I
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Definition 2. 24
For each element u of the space U in a general system form,
def ine
u: W.---> tiY
where
hu(w) b3 (w, u)	 Vw c W
In the discussion that follows, we will let = denote the equivalence
U
relation	 induced on-
 W by hu, that is
U,
wl 
u w
2 iff hu(w I) = u(w2)
In order to simplify  notation, we will define two functions assoc-
.__ v .._._^
b2(vj
L5 L6 L8
0	 0 0
1	 0 11.	 1 .
-
____^^9
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Of course X is the space L 1
 x-
 L2 x L3 . As in' most applications,
L 1 = .L L3 =L4 =L5 =L6 =L? = LB =L =B={0,11. The
special functions b 1 and btu are also contaii^p d in Table 2.1 .1
Table 2. 1
F
X
L L--L--1	 2 3
b 1v
 
L
5
b1 W	
-
-
(X) b tu WL	
L6	 N
0	 0 0 1 0 0 1
0	 0 1 0 0 0:
0	 1 0 0 0 0
0	 1 1 1. 0 1
{	 1	 0 0 0. 0 0 w
.1	 0 1 1 0 1
1	 Y a 0- 1 1
1	 1. 1 1 1 0
_	
Table 2. 2
	 Table 2.3
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Table 2. 4 contains the functions h0 and h l . (Recall that
U = L7 = B = {0, 11 .) Note that = is the relation EQUALITY on the
set W while is the relation of "belonging"° on the set W i. e.
0
w l = w 2 if and only if w l and w 2 belong to the set W.0
Table 2. 4
W--- Fh O (w)  h 1w(	 )
L8 L9 L9
0 0
;
0
1 0 1
We are now ready to investigate the properties of the general
system form with single faults.
Theorem 2.18
In a general .system form with single faults, a single fault
at node 2, f = (b l , f 2, b3) , is masked iff
Vx C X, b2 b 1V(x) = f 2 b1v(x)blu(x)
n -, G
Prod"	 3a
i ff
To show sufficiency, let the above equivalence be true for every
element in the space X. Now let x be any element in X, then we
obtain
i
t(x) b3(b2 b1V	 blu(X)) - b3^f 2 b1v(x^' lu(x) )
00) (X)
i	 Kt
s
t
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Hence t(x) = oz(f) (x) for all x c X, i. e. u(f) = t and the fault f is masked
(Definition 2. 15a) .
To show necessity, let f = (b l) f 2, b3) be masked and assume that
for some x E X.
b2 blv(x) A I2 b,1v(x)
b 1u(x)
then we have
x
';	 r t(x) = b3 (b2 bIV(x) , blu(x)) ^ b3 (f2 b lv(x) ^ blu(x)) = a(f) (x)
Thus, f is detectable (Definition 2. 15b) and hence not masked (Lemma
2. 1. 2), contradicting the hypothesis. This proves necessity and com
plete s the proof of the theorem.
a
As usual, there is an immediate corollary characterizing detec-
table single faults at node 2.
Corollary 2. 18
In A general system form with single faullts, a single fault
at node 2, f - (b 1, f2, b3) , is detectable iff 1 x E X such that
b.2 b IV(x)	 f2 i^lv(x) tblu x	 ^.
Proof
t Immediate from Theorem 2. 18 and Lemma 2. 1. 2.W	 ^:
,d
Our next goal is to count the number of single faults at node _2
z
that are masked. Some preliminary definitions are required.
r
2 24
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Definition 2. 26
For every v E S (b iv(x)) in a general system form, define
the equivalence relation, Rv, on W as follows:
w 1
 R  w2 iff 'fix E (b	 (V)1(v) , w 1 = w2
blu(x)
or equivalently
w 1
 R  w2 iff Yx E (b IV) -1(v) b3(w 1) b1u(x)) = b3(w2, blu(x)
or equivalently
r	 '	 b x	 -	 uRv	
b `1	 1u()x 	 - ttE b	 b ( 1v)	 (v)	 lu[( 1v)	 (v)
All three forms of this definition will be useful. The last form
clearly indicates that
RV 	 =	 for every x E (b ) '- 1(v)
v _ b1u^X)	 1v
For the example of Figure 2.10a= we observe (using Table 2.1)
,mac
1
that
b IV- 1(00) _ {000, 001, 010, 1001
and
blu 1v[b - 1(00) = {o, :r}-
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Similarly,
1b IV- (01) = f 1101-
blv-1(10) = { 031 1 1011
blv-1 (11) ._ f 1111
blu[b IV- 1(01) ] {1}
b 
1u
[b  -1(10) ] _ { 1}
blu[ b IV
--
 1(11) ] {01
and
:, z
]Ff
r
r
sa
u
R01 R10 =	 EQUALITY
R11 r - = 02 1 = Wx W0
.Uef inition 2.2
For every v E V in a. general system form, define the
counting constant, cv, as follows:
1 [b2(v) ]R	 if v E ,(blv)
_c	 --
V
V
X	 if v ^A(bIV)
In the example of Figure 2.10a, we have
i
i w
00 ^	 2	 R00	 R'00
	
c01 `[b2(01) ]Rol I	 [1]R 1	 1
01
r
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R i o= I[b2(10)]R 10 1 = I111R101 - 1
i l l = I [b2(11) IRll I = 1111R 11  l _ 2
We are now ready to count the number of single faults at node 2
that are masked.
Theorem 2. 19
In a general system form with single faults, the number of
single faults at node 2 that are masked is computed as follows:
F' 2 1=-1+11 c 
vE V
Proof
The proof consists of verifying that the counting constant ev is
the number of distinct images that the element v can assume under a
mapping, f  at node 2 and still satisfy the requirements of Theorem
2. 18. Fir st consider an element, v of V that is not in the range of
s
. 5
t
{
}
b lv . Theorem. 2.18 places no restriction on the image of v under
f2, therefore there are ^W possible choices for f2(v; that meet the
z
conditions of Theorem 2. 18. By Definition 2. 27 this number is c .V
	
P	 Now consider an element v E V that is in the range of biv. Theorem
2	 2 2 18 requires that f (v) be	 equivalent to b (v) for every x E
	
i	 blu(X)for which b (x) v. By Definition 2. 26 this means that f (v) Land
	
'rIV	 :
	
i	 b2(v) must be R,v equivalent. We thas have [b 2(v) IR I choices forV
f2(v) that meet the .
 requirements of 'T'heorem 2. 18 and this num')er
<	
r
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is cv (Definition 2. 27) . 	 Thus, we see that in any case, c v is the
number of distinct images for v under the mapping f 2 .	 From
Definition 2. 22 we know that for any mapping, f 2, from. V into W,
1
_.
(b1 , f2, b) is a fault in the general system form.	 This means that
I
y
the choice of f2(v 1) is completely independent of the choice of f2(v2)
when v1
 ^ v2.	 Since all the choices for f2(v) are independent, we
deduce that the number of node 2 mappings that satisfy Theorem,
2. 18 is given by
cv
vE V
s We also know that b 2 is one of the mappings counted but that (b 1, b2, b3)
is not a single fault at node 2 (Definition 2. 16) . 	 We then conclude that
the number of single faults at node 2 that are masked is
-1 +	 c
vC V V
t
proving the theorem.
Due to Lemma 2. 1. 2, we have as an immediate corollary to
Theorem 2. 19 a means for computing the number of single faults at
s3
node 2 that are detectable,
Corollary 2 .19. 1
x
In a general system form with single faults the number of F
single faults at node 2 that are detectable is given by
I W I
IVI
-
	II	 c
u
v
VE ^T
S
Pto 70-456
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For the example of Figure 2. 10a, we have
F2
	 cv	 coo	 c	 c• c	 201	 10	 11VEV
and the number of detectable single faults at node 2 is
4JWJ IVI -	 II	 c	 = 2	 - 2= 14v
ve V
Of course b is one of the single faults at node 2 that is masked
(Lemma 2. 1. 1).
	 The other is
(OR, AND, XOR., AND, XOR, AND)
Seepage 237 for a systematic procedure to determine the faults that
are masked.
Z11 We now investigate the limiting conditions for fault masking and
fault detection at node 2, but first a supporting lemma.
Lemma 2. 20. 1
In a general system form, the set of single faults at node 2
is empty if and only if W	 1.
Proof
F11 The proof is identical to the proof of Lemma 2. 9. 1.
In a general system form with W
	 1, all single faults at node
2 are masked, detectable, locatable
	 and completely diagnosable b
the fact that none exist. For this reason, some of the results that
follow will assume that the general system form is nontrivial.
RO	 "70-45 6230
Theorem 2. 20
In a general system form with single faults, all single faults
at node 2 are masked iff
{ Vu E R(b,	 hu is a constant function.1U)
Proof
To show sufficiency,
	 et	 be a constant function for everyY
	 hu
U E ,^q(b lu) , then we have
a
= W X W
	 VU E J (b1u^u
and since
uRv
b lu[(bl 	
1(v),
u E	 )V
we have
Rv = W X W	 Vv E V,
This implies that
.' I	 2	 I	 I	 IRv
Then,the number of single faults at node 2 that are masked is liven
r
by Theorem 2.19 j
IF	 I =	 1 +	 n	 c	 =	 1 +	 11 1 vv I - -1 + 1W 1 IVI
,
2	 VEV v	 VEV
Since this is the total number of single faults at node 2 (Definition 2.22) r.	 r
all must be masked.`
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To show necessity, assume that hu is not constant for some
u r: tit. (b) .	 Then 3 distinct w 1 , w'
	
W for which b	 b2 6	 3(w 1 1 u)	 3'W21 u)
This implies that w	
_W2	 Sinceue 45^(b	 3xE Xfor which1 A	i -	 luu
blu (X) = U, and if we let v	 b	 (x), then w 1 is not Rv equivalent to1v
~; w2 (Definition 2. 26)	 Therefore, [b 2(v) IR	 cannot contain both
v
W 1 and w2 -which implies that cv < i W and therefore
H	 c	 < jW1 IVI
v
ve V
i. e. not all single faults at node 2 are masked.
If we detect all single faults at node 2, we must satisfy two
conditions.
Theorem 2. 21
In a general system form (with single faults and W 	 2)
all single faults at node 2 are detectable iff
c
v	I
	 for every v E V
I
To show sufficiency, let c 	 1 for every V E V, then the
v
number of detectable faults at node 2 is given by Corollary 2. 19. 1
jwj 1v1	-I,	 IWI I v i	 _ ;^	 .
v
vev
i. e. all faults at node 2 are masked.
To show necessity, let all single faults at node 2 be detectable,
t
then we have again by Corollary 2. 19. 1 that
i#
•	 akveAnrevnsssaroweoaonmemvnvuecvu.nunowwmum„xueuouz^m..vvn..:w 	 K.._,...... ..
c = 1
v
for every v e V
T
^t
1
^u
1	 232	 R 4 7 ®° 456
I WI IV, - 1 = Iwl ° v! - Il c
vE V v
or
II c  = 1
vE V
which can occur only if '
thus proving, the theorem.
-x,
Unlike many limiting conditions in the two node general system,
the limiting conditions in a general system form are obtainable in
instances of practical value. For example, the triple modular redun-
dancy scheme satisfies the c-onditions of Theorem 2. 20. ar	 ,
Example 2.:5 Triple Modular Redundancy
The fault -masking properties of networks incorporating triple
modular redundancy are widely known. The analysis presented here
strengthens the observed properties of triply modular redundant
(TMR) systems and provides some new insight into the effects of the
voting element. Figure 2.11 contains a standard arrangement of a
,a
TAM system.
The analysis begins with one of the three ' identical nodes that
arise as a result of the triplication process. Due to the symmetry
of the network, the effect of each will be the same. Without loss of
r
rill,
r
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b	 b2	 b
X	 1 V	 3
W 
x	 --^	 =----	 2
3
2
Y
y
1
F n
' V=U=X
b l. X--XxX
b lv =b lu = IDENTITY ^.
b2 - ga
b3 : WXX -► Y
err' r4p
w`_'
♦• 	 x	 ^'	 ♦•b3 (	 )	 gd (	 l gb h ) I ge(x))
{}
-' L	 = fo l 1l, 1< i< A
4
,
F = {(bp f2, b3) f2 ; y	 >W} lJ Al r
where A l c Ec
-' Figure 2. 12
^
f
A General System Form for the Analysis of Node a -
in the Combinational Network of Figure 2. 11. {
t
v^
t
r
_
7t	 generality, node a is selected for computation. Figure .2.12 displays the'
appropriate general system form for . the analysis of node a.
Since we are not currently interested in the behavior of nodes 1 and 3
in the general form it is not necessary to explicitly compute A 1, the single
fault set for these nodes. Let x be -a fixed but arbitrary element of X.
Let w 1 and w2 be any two elements of W, then
W'	 "Y
t-
l U' 	 {0} is a dummy space
'
b 1: X -- V' X U'
b1(x) = (ga(X) , gb (X) , gc (X) 0)
f
ryj b	 (X) _ (g (X) , g (X)	g (X) )lv	 a	 b	 c
b 	
(X) - 01u
x; IF b2	 gd
_f 1
b: Y X U' -. Y3
lug
b 3(Y 9 0) = y V y E Y
L i ={01}, 1< i < f
JWJ =8
C (b')	 2lv
b- t f	 b f	 f	 t _.__ U A	 h	 A	 c E
t
{
it
t^
. 
YF
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b1
.f
X	 1^	 V' kit
X	 ----;^---------^'	 ---- 2t	 W 
T
b3
s
3+	 Y
n
U'
F {( 1 Y 20 3)1 2•V ^Y}	 2w ere 2_ C
Figure 2. 13
A General System Form for the Analysis of Node d
in the Combinational Network of Figure 2. 11.
r
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D
Many treatments of TAIR networks assume that the MAJORITY
gate is perfect in order to eliminate complications resulting from
error-prone voters. Our techniques can handle faults in the voter
with no more difficulty than that encountered in the analysis of the
triplicated section. The modified general form appropriate for voter
fault analysis appears in Figure 2.13. The number of single faults
at node 2 that are masked is given by Theorem 2. 19
14 (b lv^ ) I	 6IF2I =-1+ I Y I	 =-1+2 =63
Unlike the results of the analysis of a triplicated node, this information
about the voter is seldom, if at all, mentioned in the literature. Two
implications are immediate.
First, although the network cannot mask all single faults in the
voter, fully 24. 7% of the possible single faults are masked. If the
most probable voter faults are among those masked, the voter may
indeederform in a highly reliable manner.p	 g Y
The second important result is that 63 other functions could have
been placed at node 2 without changing the net function. We then have
more alternative designs for economical circuits when reliability is
not an important factor.
S ingle Fault Analysis Algorithm
An algorithm for computing the number of single-faults that are
masked at each node in a combinational network will now be described.
The capability for generating a list of all such masked faults is inhereat
D
a
0
L
a	
a a.3
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Many treatments of TAIR, networks assume that the MAJORITY
gate is perfect in order to eliminate complications resulting from
error-prone voters. Our techniques can handle faults in the voter
with no more difficulty than that encountered in the analysis of the
triplicated section. The modified general form appropriate for voter
fault analysis appears in Figure 2.13. The number of single faults
at node 2 that are masked is given by Theorem 2. 19
^ ^blv t ^ ^IF 2 1 =-1+ `YI ( 	 -1+2 6 =63
=?	 Unlike the results of the analysis of a triplicated node, this information
about the voter is seldom, if at all, mentioned in the literature. Two
implications are immediate.
fA
First although the network cannot mask all single faults in the
voter, fully 24.7% of the possible single faults are masked. If the
most probable voter faults are among those masked, the voter may
indeed perform in a highly reliable manner.
The second important result is that 63 other functions could have
been placed at node 2 without changing the net function. We then have
more alternative designs for economical circuits when reliability is
not an important factor.
Single Fault Analysis Algorithm
An algorithm for computing the number of single-faults that are
masked at each node in a combinational network will now be described.
a	 The capability for generating a list of all such masked faults is inherent
If
_z
i
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j
in the algorithm. Reference should be made to Theorem 2.19 and
associated definitions, for the underlying theory.
The algorithm proceeds node by node through the network. At
the q-th step, the network is put in a general system form such that
node q in the network being analyzed appears as node 2 in the form.
1
b2q
' Ij	 X	 V	 wq
	
x1	
bl q •
	 2	 b3	
Y	 y^
q	 •	 •	 q
1	 ',
	x2 	•	 •	 3	 --	 y2
x
	
n	 U
7	 "f
q	 Yi	 m
I 
	
4
ill
Figure 2 14
A General System Form for Node q.
^	 I
t
t	 I
i
kj
>
t>
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r	 Figure 2. 14 is essentially . Figure 2. 2 with subscripts to indicate
that the algorithm is being; applied to node q.
In order to reduce the number of computations required; to
analyze node -q, a set of truth tables is generated in a preliminary
step that contains all information needed to produce the qth general_
system form.	 For each. rode q the algorithm calls on the :FAULT sub-
routine that calculates the cvq constants required by Theorem 2. 19.
The FAULT subroutine also calculate s*- [b 2q(vq) ]R for every vq E Vq.
vq
These equivalence classes characterize the single faults at node q
which are masked.
To.illustrate the algorithm, the combinational network whose
graph is shown in Figure 2. 15 will be considered.
I.	 Compile a table, called Table 1 ) that displays all mappings of
q4, 1 < q	 k.	 4	 is he output space of node q.the form X--^j	 q
. Figure 2. 16 contains the table for the example."
Il.	 Identify a family of. minimal cutsets of the combinational.network
digraph that covers the line set of the . digraph.	 This family will F
contain a number of sets equal to the length of the longest directed
path in the digraph. 	 A collection of cutsets for the example,
i,
excluding X appears as the input ,coordinate sets in. the tables
of Figure 2. 17. , Each set Oq should appear in some cutset.
s
III. - For each cutset obtained instep II, except the input space .,	 - x
compile a truth table that displays the snapping from the
iRO	 '70-456
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{
cartesian product of the signal sets on the lines of the outset
into the output space.	 The set of tables for the example appears
in Figure 2.17.
IV. Let q - 1.
V. Select one of the tables that were compiled in Step III whose
input coordinate set includes the set of output lines of node q.
Let W  = the output space of node q; W  x U  = the input space
f? of the table selected; V  = the input space of node q; b 1	is
q
the network mapping from X into V 	 (contained in Table 1)
fill b
	
is the qth coordinate of the 0-fault of the network; if2
rd^
Uq	 ^i, then M IS = b1 u is the net mapping from X to Uq;
q
if U  zv ^, M1q = NULL; -M 2q is the mapping from Wqx U  into
Y contained ,in the table selected by this step.
y VI. Call the FAULT subroutine with parameters (b; lq , b2q,	lq,M	 M2q) .
VII. Compute the number of single faults masked at node q using
Theorem 2.19 and the constant table returned by the FAULT
N-^
{ subroutine.	 Figure 2. 18 contains a summary for the example.
VIII. Compile a list of faults using the class table :returned by the
FAU LT subroutine.
IX. If q < k, set q = q+1 and go to step V. 	 Otherwise, STOP. ^	
a
1 .i
a
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f
X 1 X2 X3 X4 L	 L	 L1	 2	 3 L4 L 5 L0 L7
0 0 0 0 0	 1	 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0	 1	 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0	 1	 1 0 0 1 1
^`` 0 0 1 1 0	 1	 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 0	 0 1 0 0 0,
a
, z 0 1 0 1 0	 0	 1 0 0 1 1
^^
b
0 1 1 0 0	 0	 1 0 0 1 1
f 	 +'.
i
0 1 1 1 0	 0	 0 1 0 0 0
^
'
1 0 0 0 0	 0	 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 0	 0	 1 0 0 1 1 ..
1 0 1 0- 0	 0	 1 0 p 1 1
1 0 1 1 0	 0	 0 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 1	 0	 0 1. 0 1 1 r
it 1 1 0 1 1	 0	 1 0 0 1 1
Z7
y
1 1 1 0 1	 0	 1 0 p 1 1
.-
k
1 1 1 1 1	 0	 0 1 0; 1 1 £.
Figure 2.1$
Table 1 for Example
r
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X 	 L 	 L2 I'3 i L7	I'1 I'2 L4 L6 1 L7
	 L1 L5
 L6
 ! L7
0 0 0 0 0 0	 00	 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0
0 0 0 1 1 0	 0	 0	 1	 ', 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 1 0	 0	 1	 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 0	 0	 1	 1 1 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 0	 1	 0	 0	 1 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 1 0	 1	 0	 1	 1 1 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 1 0	 1	 1	 0 1 1 1 0 1 -
0 1 1 1 1 0	 1	 1	 1	 j 1 1 1 1 1 ;
1 0 0 0 1 1	 0	 0	 0 1 Table 4:
1 0 0 1 1 1	 0	 0	 1	 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 1	 0	 1	 0	 i 1
1 0 1 1 1 1	 0	 1	 1	 l 1 3
allat r1 1 0 0 1 1	 1	 0	 0 1 L 7 L 7
1 1 0 1 1 1	 1	 0	 1	 i 1 0 t
1 i 1 0 1 1	 1	 1	 0 1 1 1 4
``r, {	 1 1 1 1, 1 1	 1	 1	 1 1 d	 -Table 5Table 2 Table 3 !
F
r
Figure 2.17
Cut-set Tables for Example
I\I
f
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Node	 # Single Faults Masked	 % Single vaults  Masked*
r
1 1 7 46.6
fp? 2 3 20
.^ 3 0 0
4 1 331
'j 5 3 20
6 0 0
'
3
5.88
f 1
i.J
j^
Figure 2.18
Analysis of Fault Masking for Network of Figure 2. 15
t
 
# masked
* %single faults masked
I WI	 1
1
WKII
FAULT Subroutine
5
I
i
This routine computes a table of counting constants sufficient
to compute the number of single-faults masked in node 2 of a general
system form. It also provides a list of equivalence classes sufficient
to compile a list of all such masked faults. The subroutine requires
four parameters: (b l, b2) M 1 , M2 ) where bl is. the X-> V mapping
of the general system form, b 2 is the node 2 mapping V -->W, M 1 is
the X to U mapping, and M2 s the W x U to Y mapping.
L	 Compute the equivalence relation induced on X by b l . If
M 1 = NULL, compute the equivalence relation, -i s. , induced
M2,:
on W  by the mapping M 2,. Let V (vl , ... , v IV 1) .
Set - 1.
II.	 if vi
	
(bl).,,enter W in the CLASS table -with tag vi, enter
W in the CONSTANT table with tag v i, and go to STE P. X1.
If vi E (?(b ), an& Af" : NULL, enter [b	 )° ,► ^ in the -CLASS.1	 1	 vi ^^i2
table with tag vi, enter [^b,(vz) ^ in the CONSTANT table
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V. If aij is in thee-table, go to step VIII.
VI. Call the h-subroutine with parameters (ai j , M2) to'compute
z
the equivalence clarsse s of W , . .
al j
VII. Append the returned relation ^in partition form) to the h-table
with tag a ij.
VIII. RELATION = RE LATION n (h-table entry having tag aij ) .
If RELATION = EQUALITY, go to step X, otherwise proceed
with step IX.
IX. If all elements in the ith equivalence class have been processed,
go to step X, otherwise set j j+1 and go to step IV.
X. RE LATION contains the equivalence classes of the relation R  .i
Enter M M^] ' in the. class table and ( [lb('v.) r]^ + in the
^^ ^. Rv	 2 1, Rv.
conistant table, (each
 with tag v.) .	 1
.F
XI. If all equivalence classes of the relation of Step I have been
examined, go to Step XII; otherwise, set i i+1 and go to
Step H.
XII. Return to main routine with the class and constant tables.
Example Computations for the FAULT Subroutine
For the example, we will consider the case where q - 5. Then,
the output lines of node 5 (L5) appears as one of the domain coordinates
of Table 4.
L
k
^f
;^a	 t
z
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1.
w5 L5
V 5 = L2 x L4
W5   U 5 = Ll x L 5 x LO
i,
U 5 = L1 x L6
b15v"	 .I^'2 XI 'I''feenta,inddIn -Tablet.1.
b25 : L2 x L4—> L
M1 : X–> L1 x L6 contained in Table 1.
M2 : L1 x L5 x L6--> L7 contained in Table 4.
The parameters passed to the FAULT subroutine F6 1 r b ,, ; M ) .^v 1,. ^25.R l	 2
The results of step I are:
(b l5v) -1(00) = {0101 2 01102 1001 1 1010 1 1101 ; 11101
(b 15v ) -1(01) = { 0100, 0111, 1000, 1011, 1100 1 11111
(b15v) 1(10) = { 0001 1 00101
(b15v)-1(11) _ { 0000, 0011}
V5 = {vl , v21 v3 , v4} _ 100, 01, 10, ill
W5 {wl, w2} {0, 11
The remaining steps in the FAULT subroutine are summarized in
Figure 2.19. Scan the table in normal reading fashion. Entries indi-
cate processing steps, Blanks indicate no processing.
Y
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Step I, - Step III
. Step IV Step IV Step VII Step VIII Step X.
rl M Step IX - -
J Xi. M1N E L 1 x i-N h-	 able RELATION CLASS CONSTANTi
TAG
1 1 0, Z
010.1 01 01 021 0y 
2 0110 01 - 0)l
3 1001 01 0, 1
4 1010 O1 0, 1
5 1101 11 11 ' 0,1 0,1.:
6 1110
11 - 0 1 0'.1 2
a I
	
2
1
- 'p1 ;,- -
0100 00 00 0:1 0:I*: 1
3 1 4, 1
0001 01 0)1
0010 01. 02 1- 0 1 2 i
4 1 Of 1
0000 00 .6: P 1	 t
* :Terminate computation of RELATION because -.ELATION` is EQUALITY.
E 94FP 2, 19
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h- Subroutine
The h- subroutine, for parameters (a ^., M) , will compute the .
equivalence relation (in partition form) induced on space W by the
mapping hay. . The h-table contains equivalence relations u for
values of u that are of interest. This subroutine ' will be called exactly
times %°during - execu°tion of the FAULT subroutine.
11n I _
	
.
I. Str=i.
Set W = (w ,, w 2, ... )
II. Compute M2(wr, at. = 'Yr.
III. If there is a list with identifier y r , go to Step IV; otherwise
create a list with identifier yr. This list will eventually
contain all the elements of h, , -1(ya...
	 rij
IV. Enter wr'on the list With tag yr.
V. If r 1 W go to Step VI; otherwise set r = r+1 and go to
r,
Step II.	 ..
VI. Assemble the equivalence classes of the relation induced on
W by ha,	 Each equivalence class consists of the elements
on one of the lists generated by Step III. This relation is
returned to the calling subroutine.
Sample Execution of h-Subroutine f;
For example, the h-subroutine execution that produced the
	
k;
h-table entry for line 2 in Figure 2.19 is presented in Figure 2.4.
._	
-The entry parameter s are:	 ;-
R0 70-456
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atli 01
M =2 Table 4
W = {wl, w2l 
_ f02 11q
I^ L
	
r	 wr	 M2(wr, a ..) = yr
1	 0	 1*
2	 1	 1	 1	 1**
V
L
^a
^i
a
Create List 1 with tag 1 and enter w l = 0 as the
first element in the list.
Append 'W2 = l to list 1.
Figure 2.20
Sample h-Subroutine Calculation
Complexit of Calculations
Xhis algorithm requires on the order of IXI + IV I
 + I W 12 compu-
tations for each node analyzed. An exhaustive search would require
on the order of I X I   V II W I I V I com putations for each node. The
saving is large for nodes with high dimensions.
The number of preliminary steps is on the order of I X—I +
((length) + 6(*e9 h)^ where 6 is the larest member- cif ,
 el ^ent.s in
a cutset space, and length refers to the length of a longest directed
	
P
Uath in the network_ An exhaustivP gPq:re.h g lanrithm wmild alcn
R0 '70-450
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Fault Location
Emphasis in preceding sections has been placed on fault masking
and fault detection. To facilitate repair and maintenance, it is fre-
quently desirable to have the additional capability of locating possible
faults to within an easily serviced subsystem. The possibly faulty
subsystem may be replaced by a good subsystem while detailed
tests are run on the suspect component. In this way, the system may
continue to function during most of the testing process and during the
repair process. Justification for the additional cost of locatable sys-
tems would have to come from the cost of down time for repair and
maintenance. For example, in a deep space probe or manned mis-
sion, the crew could not well afford having the guidance system in-
operable during minor repair or maintenance procedures. We begin
our development with the general two node system.
Theorem 2.22
In the general two node system with single faults, a single
fault at :node 1, f (fl , b2), is locatable iff
3 xl , x2 'E X such that
(1) xl	 x2
b1
and (2) fl (xl )	 fl(x2) .
Necessity (by contradiction of hypothesis)
Let f = (f 1) b2) be a locatable single fault at node 1 (K f = 111).
Assume ^ any xl , x2 E X satisfying (1) and (2). Def ine f 2 : W --Y as
follows
(a) V w E 9,
 (b 1)1 f2 (w) = by, (x) for some x E b1 1(w)
(b) Y w ^ R(b 1 ),  f 2 (w) is arbitrary
Consider the fault f' = (b l, f 2)' Kf ' is either { 2} or 0. In (a) , the
mapping is well-defined because our assumption says that it is not
possible for two elements x and x2, in b - 1(w) 0. e. xl	x2) to1	 1	 b1
have different images under b2f 1
.
 L e.
f 1(x1 )
 E f 1(x2) .
b2
Let x be any element of X. Since x = x our definition; of f2 forcesb
1
U-11
E
w;
=f
t_
aI	 n
w
^i
t
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Proof: Sufficiency
Let 3 xl , x2 E X that satisfy (1) and (2). Let f' _ (b l , f2) be
any fault whose first component is bl.
(1) --. bi (XI) = bl (x2) ===>f 2b1(xl) = f 2bl (x2)
(2) bi'l (xl) b2f l (x2)
and we have b 2 f 1 "2bl . Since f' was any fault that was not a single
fault at node 1, we have shown that a(V) = a(f) _._--__^ Kf = Kf,
Hence f is locatable by OWf Won 2.15 (c).
t
ti
U^k
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f 2b1 (x)  = b 2 f 1(x)
and we have
f 2b1  = b 2 f 1
or
a (f 1 ) = a (f)
but
Kf ^ Kf,
a contradiction of hypothesis, concluding the proof.
Fault location at node 2 is characterized as follows:
Tfieore*m*2-',23-
In the general two node system with single faults,,ta; single
	
fault at node 2  f	 bJ 9 f 2)1 is locatable iff
3 we (bl) 4 f 2 (w)	 (W)
Proof: Sufficiency
L 
I 
et w be an element of R(bl) and let f 2(w) e k^ (b2)` Let
V = (fl,b 2 ) be any fault with Kf Kf 	 21. Since the only proper
faults in the system are single faults (Definition 2.17) the second
coordinate of f' must be b2 .
 
Obviously, VxeX, b 2 f 1 (X) 6 e (W).
Since w e k (bl), 3 x 1 e X such that b l (x l ) = w, and we have
f 2 b 1 (x')
 
= f 2(w) ^ A-) (W). We have just seen that b 2 f I (x
? ) e R (b2), and
the ref nrP h J f h	 a f' was nn fault- with	 M"Q+ follow2-	
A
1	 2 V	 JL16f	 JL" f
that Vf'e F,
	 ==4 Kf Kf , and Kf is locatable (Definition 2. M).
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Necessity by contradiction of hypothesis
Let f = ( b1  Y,be ,allocatdble; 	 isingle -fault at node 2. Assume
any w e Pt(bl) such that f2 (w)	 (b2). Let x be any element of X.
Let w = bl (x) and y = f2bf (x) = f2(w). Since w c: (bl), our assumption
'	 forces fE	 b2 , and w' E ^^'V with b w' = f w	 Since x was
	
2(w) 	 ( )	 2( )	 2( )
1	 any element of X, we have shown that
V x E X, 3 w' e W g b2(w') = f 2b1 (x) .
lE.,
Let. f 1 be any mapping f rom X into W such that V x e X, b 2 f 1 (x) = f 2b1 (x) .
The above discussion insures that attleast one such mapping exists.
t
By Definition 2.17 f' _ (f , b ) e F . (K ^ { 21 = K) . We have
	
1 2	 f	 f
shown that a(f') a(f) , and we have a contradiction of the hypothesis
that f was locatable (Definition 2.:15c) . This concludes the proof of
3 the theorem.
V
Theorem 2.24
1
In the general two nodes stem with single faults it is
	
g	 Y	 ^	 ,
impossible for all single faults at node 1 to be locatable
'.	 except in the degenerate case when W
	
1.
Proof (by contradiction of hypothesis)
Assume all single faults at node 1 are locatable, and that
J WJ > 2, then there exists two distinct elements of W, (wl and w2) ,
and we can consider node faults f l
 and f2 defined as follows:
i
f1'X-W
3
...rt	 Rw
._;.._....	 .. ..^	 ..,..e...,<.....,. .-vn,.<,. a..a . .n ._.avemuz:s_^c.....,e' :°Ifl	 y ...a• 	 '-,.......... <.. .:	 .._..--	 ...	 ..	 -
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w2	 if x E b11(wl)
f1 (x) =
l b  (x) otherwise
L
1
^y
t
v
3
a
`r
kl
v,
i
t
^i
S
and
	 f 2: W -• Y
b2 (w2) if w = w1
f2(w)
b2(w) otherwise
Consider now the faults f = (f1 ,b2) and V = (b1 ,f2).
If x E b 1-1(w1)
	
b 2 f 1(x) = b2(w2)	 (Definition of f 1)
f2b1 (x) = f 2(w 1) = b2(w 2)	 (Definition of f2)
If x ^ b1_ 1(w 1 )	 b2f 1(x) = b2bl(x)	 (Definition of f1)
f2b1(x) = b2b 1 (x)	 (Definition of f2)
The last equation follows from the definition of f2 and the fact that
(x b (w l)
	 b (x) A w ) . It follows that b f = f b , or1	 1	 1	 1	 2 1	 2 1
a(f) = a(f'), but Kf	 Il l _ Kf a contradiction of hypothesis,
r
We now show that no interesting two node networks have all single
'faults at node 2 locatable.:a
Theorem 2. 25	 t
In a. general two node system with single faults having { Y { > 2,
all single faults at node 2 are locatable iffx
(1) bl is onto W
and (2) b2 is a constant function.
0
0
0
f
D
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Proof: Sufficiency
Let b  be onto W and let b2 be a constant function. Let f = (bl , f2)
be any single fault at node 2. Since b 2 ^ f2 (Definition 2. 16), 3 WE W
for which b2 (w) ^ f2 (w). Since b2 is a constant function, ,t(b2) =
{b2 (w) } and since f2 (w) ^ b2 (w), f2 (w)j F (b2); but w E R (b1) because
b 1
 is onto W. By Theorem 2.13, f is locatable. Since f was any single
fault at rode 2, all single faults at node 2 must be locatable.
Necessity by Contradiction of Hypothesis
Let all single faults at node 2 be locatable and assume that bl
is not onto W.
	 Since I Y I > 2 and b 
	
is not onto W, there must
exist a single fault at node 2, f = (b i , f2), that is masked (Theorem
2.12 and Lemma 2.1. 2).	 Since a(f) = a(b) = t (Definition 2.15a)
and Kf = {2} ^ 0 = Kb , f is not locatable. This is a contradiction
of the hypothesis anI b must be onto W.
Now, let all single faults at node 2 be locatable and assume
that b2 is not a constant function then there must exist two distinct
elements in ^(I* y -	 1 )'1, anc^X2 , i6et-vj E_b2 1(y l) and w 2 E b2- (y2
and consider the mapping f
2 
from W into Y defined as follows
Y 2	 if w = wZ	 1
f2(w)
, f( (wY- 6therwise
For the single fault f = (b 1 , f 2 ) at node 2,
Q
Kf = {2} 9E
 ¢ = Kb
-	 ; n
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If w 	 (bl) , then f 2b1 = b 2 b 1 and a (f) = a (b); but since K f Kb,
f is not locatable (Definition 2. 15 c). This is a contradiction of the
hypothesis. If w1 ^E	 (b1), let X 1	 1= b -1 (w1 ) Consider the function,
fl , from X into W' defined as follows
Ii
t
ti
w2 Vhf x E X12f i (x) = f
bi (x) ^i rwiae
Let x be any element of X. _ If x E X1 , we have
b2 fl (x) = b2(w2) = y2	 (Definition of fl)
Let V = (fl , b2).
and
'f2bl(x) = f 2 (wl) y2	 (Definition of Xi)
If x ^ Xi
 , we have
b2
 f I (x) = b2 bl (x)	 ( Def inition of f 1)
and
f 2 b  (x) = b2
 b  (x)
	 ( Definition of f 2)
because
bl (x) wl
In any ^ am,.. 'tvve have_,6K^*41' ) f2 b (x) and a (f) a (f'} but 	 I
Kf = {2} and 2 ^'Kf ,. Then Kf Kf„ a contradiction of hypothesis.
	
j' P 1
The assumption must be incorrect, so that b21 is a constant function,
Frequently we may wish to mask a,-^Y­ many- faults as^ .-posslble	 't
within some cost or weight constraint while at the same time making	 ;~
all unmasked faults locatable from the system terminals, Although
not impossible, this is also an unreasonable constraint as revealed r
by the following theorems.
i 
f
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Theorem 2.26
In the general two node system with single faults, all detectable
single faults at node 1 are locatable iff b 2
 is a constant function.
Proof; Sufficiency
If b2 is a constant function, then all single faults at node 1 are
masked (Theorem 2. 8), and all detectable single faults at node 1
are vacuously locatable.
Necessity
This part of the proof.. is -almost identical to the necessity proof
for Theorem 2.24. Only a brief summary will be given here. The
proof is again by contradiction of hypothesis. Let all detectable
faults at node 1.-be locatable and assume that b 2 is not a constant
function; then 3 w1, w2 a W such that b2(w2) / b 2 (wl), Define f1 as
in the proof of Theorem 2.24 and consider the single fault f =,(f 1 , b2)
at node 1. Let x e b1-1 (w1 ) , then
b2b1 (x) b2 (wl)
b2f 1 (x) - b2 (w2)	 (Definition of fl)
have	 b2b1(x) b 2 f 1(x)
i
and
l'
and we
..
and
or
^Y
r:
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U
thus ( fit b 2) is detectable (Definition 2. 15b). In the proof of Theorem
2. 24, it is shown that (fit b 2) is not locatable, a contradiction of hypo-
U
thesis, and the theorem is proved.
We now show that if only detectable faults at node 2 are to be
locatable, one of the constraints of Theorem 2. 25 is removed.
Nil
Theorem 2. 27
In a general two node system with single faults all detectable
single faults at node 2 are locatable if and only if b 2 is a con-
stant function.
Proof:
To show sufficiency, let b2 be a constant function (i. e. ,
fy j) and let (b i , f 2) be any detectable single fault at node 2,
then f2 I ^( ) b2 1 6(bl) (Corolla y 2. 3. 1). There must exist w E k(bl)
	
r
such that f 2 (w)^ b 2(w) _ y. Since ^(bZ = {y), f (w) ^^(, ) andi	 2	 1
( bl , f 2) is locatable (Theorem 2.23),
   but since (bl , f 2) was any
detectable single fault at node 2, it must be true that all detectable
single faults at node 2 are locatable.
To show necessity, let all detectable single faults at node 2 be
locatable and assume that b is not a constant function. There must2
exist two distinct elements, y 1 and Y 2 1	 1in ^(b^)• Let w be any.: . 
element of b2 i (y l ) and let w2 be any element of b 2 i (y 2). Since
y l ^ y 27 we must have w.1 : ^ 2.	 1	 2w	 If neither w nor w are in the
range of b l , there rust exist w 3 E ^(p^) -much that w 	 w 3 ^ w2
I i	 , < 1 , •!
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i	 }
	 because the range cannot be empty. Since y, /_ y 2,. b2(w3) = y3 must
be different from one of them. Without loss of generality, .let y3 ^ y1.
Consider the function, f2, from W into Y defined as follows
y 1 	 ifw=w3
f 2(w) -
b2(w)
	
otherwise
 Now. f =	 is a single fault at node 2	 Definition 2. 17
_	
b(1' f 2)	 g	 (	 ) and since
f2(w3 ) 	 y1	 y3 y b2(w3)
f: is detectable (Corollary 2.3,. 1).
	 K	 {.21-.
 	
Now, let X	 = b -1 (w )f3	 1	 3
and consider the function, f 1 , ,fromo  X into W defined as follows
wl	if x E X3
`	 f1(X)
b1.(x)
	
otherwise
Navy , f' _
 (f 1) 	 is a fault (Definition 2.17). 	 Let x by any element-.
of X.
	
If x c X3 , we have
f2 b1 (x) =f
	 w) =_Yi
and
	
-'
b2 f1 (x) =.b*(w1) = yl
if x ^ X3 , we have b1 1 (x)	 w3 and
b f x =b b x2 1 O	2	 1(.)	 .Def inition of f 1)
!F
f b1 (x) - b2 b1 (x)	 (Definition of f 2)
In any case, b2 f1 (x) = f2 b,(x) and we have b2 f1 =f2 b1  or a(f) '= a(ft) t
but since Kf = {2l and 2 ^ Kf,, .we must have Kf 	 Kf,. Therefore.
- ,
}
r
f is not locatable (Definition 2. 15 c) and we have a contradiction of
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the hypothesis. If wl
 E	 (bl), consider the function f 2 ' from W into
Y defined as follows:
Y2	 if w = wl
s
f 2 ' (w) _
b2(w) otherwise
A.-6
	 Now, g = (bl 9 f 2 ') is a single fault at node 2 (Definition 2.17) and
sincei.
f2'(wl) = Y2 / Y1 = b2(wl)
. r
g is detectable (Corollary 2.3.1). -K
9 . 2} . Now, let',X 1
 = bl_ 1(wl)
-F	 and consider the function fi' from X into W defined as follows 	 1
j
I w2	 if x E Xl	 ^r
1fl (X)
b (x) otherwise
Now g' _01% b2), 2) is a fault in the system (Definition 2.17) . Let x
be any element of X. If x E Xl we have
b2 f 1' (x) b2(w2) - Y2
and
z:
f2 bl (x) = f2 (wl) = Y2
F	 If x X1, we have bl (x) wl andr
b2 f 1' (x) = b2 bl (x)	 (Definition of f 1'
s
f 2 b  (x) = b2 b1 	 (Definition of f 2')
'J k
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In any, case, we have b2f I I N = f 2 l bI (x). Therefore,- b2f1 ' =f 2 fb
or a(g') = a(g); but since Kg
 {21 and 2 K - I , we have K	 Kg	 g
and g is not locatable (Definition 2.15 c). This is a contradiction of
our hypothesis. A similar development shows that W ,2  A(bl) also.
leads to a contradiction of hypothesis. Hence, the assumption is false
and b2. must be a constant function. This `concludes the proof of
Theorem 2.27.
fi For corhpleteness, use now , state necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for locating all faults in two node systems, 	 .
Theorem 2.28
In a general two node system with single faults,. all single
^.	
faults are Ioc9tab I e if and. on ly' if JWJ	 1. 	 d
proof
To show sufficiency, let - I W I = 1. Then obviously b is onto >Y
and b2 is a constant function thus all single faults at node 2 are
"locatable (Theorem 2. 25 and Lernma 2..9. l). All single faults at
node 1 are locatable by^ Theorem 2.-24.
u all single faults are locatable, then obviously. all single faults
at node 1 are locatable and (W (= 1 (Theorem 2. 24).' This shows
necessity and concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 28.
Thus, 2-node systems must have -degenerate behavior if all sin- 	 .
-	 4
gle faults are to be locatable.. We note, however, -that in the limit.
node 1 is more restrictive than node 2 with 'respect to total fault loca-
ton. It will be interestingto see if this difference becomes more
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apparent or less apparent as the fault location constraint is
r.	 relaxed.
Theorem 2.29
,i
F
t
f
In a general two node system with single faults, all detectable
single faults are locatable if and only if b 2 is a constant function.
Proof
To show sufficiency, let b 2 be a constant function. Then, when
I Y ( > 2, all detectable single faults at node 2 are locatable (Theorem
2.27). When I Y I = 1, all single faults at node 2 are locatable (Lemma
2.9. 1) and hence all detectable single faults at node 2 are locatable.
All detectable single faults at node 1 are locatable by Theorem 2. 26.
To show necessity, let all detectable single faults at node . 1 be
IPI
locatable, then b2 is a constant function (Theorem 2. 26).
These results indicate the restrictive nature of locatable faults
in two node systems. Location of a large number of faults is virtually
impossible. Therefore, we will introduce a more general notion of 	 f
r
locatability, which includes our former notion of fault location as a
x
special case. In this more general setting, fault "location" will not
be impossible to achieve.
If C (D, S, F, b) is a combinational network having an (n, m, k, f)-;
digraph D (n inputs, m outputs, k nodes, f lines), signatl set S, fault
set F, and 'fault-free structure b if f is any fault from the set F; and
i
i^ nr/^\ ic. flan cYSaf®rv^ 11e1,^ :si^^+ ^r.rin^ ^' ^lnw vennnll fl.f
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i
f is masked iff a (f) = a (b)
1-	 f is detectable iff a (f) ^ a(b)
In ocher words, a fault f is masked when the system behavior under
f	 fault f is the same as the fault -free behavior, and is detectable
otherwise.
4
	
	
If K denotes the set of nodes of C; if Kf = {i If  J bi , 1 < i < k}
denotes the set of "faulty" nodes under fault f: and if [B, A] denotes
a closed interval in the partially ordered set of subsets of K, i.e.
}	 B A c K B c A and B A	 X X c K B c X c A ``• then
j	 Definition 2.2 8
f is [B, A] -locatable if, for all g E F, a(g) a(f) => Kg E [B I A] .
This formally states that, if the system behavior is a(f) and f is [ B, A] -
locatable, then we can infer that the set of faulty nodes includes set
B and is included in set A. In other words without any knowledge of
the present system structure, we are able to bound the set of faulty
a
nodes by observing the system behavior. In the lattice of subsets of
r	 K, B is a lower bound forthe set of faulty nodes and A is an upper
bound.
Obviously, if the set of faulty nodes includes the set B it also	 {
includes any subset B' of B, and if the set of faulty nodes is a subset
of A it is also a subset of any superset, A', of A. These simple
observations lead to the following theorem.
}
I
•	 t
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Theorem 2.30
In an (n, m, k, f) -combinational network C = (D, S, F, b), if fault
f is [ B, A] - locatable and if [ B', A'] is a clos ed interval of the
partially ordered set of subsets of K that includes interval
[ B, A], then f is [ B', A'] -locatable.
Proof
If f is [B, A]- locatable,} then for all g E F, a(g) = a(f) >
Kg E [ B, A], but since [ B, A] C [B', A'], we have Kg E [B 1 , A'] and
hence f is [B', A ll locatable.
Theorem 2.30 suggests that the minimum interval [ B, A] for
which a fault f is [B, A]-locatable would be a good indicator of the
"locatability" of the fault f because it represents the most informa-
tion about the set of faulty nodes that can be deduced from knowledge
of the system ` behavior.
1
U-1,
Definition 2.29
The locatability L(f) of a fault f is the minimum interval [B, A]
for which f is [B, A]-locatable, i. e. , f is not [B', A']-locatable
for any proper subinterval of [ B, A].
That L(f) is well-defined for a given fault f is a direct conse-
quence of the following theorem.
Theorem 2.31
In a combinational network C _ (D, S, F, b), if f is [B, A] -locatable
j
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Proof
Since f is [ B, A] -locatable, we have
V g e F, a ( g) = a (f)	 > B C Kg C A
and since f is [B I , A ll-locatable, we have
V g E F, a ( g) = a (f)	 > B' C K C ATg
Now
BIB' C Kg > B U B' C Kg
and
A, A' D K	 > A n A' _D K
r	 gg
and we have
4
/4
-;	 4 C K	 'EF:,a	 =a(f)_>BUB'	 CAnAg	 (g)	 g —I
i. e.	 f is [ B U B', A n A'] -locatable concluding the proof of the theorem.
y Suppose that a fault f is [ B, A] -locatable and [B', A]-locatable1
f
but not [ B", A"]-locatable for any proper subinterval [B 1 A"] of
[ B, A] or { B', A' ] . From Theorem 2.31, f is [B U B', A n A' ] -
locatable, but since [ B U B', A (n A' ] c [ B, A] it mist be that
[ B U B', A (1 A t ] _ l B, A] for otherwise we would violate the second
part of the hypothesis.
	 Similarly, we conclude that [ B U B', A (n A' ]
[ B', A ] and further that [ B, A] - [ B', A']. 	 T'nus, L(f) is well-
def ine d.
It should be noted that, although L (f) = [ B, A] establishes  a lower
bound B and an upper bound A on the faulty node set when the system !
.: behavior is a(f) 	 it does not imply that any fault a-equivalent to f
.
III.
I
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actually has faulty node set B or faulty node set A. In fact, if
L(f) _ [B A] then B is the greatest lower bound (g 1 b) and A is
the least upper bound (1 u b) of {Kg I a(g) = a(f)} in the partially
ordered set of subsets of K. Since we have a strict partial or-
dering, it is clear that the 1 u b and g 1 b of a collection of sub-
sets need not be included in the collection.
As an example, consider a three node system with fault-free
structure b = (b l) b2 , b3) and fault-free behavior a(b). Let f =
(f 1) b2 , b 9)and f' = (b l , f 21 b3) be two faults with the same faulty
behavior, i.e. a(f) = a(P) / a(b). Further, let no other system
fault produce the behavior a (f) . 'Then L (f) [, { 1,; 21].. Note that
Kf = {l f, Kf, = {2 j, g l b {Kf , Kf, j ;: ^ and l ub {Kf , Kf ,} = f 1, 2}.
Recall that a is a mapping whose domain is the fault set F.
As such -it induces an equivalence . relation = , on the set Y, namely
a-
f = f , <==> a(f) = a(f
a
The close relationship between = and locatability is demonstrated
a
by the following theorem.
Theorem 2. 32
In a combinational ncAwork C (D, S, F, b),a fault f is [ B, A] -
locatable if and only if all faults a-equivalent to f are [B, A] -
locatable.
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Proof
iL If f is [ B, A] -locatable, then
V g E F, a(g) = a(f) > Kg E [ B , A] > B C Kg C A
Let h be any element of F such that a(h) = a(f), i, e. , h« f. Let e
be any element of F that is a -equivalent to h, then
a(e) = a(h) = a(f)
	 K  e [B, A]
Hence, h is [ B, A] -locatable. Since h was any element of F
a-equivalent to f, it must be true that all faults a-equivalent to f
are I' B, A] -locatable.
Conversely, if all faults a-equivalent to f are [ B, A] -locatable,
then since f = f certainly. f is [ B, A] -locatable.
a
It is now apparent that locatability is an invariant of	 i. e, all
a
faults in the same equivalence class of a have the same locatability.
Stated as a corollary, this becomes:
Corollary '2A2. 1
Locatability is an invariant of = i.e. f f' => L(f) = L(g).a	 a
Proof
If f = f', by Theorem 2.32 f is L(f l) locatable. This implies
a
L(f) c L(f'). Similarly f' is L(f) locatable which implies
L(f 1) C .-^t(f):-n _ T1fe rkfdke L(I )= L(f').
Since locatability is an invariant of = , we will often refer to the
a
. : _. 
	 , 	 . ..  	 -.. .  .	 - ... -1.. `
	
th	 1	 t b' 1 . 	 flocatab1Yi y of an a-equiValence c ass as being a oca a i it y o
any f ault in the class.
r
ax
k
,-k
a	 k
C
,
x
a
a
'a	
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To demonstrate the fact that locatability is not a complete set
I of invariants for «, let us return to our example. It is certainly
conceivable that two other faults g' = (g l , b2 ,b3) and g" = (b l , 929 b3)
might exist with a(f 1) / a(g ') = a(g") ^ a(b). Furthermore, if no
other fault produces behavior a (g') , then the locatability of g' and
gff is also [^, {1, 21]. Since a (g') a(f'), then locatability is not-a-T
complet e set of 'invariants for = .
If one wishes only to locate faulty nodes to within some subset
A c K(i. e. to locate to within "module" A), then
Definition 2.'3 0
In a combinational network C = (D, S, F, b), a fault .f is A-locatable
(A c K) if f is [^, A] locatable.
In other words, f is A-locatable if, for all g e F, a (g) a(f) >
Kg c A. Mere, the lower bound on the set of faulty nodes is the
empty set g, indicating that we cannot guarantee that any particular
node is at fault upon observation of behavior a(t) We can, however,
restrict our attention to nodes in the set A, since they are the only
ones that can be faulty. Note that all faults are K -locatable.
Theorem 2.33
In a combinational network C (D, S, F, b) a fault f is A--locatable
if and only if all faults a-equivalent to f are A-locatable.
wrra•  •,_	 .^eveuieka uwtaas^itiarwiowem..uewv^^ararwarmweexrsscm,.,_,.. ...^__,_.._ _. _. 	 a,..:
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Proof
immediate from Theorem 2.32.
4
I F	 Theorem 2.34
In an (n, m, k,f) -combinational network C = (D, S, F, b), if
a fault f is A-locatablE ► and A C A' C K, then f is A'
locatable.
Proof
f A-locatable > f is [0,, A]-locatable and hence also
[¢:, A']-locatable (Theorem 2.30).
Theorem 2.3 5
In an (n, m, k, f) -combinational network C = (D, S ) F, b),
if a fault f is both A-locatable and A'-locatable, then
f is (An A') -locatable.
Proof
Immediate from Theorem 2.31.
'g
If one wishes to specify precisely the set of faulty nodes
upon observation of system behavior with no area of uncertainty,
i
	
	
l
we must have j
Theorem 2.36 r1.
In a combinational network C = (D S, F, b), a fault f is
locatable if and only if f is [Kf, Kf] -locatable.	 .
r;
r.
}	 .
r'Y
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Proof
f is [Kf, Kf]- locatable if and only if for all g E F,
a(g) = a(f) > Kg = Kf . Indeed, the upper and lower bounds on
the set of faulty nodes are identical and hence there can be no
uncertainty as to which nodes are faulty. As a direct result of
Theorem 2.3 2, we have
Theorem 2.37
c
	
In a combinational network C = (D, S, F, b), a fault f is locatable
if and only if all faults a-equivalent to f are locatable.
Location of Masked Faults
,r
That the set of masked faults constitutes an a-equivalence class
should be appar=ent from Definition 2.15. In particular, the set of
masked faults is the a-equivalence class designated [b] i.e. the
a-equivalence class containing the 0-fault. Since locatability is an
invariant of = we have
a
Theorem x.38
If f is a masked fault in a combinational network C (D, S, F, b),
then
L(f) -Lk^O O
In other words, the locatability of the class of masked faults is the
locatability of the zero fault.
{
¢; a
f
f	
M1^x.
7j
..rte,..
M1
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As shown by the following theorem, L(b) can be completely 	 i
specified by a single set instead of the pair of sets required to
describe the locatability of an arbitrary fault.
Theorem 2.39
In a combinational network C ( D, S, F, b) , if a masked fault
r
is [ B, A] - locatable, then B = 0..
Proof
Let masked fault f be [ B, A] -locatable, then
V g e F, a(g) = a(f) => B  Kg c A
Since f is masked, a (b) = a (f) , and B C Kb c A. But Kb = ^,
hence B:;
1
Since L(b) is always [ 0, A] for some A c K, we will refer
to A as the locatability of b. Since L(f) = L(b) for every masked
fault f, the set A is the locatability of all mashed faults. An
important implication of this result is that an inverse relationship
exists between the locatability of masked faults (or equivalently
the locatability of the 0-fault) and the size of the masked fault
set. This may be more apparent from the following theorem.
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-	 -Theorem 2.40
In a combinational network. C; _ (D ) 'S, F ., b), a masked fault f
is A-locatable if and only if, for every g E F, Kg A-==> g is
detectable.*
	
_.	 {
Proof
If f is A-locatable, then all masked faults are A-locatable
(Theorem 2. 33),	 i, e, for every masked fault g, -K	 c A.	 Hence, a,
Kg
 (/A => g is not masked, i, e•, g is detectable.
If.; Vg e F, Kg .. A d=> g is detectable, then all masked faults
f must have K c A. Le. f is A-locatable.f '
It should now be clear that if L(b) _ A, then for all masked faults
f, Kf A^.	 If L(b) is made smaller, then we have a more severe
constraint on the number of masked faults.	 In the extreme, if b
is locatable, that is L(b) = ^f, then all proper fault= must be detectable
and b is the only masked fault.
Similarly, if we mask more faults, we must gradually reduce
the locatability of the masked faults.	 In this extreme, when all faults
are masked,L b = K	 the whole node set. 	 In other -words -when
the system behavior is a(b), any node in the system may be faulty.
In general, . a fault can be K - locatable but not locatable.f
However, in the case of a single detectable fault we have r
it
-
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Theorem 2.41 -
In any combinational .network C = (D, S, F; b), ' a single detectable
fa;^1t at- nnrlc^ i f— (h 	 h	 f h	 h 1 ;.^ h 1 _1.,..n+^h10	 '
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Lemma 2.42. 1
A detectable fault f = (fi, f22 f3) in a general system
form with single faults is 11, 21 - locatable iff
^j
i b1u	 b2 L j4.	 ^f^'
^. t. a: ) -3 x 1 , x 2 EX
O 
x1	 X2
blu
(2)	 x 1	=	
x2	 -
b2 -blv(3)	
xi	 X2	 ..r(f)
i
Proof`
 "
} To show sufficiency, let 3x 1 , x2
	(2),E X satisfy (1) ,	 and (3) .
Also 	 let f be any fault of the form (bl, b, f3) , then
n
x	 -	 x2.	 b1u(x.1) - b u(x2)	 ( )
btu
and
x	 =	 x --	 b	 b	 (x) = b	 b	 (x )	 (ii)1.	 2	 2	 lv	 1	 2	 1v	 2b b2	 ly .
From donstruction
a(f') (x 1) = f3(b2 bl V(x 1) , b1u(	 ) )
V Applying (i
	
and (i:i	 we get
i-
r
t
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a(f ') (x l) = f3 (b2 bl rv(x2) , b lu (x2) ) = a(f ') (x2)
But
x1 A x2 ^ a(f) (
x l) ^ a(f) (x2)
and it follows that a(f) A a(f') . Since f' was any fault of the form
(bl , b2 , f3 ) it follows that
a(f) = a(f') ==> N c { 1 1 21
and T i s { 1, } - loc atable .
To show necessity, let f = (f 1 , f2., f3 ) be any detectable
fault that is { 1, 21 -locatable. Necessity is. shown in three parts by
contradiction. First, assume x l , x2 E X such that x 1	 x2, then
a(f)
a(f) must be a constant function and 3 y E Y such that Vx E X, a(f) (x) = y.
Since f is detectable, a(f) ^ a(b) , hence b3(w, u) A y for some (w, u) E W x U.
Consider the function f  from W x U into Y defined as follows:
Y(w, u) E W x U, f3(w, u) . y
From Definition 2. 17, we know that f' = (bl) b2, f3) is an element of F.
Obviously, 3 E Kf ' and Kf ' ¢ { 1 1 21, but Yx E X, a(f') (x) = y = a(f) (x)
and a(f') = a(f) Since this is a contradiction of hypothesis (Definition
2. 28) , the assumption must be false and (3) holds for some xl, x2 E X.
Now assume that, among all pairs x 1, x2 E X for. which (3) holds,
that xl A x2 . Consider the mapping f3 ; W x U - Y defined as
b
follows: 2 1v
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f 3 (b2 blv(x) , blu(x)) = f 3 (f2f lv(x)"lu(x))
This mapping is well defined because by assumption, whenever
b2 bIV(x l) = b2 blv(x2) then a(f) (x l) = a(f) (x2) .	 From Definition
2. 17, fi t = (bl, b2 ) 3fit is an element of F. However, Vx E X
a(f) (x)	 f3 (f2f l-t(x) ' f 1u(x)) = f 3 (b2 blv(x)' blu(x)) = a(f")(x)
and since f is detectable, fit ^ b, and Kf„= {3} ¢ {1, 21. Hence f is
not { 1, 21-locatable (Definition 2.28).. This is a contradiction of
hypothesis, hence the assumption must be false and 3 x 1 , x2
 E X such
that ( 2) and (3) are true.
Now assume that for all pairs x l, x2
 E X that satisfy ( 2) and (3)
it is true that x 1	 x	 Again, the mapping f " is well defined
blut	 because of our assumption. As above, Vx E X, a(f) (x) = a (f') (x) and
	 ,..
K At
 { 1, 21 hence f is not { 1, 21-locatable, a contradiction of hypothesis.f
Our assumption is false, and there must exist x
	 E X that satisfy
(1) , (2) , and (3) . This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.42. 1.
Lemma 2.42.2
A detectable fault f = (fl , f2 , f3) in a general
system form with single faults is { 2, 31-locatable iff	 ; r
3 y E	 (bt(f)) such that Vu E U, hu 1(y) n ((b2) _	 ,
H
w
Proof	 «.
To show sufficiency, let -3 y E R(a<f))  such that Vu E U,
h -1(y) n(b2) = ^, and let f' be any fault for which K is not a	 3u	 f
....:.na.e,	
---
	
..wc.«r...,,a....s..nray..mti..x.ay.e.u....u.«w..,...,1f. .. .......:.....«.,.. ...... 	 .:.,
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subset of {2, 31,	 By Definition 2. 17, f' must have the form {f 1' b2' b3) '
Since y E )^?Wf)) , 3 x E X for which a(f) (x) = y.	 Assume that
a(f ') (x)	b3 (b2 f 1W (X) , f lu(x) ) = y
then
hf (xJ ( b2 I Iv (x) = y (Definition 2. 24)1 
which contradicts our hypdthesis, hence it must be true that
OW) (x) ^ y
and that
W1) A a(f)
Since f' was any fault for which Kf ' is not a subset of {2, 31, we have
Vf' E F, a(f') a(f) ==> Kf' c { 2 2
 31
and f is 12, 31- locatable.
1	 To show necessity, let f = (f1 , f 2) f 3) be { 2, 31 -locatable and
x,	 assume that y E &"^(a(f)
 ) such that Vu E U, u- 169) n R(b2) :4,
Also,, ldttKx be any element of X and let y o(f) (x) , then y E R (04f)) .
By assumption, 3 u E U such that h
u
^ 1(y) n AW) c . Let w be an
arbitrary element of hu 1(y) n /, (W), then certainly w e ,R(b2) and
V E V for which b2(v) = w. Consider the snapping f 1 . X —> V x U
defined as follows:
	
}t
{	 f 1 (x) = (v, u)	 3
t
f'
279	
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where v and u are determined as in the previous discussion. Now,
f' = (f i ' ) b2 , b3) is a fault of the system (Definition 2. 17) , and we have
for any x E X,
al') (x)	 b3(b2 f iv, (X) , f lu ' (x) )
= b3 ( b2(v) , u)
= b3(w, u)
= h (w)
a(f I (X) = y = a(f) (x)
where u, v, and w are as discussed. But since f is detectable, f'- ^ b,
and Kf., is not a subset of 12, 31 and hence f is not { 2, 3} - locatable.
This is a contradiction of hypothesis, therefore the assumption is
false and 3 y E a (ati f)) such that Vu E U, , h 1(y) n dq(b2) _ ¢. This
u
concludes the proof of Lemma 2, 42.2,
Theorem 2.42
A detectable fault f
	 (fl) f2, f3) in a general
s
system-form with single faults is {2}-locatable iff
^	 ar
b^	
'b2 b1v
...	 y.
and
^0( 2) y F g(s(f)) such that Vu E U, h 1(y) n i&2)	 •
11
IQ
Proof r.:
i^
t
To show sufficiency, let , (1) and (2) be true, then f is {1, 21-
t
locatable by Lemma 2 42.1 and {2 31-locatable by Lemma 2.42.2
230i Since { 1, 21 n { 2, 31 = { 21, f is { 21 locatable by Theorem 20 35.
To show necessity, let f .= (fi , f3 , f3 )' be a detectable
fault that is {.21-locatable, then, f is also ;{ 2} -locatable
and { 2, 31 -locatable by Theorem 2. 34 and (1) and (2) follow from.
Lemmas 2. 42. 1 and 2. 42.2 respectively, proving the * theorem.'
Theorem 2.43
A single detectable fault f at node 2 in a general system
form with single faults is locatable iff it is {21-locatable.
Proof
To show sufficiency, let f be 121 --locatable,  i. e. f is [r^, { 21 ]-
locatable, However, a(g) oY f)	 Kg	 or otherwise ox g) t o(f)
Hence f is [{21, { 21]- locatable or simply locatable.
To show necessity, let f be locatable then f is [ {21, {21.]-locatable
and hence [¢^, 21 locatable (Theorem 2.301 i. e. f is 121- locatable.
We now. consider the important question of the location of
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Lemma' 2.44. 1
A masked fault in a general system form with single faults is
{1, 21-locatable if and only if all single faults at node 3 are
detectable.
L6ims, 2.44. 2
All single faults at node 3 in a nontrivial general system. form
with single- faults ,are detectable if and only if b 2 b I is. onto W  U.
Proof
Let f = (b l , b2 , f 3) be any single fault at node 3. Since b 1 and
b2
 are known, we can combine them into a single node as shown
below. The new c iv-^c.uit is a twos-node system and the lemma follows
directly from Theorem 2: 12:^
B1
w
b2
	
B2
^	
b
1	
b3
r
B1 b2bl	{
B =b2	 3
_,..^..
	 _a	 ,.a...,....,...d...^.......b,^
via '^ ..^	 i..w
Lemma 2.* 46. 2
All single faults at node 1 in a, general system form with single
D
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From Lemmas 2.44. 1 and 2. 44. 2, we have
-m 2' 44Theorem
A masked fault in a general system form with single faults
is 11, 21- locatable if and only if b 2b 1 is onto W x U.
The following statement follows directly from Ti,eorern 2.33..
Theorem ' g . 45
All masked faults in a general system form with single faults
are {1, 21- locatable if and only if b2b 1 is onto Wx U.
We now consider the node set f 2, 31. From Theorem 2.40,
IJ	 Lemma 2:46._1
1 A masked fault in a general system form with single faults is
12 1 ,31 -locatable if and only if all single faults at node 1 are
detectable.
	283	 R® 70-45 6
Proof
A!	 Let f = (fb b be an single fault at node 1. Since b andI` 1: 2 ^ 3)	 y	 g	 2
b3
 are known, we can combine therm into a Single node as shown
r
below.
3
B2 j'
./ 	 •'mow
	
P1	 b2
r...
	b 	 ^	 11	 b3
....^ .-	 P1 =b
b^ =b3b2
The new circuit is a two node system and the lemma follows directly
from Theorem 2.11.
From Lemmas 2. °46, land 2; 46 2 we have
Theorem` 2: 46
A masked fault in a general system form with single faults is
'{?2, 31-locatable if and only if
1
b3 b', (Y) I	 1	 Vy	 (b)	 r
of
71
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From Theor.em ­
 Z, 33. we obtain '.the foflowing ,_xeT- sion -of
Thf;%erem 2, 46.
	
^^	
47tfi6o' mre
	
7	 All masked faults in a general system form with single faults
are f 2, 31-locatable if and only if
lb	 13b 2 (Y)	 Vy 	 (b)C&
We are now in a position to discuss locatability of faults in a
general
,
 system.
Theorem 2..48
A masked fault in a general system form with single faults is
f2}-locatable  if and only if
id
(1) b b is onto W  U2 1
(2) (y)	 Vy E(b)IbP2.
Proof
To show necessity, let f be a masked fault that is f 21-locatable.
Since	 f 21] L	 12, 31], f is f 2, 31-locatable (Theorem 2. 30) and
17
	
hence (2) holds (Theorem 2.46.). Similarly, since
	 f2}] C'	 f 1, 21],
f is f 1, 2} locatable (Theorem 2.30)and therefore (1) holds (Theorem 2.44).
To show sufficiency, let (1) and (2) be true, then (1) implies that
f is f 1, 21-locatable (Theorem 2.44) and (2) imp-lies that f is f 2^ 31-
locatable (Theorem 2.46). It then follows that f is f 21-locatable
(Theorem 2. 35).
A
-	 i
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From Theorem 2.33 we have
Theorem 2.49
All masked faults in a general system with single faults are
{ 21 - locatable if and only
(1) b 2 b 1 is onto W x U
(2) J 
b3b2v i (y) = 1	 E (f(b)
i
J	 --
I
3$i
R
r
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3. FAULT DIAGNOSIS IN SEQUENTIAL MACHINES AND NETWORKS
l..
t
1
Y° F
:. 
4
3
Introduction
Fault diagnosis and subsequent repair is an important aspect of
satisfying the high reliability requirements of many present-day digital
computers. The problem considered here is the fault diagnosis of
digital networks.
In diagnosing digital networks, if only_Ahe functional inputs and
outputs are used, the testing sequence can be very long and the resolution
of fault location can be low. Furthermore, in the case of networks where
fault masking redundancy is used, it is not possible to detect certain
faults using only the input/output tests. The problems of where to put
test points, how to compromise between the testing length and the num-
ber of test points, and how addition of some ^rontrol inputs might improve
diagnosis have not been well explored.
This section deals with these problems in two different ways. The
first part approaches the diagnosis of sequential networks from a machine-
theoretic viewpoint. The notions of test point allocation as well as network
controllability can be captured by the concept of designing a diagnosable
machine in the sense of checking experiment: The second, part approaches z.
the problems from a structure viewpoint.
The sequential machines considered here are assumed to be
satrongly connected and redki.ced, and it is assumed that malfunctions
which occur in the circuit do not increase the number off, states in the	 t
7
machine. The results are based on Mealy type sequential machines,
:i
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Machine Classification
We begin by introducing the following basic definition.
Def inition 3. 1
If M is a sequential machine with states Q and x t I t , then
x is a homing sequence (h. s.) for M if
Pq(x) = Pr (x)	 b(q, x) = S( r, x) , V q, r E Q.
M is homable if it has a h. s.. M is k-homable if it is homable and
min j1g(x) Ix is a h. s. ^ k
for some positive integer k.
Definition 3.2
If M is a sequential machine with states Q and x E It then
x is a distinguishing sequence (d. s. ) for M if
Pq(x) = Pr (x) "--- q ,= r. Vq, r E Q.
M is diagnosable if it has a d. s. M is k-diagnosable if
it is diagnosable and
min f A.g(x) Ix is a d. s,
	 k_
tifor some positive integer k.
It is well known that every deduced machine is homable and every
dia nosable machine is reduced. The least.a	 g	 upper-bound for the minimum
length y.. s... is ( ) = n (-r-n
	fvr an nj.state reduced machine. An , upper-	 x
^.	
2
bound for the miritrnum, length d. s.
	 is
(n_ 1)nn
AWL
5
---	
^.,
f;,
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for an n-state diagnosable machine [ 7 ] . A lower-bound for the
length of a h. s. is 1 and that of a d. s. is Flog pnj , where f —'ogpnl is the
least integer greater than or equal to logpn, n is the number of states
and p is the number, of outputs. The latter is stated as the next theorem.
Theorem 3. 1
If M is a reduced sequential machine with n states and p
outputs and x E It is a distinguishing sequence, then
fg(x) > Rog pn^
Proof
Consider any x E It with Qg(x) m < {logp n^. It follows that
M.p < n. Since 1g(Pq(x)) kg(x) = m for any q E Q, the number of
different output sequences is at most pm C gin. Thus, there exists
q, r E Q such that 0q(x) = Pr (x) but q ^ r and x cannot be a d. s. of M.
Definition 3.3
If M is a sequential machine with states Q and q, r E Q
(q , r) then q and r merge under x (x E I) if.
i) b(q, x) - S(r, X)
If in addition to i)
A.
ii) 0q(x)	 r(x)	
9
then q and r converge under x. A pair of states converge
j
}
}
F",
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Example 3. 1
Figure 3. 1 shows a machine M1 and its transition graph
b/0
_ { a	 b
4
1 1 1/0 4/1	 a/0	 b/1	 a/0
b/O
	
a/1a/1^
2 1 3/1 i 5/1	 —, 	_1	 3	 2
3 ; 4/1
	
1/0 \a/1 b/
4 2/0 4/0	 5
5 t 1/1	 5/1
b/1
Figure 3. 1 Machine M1
aaa is a d. s. and btu is a h s. but not a d. s. Since no sequenceI
..y shorter than 3 is a d. s. , M1 is 3-diagnosable. Similarly M 1 is
2-homable. States 1 and 4 merge under b and states 2 and 5 converge
under b,
I	 We first introduce the following theorem due to Hennie [ 13 ].
{	 Theorem 3.2	 4
An input sequence x of a machine M is a distinguishingti	 	 ngu ' 
1.3
sequence iff it is a homing sequence and no pair of (distinct)`
states .
 converge under x.
Proof
Let x be a d. s. for machine M.
I Then
	 j
q(X - (x) _' ' q r, Vq, r e Qr	 _
d
t;
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But
q = r ==> 6(q, x) = -6(r, X)
x is a h. s. of MI "
Moreover, no pair of states converge under x since by definition of a
d. s., q r , 0 (x)
	
	 . s. o(x). Conversely suppose x is a hf Mq	 r
such that no pair of states f P, ,convex es under x, and, suppose Pq(x)
Or (x) Then q r for if q ^ r then,: as q a7xid , x cannot converge under x
-6(q, x) A -6(r, x)
contradicting the fact that x is a h. s. Thus x is a d. s.
IJI
Definition 3.4
A sequential machine M is definitely homable (d. h.) if there
is an integer k such that every input sequence of length k
is a homing sequence. The least such integer k is called
the order of definite homability.
Theorem 3.3
U
If M is an n- state machine then M is definitely homable iff
every input sequence of length greater than or equal to
n(n- 1)	 n
2	 ( 2 is a homing sequence of M.
Proof
Suppose to the contrary, i. e. NLI is d. h. and yet x 6 1 and
14
-6(r, x) such that fg(x) > (nqr e Q, 6 (q, x)	 and Pq (x) 9 (x)2)	 r
Then, for any initial segment y of x. 6(q, y) T(r, y) . We first
'7
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claim that for any two initial o- egments y and z of x,
f6(q, y) , 8(r, y)	 ^-6 (q, z) , S(r, z) } .
Suppose that this is not so, let Ag(y) > kg(z) , i. e. z is an initial
segment of y and let w be the tail segment of y with z deleted. Then,
arbitrary iterations of w, wt , cannot be a h. s. of M, since p.(w #)= (3_(wt)
yet b(q, wt ) ^ S(r, wt ) .
 
This contradicts the assumption that M is d. h.
This is illustrated in Figure 3. 2. Thus we must conclude that there
cannot be any repeated successor state pair of {q, r} under x. On the
other hand kg(x) > (2) implies at least (Z) + 1 distinct pairs are
determined by all possible initial segments - an impossibility.
Conversely, if 'Vx E It such that Sg(x) > (2) , x is a h. s. of M, then
every sequence of length k (2) is a h. s. and M is d. h. This proves
the theorem.
w
f q, r}
J^	 z	 U	 y=zw
/	 k
X zwu	 !. ,
{ b (q, z ) b(r, z ) }	 { b(q, x) , 6(r, x}
I (a, v) 6(r, v) I k
t
7
i
f
i
:; 	 f
tY
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Corollary 3.3. 1
If M is a definitely homable machine of order k, then
2 — 2) .
Proof
This follows immediately from Theorem 3.3.
Since the general upper-bound on the length of d. s. of a diag-
nosable machine is very large, we would like to identify classes of
machines which have lower bounds. This motivates the study of another
machine notion.
Definition 3.5
A sequential machine M is definitely diagnosable if there is
an integer k such that every input sequence of length k is a
distinguishing sequence. The least such integer Q is called
the order of definite diagnosability.
The next theorem shows that d. h. is a generalization of d. d.
Theorem 3.4
Every definitely diagnosable machine is definitely homable.
Proof
Since every d. s. is also a h. s. , it follows immediately from the
definition of d. d. that M is d. h.
The converse of Theorem 3.4 is not true. One simple examplep	
is a d. h. machine in which some state pair converges. The next
'Ar_ ,
.	 z
7
17 29 3
theorem shows that no pair of states can converge if M is definitely
diagnosable.
Theorem 3.5
If M is definitely diagnosable, then M is convergence free.
Proof
Suppose the contrary i. e. M is d. d. but for some q, r E Q
(q ^ r) 3,x such that 0q(x) = Or (x) and b(q, x) = b(r, x) . Let the order
of definite: diagnosability ,
 be. L Then,
 the length of x cannot be equal
to or greater than k or otherwise x is a d. s. , which implies q = r.
Suppose then that Qg(x) < Q and let y =xz where f.g(y) = k
Now
^q(Y) _ (^ q{x) (q^ x) (z)'
Or(Y) = Or(x) 0-65(r. x) (z)
merge under xs
L"
^q(Y) =	 r(Y)
where q	 r.	 But_fg(y) = f	 y is d. s. , a contradiction.
It is well known that every distinguishing sequence is also a
4=
homing sequence.
	 The converse is not generally trine.
	 However, if '.
a machine is definitely diagnosable then as a corollary of Theorem
3.5 we have: i
1
I
I
Ell,
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Corollary 3.5. 1
If M is definitely diagnosable then every homing sequence
{f
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tv
Proof
is a distinguishing sequence.
If M is d. d. then, by Theorem 3.5, no pair of states converge
and, in particular, no pair of states converge under a homing sequence.
Thus, by Theorem 3.2 every h. s. of M is a d. s. of M.
We now observe the following alternative characterization of
definite diagnosability.
The ore m 3.6
If M is an n-state machine, then M is definitely diagnosable
iff every input sequence of length greater than or equal to
(n) is a distinguishing sequence of M.2
Proof	 1
Suppose to the contrary, i. e. M is d. d. and yet 3 x E I and
q, r E Q, q r such that kg(x) > (2) and 0 (x) - a(x) From Theoremq	 r.1
3. 4 9 M is d. h. and x must be a homing sequence. But by Corollary
3.5. 1, x must be a d. s. , contradicting the original choice of x. Thus
the assertion must be true. Conversely, if x E I t such that Qg(x) > (n)
_ 2
x is a d. s. of M then ever sequence oy 	 f length .Q = (2) is a d. s. and
T
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With the above theorem, we obtain immediately the following
corollary.
Corollary 3.6. 1
If M is definitely diagnosable of order Q, then k ` (2} .
Recall that the converse of Theorem 3.4 is not true, i. e. a
machine eanAJe . def initefyr• ,h6m able •yet not be definitely diagnosable.
However, if a convergence free condition is added, then we obtain
yet another characterization of definite diagnosability, that is
t
Theorem 3.7
A machine is definitely diagnosable iff it is both convergence
free and definitely homable.
Proof
If M is d. d. then by Theorem 3.5 it is c. f. and by Theorem 3.4
it. is d..hi Conversely , ) .
 M is d. h and ci f ,then for some k,
E IkX 	 xisah.s. But Misc.f. and by Theorem 3. 2,
^	 x is a h. s.
	
x is a d. s. Consequently x e Ik	 _x is a d. s.
i.e. M is d. d.
Let us call a distinguishing sequence (or homing sequence)
1
minimal if no initial segment of it is also a distinguishing ;sequence
E(homing sequence) . The notion of definite homability is useful in
fr
the;sense that if 11,E jo deft teLy hemable,, the length of a-minimal d. s. has
I	 ^
the same upper bound as that of a definitely diagnosable machine
This is characterized by the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.8
If M is an n- state definitely homable machine and x is a
minimal d. s. of M then kg(x) < (n2).
Proof
Suppose there is a minimal d. s. x such that kg(x) > (2) . Now
i	 1
	
x is also a h. s. and moreover must be minimal as a h. s. because any
	
,I
	 initial segment y of x (y A x) that is a h. s. would be a d. s., contradicting
the minimality of x. However by Theorem 3. 3, a minimal h. s. must
have length < (2) - contradicting the original assumption.
	
f^,
	 Theorem 3.7 characterizes the d. d.. prope-rty of` a machine by
means of its being both convergence free and definitely homable. From
	
k	 a practical point of view, we have found it more convenient to charae-
	
i	 terize a machine by its submachines. A theorem which accomplishes
precisely this goal is introduced with the help of the following definition
and lemma.
Definition 3.6
Let M (I, O, Q, 6, w) be a sequential machine. A single-
input submachine Ma of M is defined as Ma = (Ja}, 01 Q, 61
Q x{aj ,
 W l Q x{ a}) where a e I. If I[= 1, M is called a
single-input machine, a sequencegenerator or an
autonomous machine. A sequence generator is p-nary
W(W)1= P.
29 7
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Lemma 3. 1
If every single-input submachine of a sequential machine
M is reduced, then M is convergence free.
Proof
Suppose M is not c. f. Then 3 q, r E Q and a E I.9 q^ r but
w(q, a) = u(r, a) and b(q, a) = S (r, a) and, relative to the extended 	 i
output function w,
w(q, an) = 3(r, an) 	 Vn >1
a
This means q and r are equivalent in M a and Ma is not reduced. This
completes the proof.
The converse of the above lemma is not true; in particular,
convergence free autonomous machines need not be reduced.
_w	 Theorem 3.9 s.
A sequential machine is definitely diagnosable if and only if
(1) M is definitely homable
and
(3) every single input submachine is reduced. 	
t
Proof
First assume M is definitely diagnosable. Then Theorem 3, 4
shows that (1) holds. If (2) does not hold, then there is some a E I
such that any repeated symbol sequence formed by a is not a d. s.
Thus M can riot be definitely diagnosable.
f
f1111^1,^
I t
I U
1_2 Convergence
a.
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Conversely if both (1) and (2) hold, then from Lemma 3. 1,
(2) guarantees that M is convergence free. (1) and the convergence
free condition say that M is definitely diagnosable (Theorem 3. 7) .
Thus, the proof is complete.
This T heorem can be viewed as a stronger and more practical
version of 'Theorem 3.7. It is stronger because condition (2) is
stronger than the convergence free property as pointed out by
Lemma 3. 1 and the remarks following it. Interestingly (2) and
f ' .^S
	 d. he is equivalent to^ c...f. and d. he
It is clear that if a machine is definitely homable then it is also
homable. If a machine is diagnosable then it is also homable. To
summarize what we have done so far, a Venn diagram is constructed 	 a
in Figure 3.3 to represent the hierarchy of machine classes.
mable
finitely Homable
a,gnosable
finitely Diagnosable M
r.
l
i Y
j	 Figure 3. 3 Machine Classification Diagram
t	
prprr
^
^	
^	 1
.^ ^ ^:-'smo-asXY^6'	 evmu^sRa	 xuu^»i .asrarveer x 	 ...w ..dam c-.^av rw. xrv..x,aus^r<_r_r.^ xriry kern,	 x:^s^ rsc^^	 ._.	 . .._. _..	 _... _ .	 `	 .._.	 _...- _	 .....-	 _	 _...._ _	 ^. _	 _
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Augmentation of Test Outputs
r
We first discuss a method of designing a diagnosable machine
I
f 	 by augmenting output logic. Although "being reduced" is a sufficient
condition for the existence of a homing sequence in a sequential
machine, such is not the case for distinguishing ,sequences.
However, if the machine has only one input symbol, then "being
reduced" is also sufficient for the existence of a d. s. , that is
Theorem 3.10
An..n-state, single-'
 input machine is reduced off It has a
distinguishing sequence of length less than or equal to n4.
f
Proof
Moore [18 ] has shown that in a reduced n-state machine, any
c: F
pair of states can be distinguished by a sequence of length n-1, since
we only have a single input alphabet here, any shorter sequence is an
initial segment of the longer sequence. Let x i
 be the minimum length
i
r'
	
	 sequence which distinguishes state pair {q, rj L Q. Let k = max { g(xi)j
over all possible state pairs. and: let x be the (unique) inputof length k.
Then x is a distinguishing sequence for the single-input machine and
F	 kg(x) C n-1. Conversely, any machine with a d. s. must be reduced.
V,
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A distinguishing sequence which has only one input symbol is called
a repeated symbol distinguishing sequence (r, d. s. ). Theorem 3.10
provides a convenient way of checking whether a sequential machine
has any rid.-s. and constructing one if there is none. The following
t	 corollary will characterize this property.
r.	 Corollary 3. x.0.1
A sequential machine has a repeated symbol distinguishing
sequence if and only if it has a reduced single-input submachine.
Proof
If the machine has a repeated symbol distinguishing sequence
x = a • a ... a, a 6 I, then x is also a d. s. for the submachine Ma.
Thus Ma
 is reduced. Conversely, if Ma
 is a reduced single-input
submachine of M, then from the previous theorem it- has- a di s .x.
Since Ma
 and M have the same state set, x is also a d. s. for M.
Thus to see whether a machine M has a r. d. s. , it is only necessary
to examine whether any of its single-input submachines Ma is reduced.
Since a single-input machine is reduced iff it is definitely diagnosable,
this is equivalent to requiring that some M be d. d. A general
a	 l;
procedure for constructing a defiitely diagnosable machine from the
original machine b au mentin the original out ut s
	 ay g	 gp symbols hass been
E=
outlined by Kohavi and Lavallee f 16 j Beford stating ttieir. ^prceedurre, we
need to introduce the concept of a testing graph,
3 02	 Ro 7©-4156
Definition 3.7
A testing graph of a sequential machine M (1 ) O, Q, S , w) is a
directed graph which is constructed as follows: Each node of
the graph corresponds to a pair of distinct states which are
either indistinguishable under some input or is a
state pair successor of the former. A directed branch is
drawn f rom anode {qi , qj
 to node {qm , qn} iff 3 a E I
w ( qi, a) = w(qj , a)
S (qi, a) = q 
( qj , a) = q 
where qi , qj, qm' qn E Q and m and n need not be distinct
from i and j, but i^ j and m n
w.,
Example 3.2
i► R	 n A
o 70-4 5 63 03	 ^ 
b/1
1,5
	 4,5
11.4
1
i
-i
a b
1	 1/0 4/1
2	 3/0 5/1
3	 4/011/0
4	 ;	 2/0 4/0
4	
5	 1/1 5/1
b/1
a 0
1 1 2	 1, 3
a/0	 a/0
1, 4
b/0
{	 a/02,3	 3,4
a/0	 a/0
:t
7	 2, 4 .
Figure 3.4 Machine MZ and Its Testing Graph
From, Theorem 3. 3 and the definition of testing rah^	 g  p it follows,u_
immediately that the definite homable property corresponds to the
t cycle-free condition in the testing graph, This is stated as the next
theorem.
Theore m
 3.11'
A sequential machine is definitely homable iff its testing graph
is cycle-free,
t
y
1f.
111
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The procedure for constructing a definitely diagnosable machine
from an arbitrary achine is now stated in the following.
	
i	 (1) Assign different new output values to each converging
state pair.
	Open all the cycles o the testing- 	 (2)	 p	 y	 f	 es  graph by eliminating the
smallest number of branches. A branch in a testing graph
is eliminated if different new output values were assigned
for that branch.
(1) corresponds to establishing the convergence free condition
and (2) corresponds to obtaining the definitely homable property in
the augmented machine.
Example 3. 3
	
p	 Figure 2. 5 shows machine M 3 and the testing graphs of its two
single-input submachines Ma and Mb. M3 is not diagnosable. Both
Ma
 and Mb
 have a converging state pair, but only the testing graph
of Mb is cycle free. For purpose of illustration, let us construct a
diagnosable Ma denoting it as Ma`. Applying rule (1), we assign
different new output values to the converging state pair 1, 5 under
input a. Applying rule (2), we assign different new output values to
IJ	
state pairs 2, 3, opening the cycle in its testing graph. Since the new
output of state 4 under input a has to be either different from 2 or 3,
we arbitrarily choose to break the state pair 2, 4. The resultant.t
machine M2 ` is shown in Figure 3.6.
^t
v=k
c
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3 05
f
f
a b
1 1/1 4/1
2 3/0 5/1
3 4/0 1/0
4 2/0 4/0
5 1/1 5/1
a 0
2, 3	 3, 4
0
a/0	 /0
.1^
2, 4
(a) Machine M 3 	(b) Testing Graph of M
b/1
	
112	
^^
	
4^ 5
	
=a
b/ 1
1j5^
9
t
	
C3^4
	
b ------- 1, 4
t
	(c) Testing Graph of Mb	 s
Figure 3. 5 Machine M 3 and the Testing Graphs of Its
2 Single-Input-Submachines
Y
a b
1 1/10 4/1x`
2 3/00 5/1x
3 4/01 1/Ox
4 2/01 4/Ox
5 1/11 5/1x
I s:
I	 t
L'
F
a/0
3 1 }	 2,4
'
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(a) Machine 'M3'	 (b) Testing Graph of Ma'
f
I ^,	 Figure 3. 6
U
it
M 3 ' has a r. d..s. x aa. The new output values in column b are left
unspecified so that when physical realization takes place, further
simplification in physical realization can be obtained.
In choosing an input symbol to obtain a reduced single input
,,
submachine, optimization criteria  of choosing either one that gives
rise to minimal additional output logic, or one that results in theP	  
shortest d. s. may be used. To obtain the minimum number of
additional output terminals required, each single-input submachine`
f7l' 	 can be analyzed and the submachine which requires the smallest
	 i
L number of additional outputs is then selected. This exhaustive
 procedure maybe very time consuming when the number of inputs or
number of states is very large. Unfortunately, there is no simple
307	 R 0 7o-45 6
( I
rule which can enable systematic selection by inspection. The length
of d. s. would be reduced if we use , more additional output symbols.
Here a compromise is generally needed between acceptable length
of a d. s. and the amount of additional hardware required.
An uppe,rbound:,^ for:.the ,
 m^inimum length checking experiment using
a repeated symbol distinguishing sequence has been derived in [16]
and is shown below:
nm +1 n(m-1) U+1+ (m-1)(n-1)2
	
(3.1)
V11
Lwhere
n Number of states
M Number of input symbols
f Length of minimal r. d. s. used (f< (n-1))
In the general case it may be possible to construct a diagnosable
machine which requires less additional hardware than that required
to construct a diagnosable machine with a r. d. s. However,
upperbounds for the length of this kind of d. s. may be quite large.
4=	 f':,	
.ice
Y
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E
Augmentation of Control Inputs
In this section, we will study the problem of designing a diag-
nosable machine with a r. d. s. using additional input logic. From
Corollary 3. 10. 1, we know that if we append a reduced single-input
il submachine to the original machine, then the combined machine will
have a r, d. s. consisting of the repetition of the newly created input
symbol. To illustrate this, let us consider the machine M 4 whose
state table is shown below:
U,
1
M
4
This machine does not have any distinguishing sequence. Now
t
let us construct a reduced 1-column machine and append it to the
original state table. The modified machine is shown below with the
appended column on the right of the state table:
IT
a b
1 1/0 2/0
2 1/0 3%0
3 1/0 4/0
4 1/1 1/0
1
t
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a
t
 --
b'
1 1/0 T 20/ 2 /0
2 1/0 3/0 4/1
M t4 3 1/0 4/0 3/0
4	 1/1	 1/0	 1/1
This modified machine has a distinguishing sequence of cc.
An upperbound for the minimum length fault detecting experiment
L isry isla	 n	 m with m	 1 in Equation 3.1 . 	 This obtained by replacing.._ c_ g	 +	 	 (	 )
shown below.,
- n(m+1) + (nm+1) f + m(n-1) 2	(3.2)
- where
UIJ n = Number of states
s
m = Number of original input alphabets
P_ = Length of distinguishing sequence used
Recall that the minimum length of a d. s, in an n-state, p-output
machine is flog n 1.	 In the following we will show that in case both p
it
{p ii
and n are powers of 2, we can always construct a single-input machine
IL
which has a d, s.. of this length.
rillustration, let	 the binaryFor purposes of	 us consider	 output
case of a s-stage shift register with the last stage memory output
being monitored externally. 	 To see what state the machine was
z
'i"aiS`rl^	 rse'_:x_a:_a...u7r yi`N`°` y aa.--,:ss"	 ...	 f.	 .c.v..-.._^"^-aa.^i..eneaaenruwwperR.rm^stmunt:xe.wmr.rex+vtuuwew:n=^mtawrrmss>s.nv.wmnemsuum 	 ..	 .._	 ...	 ..	 .. lwKib...
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initially in, it is only necessary to shift the register s times. Thus
this circuit corresponds to a 2 s
 state, single-input and binary output
machine with a distinguishing sequence of length s. Appending such
a single-input machine to a given machine is equivalent to a modifi-
cation that causes the machine to act as a shift register under certain
inputs. The above observation can be generalized and formally stated
as follows:
Theorem 3. 12
For every integer n, there is an n state, binary output,
single-input sequential machine which is optimally diagnosable.
Proof
Consider an n-state, single-input and binary output machine
which has a state diagram as shown below:
U	
q0
ql
qn
qgn-2 .	 2
i.
A binary output sequence of period n = 2 will contain all possible
binary s-tuples ( 8 ] . Thus the input sequence of length s is a+
^t
Ei'l,
r
RO '7®-4"6
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d. s.	 Such a machine can be realized by an s- stage shift sregister
of period	 which can be constructed as follows: Construct a linear 2 
maximum length, s-stage binary shift register which generates a
7
sequence of length 2 s-1.	 The period 2 s is achieved by module 2
f
adding the logical function which detects all 0's condition as above.
But all periods from 1 to 2 s can be obtained from an s-stage register
[ 8 ].	 Thus n needs not be a power of 2 and the theorem is proved.
Example 3.4
S
Let us construct an 8=state binary output machine with d. s. of
17, length 3 as outlined in the proof of the previous theorem. 	 From
Peterson [ 20] , choose a primitive polynomial h(x) = x 3 +x2 + 1
over GF(2).	 A maximum length shift register generator obtained
according to h(x) has a period of 2 3 - 1 = 7.	 With modification, the shift °Fk ,,.
register can be made to generate a sequence of^ length 23 =r8. The state
3
''
itsdiagram of this 8-state machine and	 shift register generator
realization circuit are shown in Figure 3.
t
t
li
X'.
5
u.ef*ccm.Liu.t.,	 ..	 .:a.:a..uu.:u..:.»..e.,.i.....v...,a ...:.....u ................:a...,.....,...	 __d.:....,.,.,..	 ^....._..	 ._. 	 ...._.,__. .
A
f
x0
utput
I #456r	 312	 RO 70 
Figure 3. 7 An 8-state Machine with d. s. of :Length 3.
Thus, any 2s state, binary output machine can be made to possess
a repeated symbol distinguishing sequence of length s by augmenting to
the original machine a reduced n-state, single-input machine which
satisfies Theorem 3.10. In fact, the proof shows that there is a
strongly connected single-input machine which satisfies Theorem 3.12,,
In general, if both the number of output symbols and the number of
states are powers of 2, we can always find a single-input machine
which has a distinguishing sequence of the shortest possible, length.
This is stated in the next theorem,.
I
ftv
1.111,
L
14
i
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Proof
Consider an n-state, single-input machine with a single loop
state structure as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.12. Such a machine
structure can be realized by a s-stage shift register. The t output
terminals can be spaced evenly among the s-stages so that no more
than r t shifts is necessary in order to determine externally the
contents of each stage. The machine defined by this circuit then
satisfies the condition of the theorem.
An upperbound for the minimum length fault detecting experiment
using the above construction of providing a "diagnosable input" is
obtained by replacing P in Equation (3. 2) with flog p n j :
= n(m+l) + (nm+l) [log p nj + m(n-1) 2
	(3.3)
The last term in the equation above comes from the possible
need of applying transfer sequences in the experiment. This last
term may be decreased if we provide a reset input to the modified
machine. An upper bound for the minimum length fault detecting
experiment in this case of providing both diagnosable input and reset
input can be obtained from Equation (3. 3) with the following modification.
First, since arn4dditionall nput is -erected for reset; M- should bc'greplaced
by m+1. Second, since a reset input has been created, the average
length of a transfer sequence should be no longer than
314
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n-1
	
n-1
	
(n-i)	 n(n-1)
n-1
	
n-1
1';1 + (n-3.) to=1)
	n-1
	
2
But for each application of the transfer sequence, we may need to
apply the reset input, therefore the average length of the transfer
sequence should be no longer than
n+1
2
The new upper bound is this
= n(m+2) + fn(m+l)+1] rlogpnj + (m+l)(n-1) [ 2 + 1]	 (3.4)
^E
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Comparison of Upperbounds
Let us now compare the upperbounds of the length of the fault
detecting experiment derived in this report to that given by Kohavi
and Lavallee [ 16 ].
Let
^ DD = Bound of d. d. machines.
^ OD = Bound of diagnosable machines which have a
r. d. s. by augmenting output logic.
^ I D = Bound of diagnosable machines which have a
r. d. s. by appending a single-input machine.
^ IDR = Same as ^ ID but with additional reset input.
n	 _ Number of states.
m. = Number of input symbols in the original machine.
p	 = Number of output symbols.
Then we have
n(n'1)	 2
DD nm + (nm+1)	 + (m-1)(n-1)	 l
{	
2
__SOD nm + [n(m-1)+1](n 1) + (m-1)(n-1)
ID = m+1 + nm+l rlo nj + m(n-1)2n(	 )	 (	 )	 gl,
^	 n(m+2) + [n(M4.1)+ l ] [log n] + (M-1) [ n + 1]IDR
	
p	 2
r
All the above equations have been verified except D This can
be easily derived from Equation ( 3.1) by only changing the second term in
_
Al, y.
1.0 70-456
that equation. First we recalled that an upperbound for the length of
any proper d. s. in a d. d. machine is (2) . This :Weans that we can let
f _ (2) . Next, since a distinguishing sequence is required to identify
each terminal state in each input transition, we need nm d. s. instead
of n(m-1) as in the case of using r. d. s. Thus the equation for ADD
is obtained.
The following table shows several numerical evaluations of the
four upperbounds.
316
p=2 4
m n DD I ^ D ID a IDR DD ^ 'OD ID	 IDR
2 10 8 13 21 10 08 131	 21 2
4 71 (32) 48 69 71 32 39i	 56
8 541 128 173 212 541 128 136;	 185
16 4, 434 512 730 665 4,434 512 564	 56'7
2 22 18 23 33 22 18j 231	 33
4 143 82O 90 111 143 82 07^	 90i4
8 1 1 069 354 334 346 1,069 354 30	 I	 305
16 8, 345 1, 474 1, 240 (1 095 8, 345 1, 474 1,110
	
C88
2 54	 (38) 39 57 54 (38) 39 57
4 351 !	 182 66) 19-3 351 182 14 i 158
S
8 2 7 637	 806 643 e14) 2, 637 806 !	 594 541
16 20 79713', 398 1,2 0 432 ^D7 955 20 797 3 1 398 j 2 1 202 1 665
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The circled values represent the smallest number for each
p, m, and n. From the above numerical evaluation, it appears that
^IDR is the smallest among the four bounds compared for large
n, m, and p. The numerical ordering of these bounds will be derived
in the following.
First, let us consider the difference of ^ DD and ^ OD
-	 '_(nm + 1) r=i01	 _ (nm +1 - n) (n-1)DD OD	 2
_ (nnx+1)(n-1)[ 2 -1 ]+:n(n-1)
For m > 0 and n > 2 9 it is clear that DD ^ OD > 0 since each
term in the above expression is non -negative. Therefore, we conclude
DD > ^OD for m>0and n >-2.
Next, let us compare ^ OD and ^ ID
OD - hD	 .n - (n- 1) 2 + [n(m-1) +1] (n-1)	 ]n(nm+ 1) [log n]
= (nm+I) [(n-1) [log p n]] - [n2 + (n-1) 2}
T .gat
a m O = n[(n-1) - 1- log pn] > 0 V n > 4
1	 318	 RO 70-455
a_
 n 
0 = m[(n-1) - 1 - log pn] + (nm+1) [1 - n logpe]
- (4n- 2) > 0
for m > 6 and for all n > 4 and p >2.
I
	
But when n = 6, m = 8 and p = 2
0 (6 x 8 +'1) [5 - 1 - log 26] - [36 + 251
=49x 1.41.61
=8 >0
^t.
Since 0 is monotonically increasing with respect to m, n and p
for m >6, n >4, and p > 2 and since o >0 when n = 6, m=8
and p = 6, we conclude  that t OD ^ ID > `  > 0 and t OD > ^ ID
for n > 6, m > 8 and. p > 2. Similarly, relationships between
SID and tIDR can be derived
Ro	 7 0-45 6
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then
SID	 ^IDR 	 V m, n and p.
_ n2	5n	 n	 _
-	
-	
+2=	 (n 5) +2>0	 Vn>5am
a	
2	 2	 2
F a—- 
= mn _ 5m _ 3 	 n - (1 + log n) -loge
a n	 2	 2	 p	 p
° = (m-1) n - 5m - [1 + log n + log e] > 02	 p	 p^.
when m >9, n > 9 and p > 2.
{j Now when n= I m= 9 and p= 2
F"I - 9x81 _ 	5x81	 _ 27	 _+18	 +1	 9(1+3.18)2	 2	 2
,.5
812
=181-91.62=89.38>0
Since i is also monotonically increasing with respect to n, m and
p for m > 9, n > 9 and p > 2 and V1 > 0 when m = n = 9 and
	 = 2
it follows that
	 >	 for m >9 n > 9 and p >2.ID	 IDR	 -
Therefore in general when m > 9 n > 9 and p > 2 the
} ordering of 1;he se bounds is shown below $`	 ,
IDR
	 ^ ID	 ^ OD	 ^ DD
r
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Diagnosable Machine Realization
h
The concept of designing  diagnosable machine b augmenting
	
^ ^	 Y g	 ng
output or input terminals have been discussed in the previous sections.
In this section we will first look at this problem from a more generalized
4
	
}	 viewpoint of machine realization. In particular, we will verify that the
test output augmentation design will indeed result in a machine which
realizes the original machine in the formal sense of realization as
defined by Hartmanis and Stearns [ 11
	 The problem of breaking up
E state set convergence is then considered. This is a necessary step in
designing any diagnosable machine when no additional input is used.
The problein of eliminating cycles in the testing graph of a single-input
machine is next discussed. Finally, the general problem of designing
!	 a diagnosable machine with a bounded length d. s. is investigated.
In order to design a diagnosable machine M' from a given
. Y	 machine M, it is sufficient to augment M by adding to it some output	 ^t
terminals and assigning different output symbols to selected transitions.
We will verify here that MI so constructed is indeed a realization of M.
r
	 For convenience of notational reference, we formally state the definition
of machine realization.
Definition 3.8
A machine M' (I', 01 2
 Q', b', w') is said to be a realization
I "I
	
of M (I, O, Q, b, w) if there exists a triplet of functions	
t
r:
r'
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a : Q > P(Q') * TO}
U . I	 ->I'
^:O' >O
such that
(i) b'(«(q) c (a) ) c a(b (q, a) )
(ii) C(w'(q ', t(a))) = u(% a)
Vq E Q and a E I,
Vq' E a(q) and a E I.
With this definition formally stated, let us verify that a diagnosable
machine obtained from a given machine using procedure introduced earlier
is indeed a machine realization.
Example 3. 5
Machine 1\l' Is a diagnosal)-le machine obtained front the giv(irm?^ ref
n machine M by augmenting1 one additional output variable which breaks
up the (2, 5) state pair convergence under .input b.
	 M' has a d. s. of ;aka.
{
a b
I= {a, b}1 1 1 4 1
2 3/0 5/1
M l = 3 4/0 1/0 Q={ 0 11
4 2/0 4/05 1/1 5/1 Q _ { 1, 2, 3, 4, 51 t
a b 4
It.= I`= {a, lb}1 1 lx -	 42 3/Ox 5/10
M'1- 3 4/Ox I/Ox O' "_ { Ox, 10 1 ill I4 2/Ox 4/Ox
^. 5 i lx 5/11 '-	 _ T1 2 3 4 5
P(Q') denotes the power set of set	 i, e. the set of all ?x#
subsets of Q1.
t
a b
1 1/(A) B) 4 (A, B)
2 3/C 5/A
3 4/C 1/C
4 2/C 4/C
5 1/(A B) I 5/$
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a = eQ (identity function of states)
`	 c = eidentit function of inputs)I (	 Y	  )
x(10) = 1
^(1^.) = 1
Ox) = 0
T i 	 Thus (a, c,	 indeed satisfies the requirement of machine
realization and M1 is a realization of M1.
The state table of machine M 1 in Example 3.5 has many of its
}
output entries partially specified. This is done to minimize the
restrictions placed on the realizing machine so that the physical
realization may be simplified. Dote that the cardinality of O' is
I 3 instead of 4 since no new output need to be assigned to distinguish
state pair with output 0. To clarify this point, let us rename the
output symbols in Ot as follows;
A= 10
B= 11
, F C = Ox
. J
.:
Then M Tl becomes
ti
p RO	 70-456
3 23
Ii
f_
a_eQ
-
-^	 eI
''.
;-
{
ACA) = 1
qB) - 1
,.
qC) - U
i
The above observations bring out several interesting facts.
First, the cardinality of O' is a finer measurement of output logic
y complexity in the_ realizing machine than using the number of output
Id terminals.	 Thus the optimization criterion of minimizing the car-
dinality of the output set in the realizing machine can be used
instead of minimizing the output terminals using binary realization.
Second, since many of the output entries in the realizing machine
are often partially specified, the realizing machine is in fact a set of
many completely specified machines. In general, the design problem
can be
	 as follows:stated
Given some sequential machine M, design a new machineS
I MI which realizes M and has a distinguishing sequence
Several variations of this problem are possible by restricting the
type of realizations.
	 For example, the result of augmenting te st
a
output is a state behavior realization with a= e
	 :and. 4 - e .
	 ToQ	 - I
u simplify the discussion that follows it is convenient to introduce the
following notational conventions.
	 If M = (I, O, Q, b, w) and r
M' = (I', O', Q', 6 t, w') , 	 let III = m,
	 10 1
 
= Py	 IQI = n,	 1111
 = m',
7
i
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I O' = p' and I Q ? I = n'. The problem can then be classified into the
following three subproblems:
1. M' realizes M with n = n' and m - m'. This is
equivalent to test output augmentation.
2. M' realizes M with n = n' and p = p'. This is
_t
equivalent to control input augmentation.
J
3. M' realizes M with m = m'. This is equivalent
to state and test output augmentation.
Other subproblems can also be obtained but they are mostly less interes-
ting. For example the problem of augmenting both input and state is
relatively uninteresting since we know that augmenting one single input
is sufficient to obtain a diagnosable machine. However, although aug-
menting test output is also sufficient fGr designing a diagnosable machine,
it is possible to reduce the number of outputs needed by increasing the
number of states in the realizing machine. We shall first illustrate
this point by the following example.
Example 3.6 r
S
M is a reduced strongly connected machine which has no2Y
distinguishing sequence. Suppose it is desired to design a diagnosable
	
r '
machine with an rds which realizes M 2 and has a smallest output
set. It is easily seen that using state behavior realization input a
requires an output set of 4 symbols and input b requires an -output
.M _. __
M 2
 =
M' =2
LJ
of YO'
_
0
e 0
r 0
6 1
Q «Q
_
,G
2 B
3 C
4 D
5 E
6 FFr
MI is an output partially specified machine which realizes M 2 and
has an rds of aaa.
z	 {
Problems( 1) and ()
	
previously discussed for thehave been 
1	 case of obtaining a repeated symbol distinguishing se1	 ^	 p	 Y	 ^ ^u nce. We willq
l
devote most of the following discussion to problem (3).
Although the increase in number of states in the realizingi`
EA
machine, will in general increase the length of testing and possibly
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set of size 5. However using state splitting technique M 2 can be
realized by a machine M' having output set of size 3.
a b
I={ a, b}1 1/0 2/1
2 1/0 3/0
3 1/0 4/0 O = { 0, 11
4 5/0 2/1
5 6/0 2/1 Q = { i, 2, 3, 4, 5161
6 1/1 2/1
a b
B
B G/P C/P, r
C A/r D/ p, r
D E/ ^, r B 6
E F/ 0, r B/6
F A/b B/6
G G/r C/6
I'=I_{a, b}
Of = { R, r, 61
Q' = {A, B, C, D, E, F, G}
A
1
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complicate the physical realization, it has one important advantage.
It says that the number of test points that need to be brought out in a
given network may be reduced by increasing the number of states.
This is a very desirable point in view of the trend in the manufac-
turing of large scale integrated logic circuit. Generally, a very
severe limitation is the number of input-output pins that can be
brought out while the increase in cost due to additional components
is s mall.
In the last example, we had observed how state splitting tech-
niques can be used to reduce the size of output sets in the realizing
machine. We shall develop a technique which allows such reductions
whenever possible. Firat we shall treat the case of state set con-
vergence and show that by increasing the number of states in the
realizing machine, the required output set size or number of output
functions can be reduced. Then we shall treat the acyclic testing
graph realization of single-input machines.
State Set Convergence Problem
Let M = (I, O, Q, S, w) be a sequential machine and S C Q, and
for any q, r E S, S (q, a) _ b (r, a) and w(q, a0 = c,(r, a) 0 1 for some
iA
a E I and 0 1 E O. We shall divide the treatment of state set con-
vergence into three cases:
f c,
S = { 1, 2, 3,	 k}
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Case 1
	 S (q, a) E S
Theorem 3.14
If I S I = k, i, e. M has k states converge to a single state which
is also in the set S, then the convergence can be broken up by
a realizing output set of no more than [ k j + 1 symbols and
with the number of addit ional states no more than k - ( 2 + 1),J
where L k means the largest integer not greater than -^-.
Proof
For simplicity let Ma = ({a}, f o,b S, 61 S x {a}, w I S x {a})
be the submachine of M. Without loss of generality assume Ma has
the following state table description
_ r!
d
MW
n
tY
k	 1/0£t
If k is even let us construct a machine Ma' with k + k 1 states	 142	 ,.
	
it	 d
which realizes Ma with the a.ssignrnent (a, t, and state table des
ru
cription as follows
1
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a
1	 q /0	 M'	 ({ a} , 0', S', b T (S' x { a ,1 1, 1	 a
2	 g2/01 1	 w' Is, x NJ)
q3/01 ^ 1
k0	 {0	 (i=1,2,...,-- +1}i 1 i	 2Ma
?	 I
k2 - 1	 qk	 /0:11	 S" ={1,2,3,...,k,gl,...,gk }
	
.	
2-1	 2-1
k
^	 1/Ol, 1
1
k	 1/01 
1 k/2+1
{	 ql	 ql/O11 2
q2 	 82/01, 3
.F
t
i
cx
gk -1	 qk 
- 1/0 k
a(i) = i	 v i ,S Ill
k }a(1)_= 1 U {qi j= 1,2 1 ..., 2 - 1	 {
L(a) a
14
kx(01 i) = 01,	 i=1, 2,	 2 +1^	
6x
	
If k is odd, let us construct a machine M
	 2with k + k-1
	
^	
states which
realizes 
-
s Ma with (a, c, and state fable as follows:u
^j
	
,,,,,m,"y_; _
	 s-^-:_-	 - .z .n.u.:...___ Td31:lkL5W.`u
	 - ••,•.•,-•. •• . , etiti+u'a^^.uwn^:a^mFsrieo-a2^aermaisrcsex 	 _ - ...^.._	 ae. r^vnY^r`.urt. ru:a-k.^at^xisssx..:.^:.^t[v t^Ywsv^.':^w-e..e. r.^s...._..:.:...«^.,.... ^. ..__.....^:...,....__	 ._.. ...... .___..__	 ..__..._ __....	 ..... _	 _.	 v. _.. _ _
IV
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a
1 ql/0 1, 1
2	 g2/01^ 1	 Ma = ({a}, O rr , SIT, S /I I SIT x f a}
3	 q3/01' 1	 co II I S IT x {a})
k-1	 If	 k-1
2	 qk-1 /01,1	 0 = { 01 l i j i=1, 2, ... , 2 +11
k 1 +1	 1/0	 SIT = {1,2,...,k,q ,...,q
	 }f	 2	 1, 1	 1	 k-1
, 2
M I ' W	 •
a
k-1	 1/01 k—1
2 }
k	 1/01 k-1 + 1
ql	 ql/01, 2
q2	 q2/O1 3
q^^
-1 	qk /O1, k-1 +1
2	 2 2
V i c S -{i}
k-1a(1) = 1 u {qi l i=1, 2, ... , 2 - }
L (a)	 a
(Ol i) = 01,	 i=1, 2 1
 ... , 
2 } 12
{j
n 4r 	 i K)	 I	 li V	 i	 ?l
}
r
L",
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It can be immediately verified that M' 'and M11 are reduced. This
completes the proof of Theorem 3.14.
It is clear that if j S I = k, then it requires an output set of size
k to distinguish each state in S if only state behavior realization is
used. Thus, the reduction in the size of the output set can be sig-
nificant.
Example 3.7
Let M3 be a single input submachine of some machine with
all states in M3 converging to a single state satisfying Theorem 3. 14.
Using the technique of the proof in Theorem 3.14, we can construct
M'3 which realizes M 3 with an output set of size 4. If no state split-
ting were used, it will take an output set of size 6 to obtain a reduced
realizing machine.
1
1
1
"	 1
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a
1	 7/00
2	 8/00	 a(i) = i V i S- {,1}
3	 1/00
	 a(1) _ { 1, 7, 81
M' 3 =	 4	 1/01	 t(a) = a
tr
i	 5	 1/10	 x(00) = 0
6	 1/11	 x(01) = 0
7	 7/01	 q10 = 0
8	 8/10	 x(11) = 0
t i
Case 2	
.6 (q, a) S V g E S
and w (6 (q, a), a) w (q, a)
Theorem 3.15
Let M be a machine which has k states converging to a single
' f 	 state which is not one of the converging states. Then the state set
convergence can be broken up by a realizing machine M' (with
assignment (a, t, )) with the following conditions:
- 1 	,(w (q a)) I< L I + 1	 V g E S
kj
-^	 2	 f	 ,
 
and the number of additional states needed does not exceed
	 as
p  kk-
	 +1).	 ly2	 c4
y
i 
	'	 3
I
u	 j'332	 R 0 70- 45 6
Proof
,
Let M
a 	 YP
be the submachine of M satisfyingthe hypothesis, i. e.
M= a	 0 0 211S v f6(q,a	 E S S S u 16 a	 E S X fal,
w I (S u {b(q, a) { q E S}) x {a}). Without loss of generality assume Ma
has the following tate table descr iptiong	 p
J	
a
	
1	 q/01
E	 ^'
1
	
3	 q/0
M	 1
t a
	
k
	 q/0
1
	
1 
q	 r/ 02
At i
Then M can be realized by M I and M" with k + k and k + k 1 + 1
a	 a	 a	 2	 2
r-	 states respectively depending on whether k is even or odd. The
state tables and corresponding assignments are shown below:
{
ii
i
	
1	
`fir
r
i	 -
333	 R 0 70- 4 5 6
a
k = even	 1	 q1 /c 1 ( 0 )1
2	 { g /(-1(01)
1
-1
r. j	 k _ Z	 qk `	 (01)	 a	 0 i3 O2 .^i=1,2,...,2 +1,
2	
2 -1
	
1,	 J	
k
k 	 J=1 2	 -,••.,2}ml
=	 } q/019 1
LI	 k
a	 2	
s'	 {1,21..•,k,q,g19...,gk }
--1
2
f l	 j g/01^2
all
2
r
k	 g/01 k+1
g	
I r/ 02' 1
Fill 1 	 2,24	
q2	 r/02. 3
;a El
gr/0 k.k	 2 —
2 
1	
2
a{) = i	 ^T ix	
k 7
a a (g) = q u {g i=1 2 2 ..;:
t(a) = a
..	 k	 t$
of
C(0 	 0	 j=lp 2 1 	,22 1 J	 2	 ^•
-	 r
a1 q1 
	
(0 1)
2 q 2A	 (01)
k2 1
•
q k- 1 /c	 (01)
2
2 , +1 q/0
k q/01, k-1 + 12
q r/02' 1
q,
r/02, 2
q2 r/02' 3 
q k-1 r/0 22 
k21  + 1
2
k-1O tt =fo 1 1 V 02, i i=l, 2y	 2
	
1	
	
+
rr
S!l	 f 1, 2, ... k, q, qly ... qk-11
2
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I It can be immediately verified that M I and M11 are reduced.a	 a
The size of the* output set and the number of additional states requiredI - -11
are
k + I when k is even
a)) (01)1
k-1 + 1 otherwise2
k when k is even
C l (w(6 (q, a), a))	 (02)1
k-1
— otherwise2
F-11
k _ 1 when k is even
tJ	 Number of additional states required
P k-1 otherwise2
Since if further knowledge of the structure of the original machine
were used, it may be possible to reduce the above bounds, these
are the upper bounds and thus justifies the inequality expressions.
This completes'the proof of Theorem 3.15.
We must observe here that the size of the realizing output set
does not decrease using the above construction technique. However,
if we use the coordinate augmentation type realization, the number
of additional output functions that are required to break up the state
set convergence may be less than that required for simply augmenting
output sets. We shall illustrate this point in the following example.
1A
IIJ
'1
r
;^f
^i
YI
a.
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Example 3.8
Let M4 be a 6 states submachine of some machine with 5 of
its states converging to the sixth state in M 4 and satisfying Theorem
3.15. If we use binary realization for the output set, at least 3 new
additional output functions are needed for state behavior realization.
Yet by increasing 2 more states only 2 new output functions are
needed.
a
1 6/0
2 6/0
M4 = 3 6/0
4 6/0
5 6/0
6 r/
_..- ---
a
I 7/Oxx a(i) - i	 i=1, 2, ... , 5
2 8/Oxx a(6)	 =	 16 1 7,  81
3 6/000 i (a)	 = a
M4 = 4 6/001 C({ 000, 001, 010}) = 0	 +.	 I
5 6/010 C ({100, 101, 110} )- = 1 -
6 r/100
t,.
r
- 7 r/101
l u;
I
g	 I r/110
f
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i;
Case 3	 6(q, a) 4 S
and	 uX ub
 (q , a) , a) = ct^q, a)	 V q E S
Let r = 6(6(q, a) , a) V q E S. Then there are three cases we have
to consider. If r = 6(q, a) V q E S then the treatment is identical
to case 1. If r ^ 6(q, a) and r 4 S V q e S, then the analysis may
require the structure knowledge of the whole machine. This will
not be treated here since it may be exhaustive in nature. If r ^ 8(q ., a)
yet r e S V q e S, then similar techniques to case 1 and case 2 can
be developed.
Theorem 3.16
Let M be a sequential machine which has all k states in set S
converging to a single state q under some input a where q 4 S.
If 6(q, a) a S, then the convergence can be broken up by augmenting
no more than k Ck_] + 1) states and by realizing an output ;set of2
size no more. than L k j + 1 symbols.2
Proof.
Assume Ma
 is the single-input submachine of M having state
set S v {q} and satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem. Without
loss of generality, let Ma have the following state table.
.k
T.
_ tlHY14'MRrSxtApeVN^e^iWtiYW'W9ttAU:^,.........+., 	.. ...,«....	 tl&l
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a
1	 q/01
2	 q/01
M = oa
k	 q/01	 t
q	
a	
1/01
Using arguments similar to the proof of the previous two theorems,
we can construct two machines Ma and Ma which realize M a and
are reduced. State tables of Ma and Ma are shown on the Next
two pages.
EII-if
Ell
i	 t
s
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k even	 a
1 Il l l 1
2	 ill l 1	
{
}
k
2 -
	
qk 
-111/0
121
2
k/2	 q/01,1
k/2 +1	 q/011 2
M'
a
k	 q/01, k + 1
2
q	 1/0l
	
r	
Y.
ql	 1/01 2
i
q2	 1/013	 j
t
qk	 1/01 1 /k 2
2 -1
Q'(1)	 1	 V 1 E S
k
« (q) q v{ q i I i=19 2 1 ... , 2
L(a) _ a
k,
	^ (o1, d	 Ol	 i=ll 2, ... P2+1
r340
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k = odd
j^ -,
f
is
{
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t
The size of the augmented state set and the realizing output set
can be verified immediately. 	 This completes the proof of Theorem
3.16.
We now formally present the method for breaking up a state
•
set convergence by augmenting both the state set and output set.
is
Let M be a machine which has k states Ss s 1 , s 2 , , .. , sk} con-
verging to a single state q under some input a.
1)	 If q E S, then augment to the original state table
- 1
	 states, q , q9 ... , q	 Set 6(q., a) = qi
and w(q	 1, i+1, a) = 0	 for i=1, 2 2 ... , k^ - 1.	 Choose2
R = { r i , r i , ... r i 	} C s and r	 = q.	 Replace
1	 2
F2^ 
	 _ 1	 1
6(r.	 a by	 and w rr.	 a by 01,1 for =1 2 ... , r_k
J	 kiFor the remaining L2] + 1 states in S - .R
{ s i , si , ... , S.	 I. replace w(s j. , a) by 0 ' 	for
2	 - L2^ +1	 1
j+i, 2,... , (^
	
+ 1.
2
2)	 If q 4 S and w (q, a)	 w (r, a) V r E S then augment to the s;.r
original state table	 '-^ - 1 states
	 ,r2	 ql g2,,..,gk.; 	 Y
r21-
Set b (qi' a) _ 6(q, a), w(q., a) - 02	 +1 for i-1, 2, •
1
k
r 2	 - 1 and w (q, a) = 02 x .	 Choos e R = { r . , r
2
r'.	 } C S.	 Replace kr, ^ a) by q. an d w(r , a)i	 ij	 ijk	 —	 ^r--j-^
2
by { 0
	
l^1 i ^ i=1, 2, ..
	 , L2J + 11.	 For the remaining ^	
-
3)
1",
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1 L2] +1 states in S - R = { si , si , ... , s 	 }, replace1 2	 LjJ + 1
k
W (s i , a) by 01, j for j=1, 2.... , LzJ + 1. This modified
3
state table represents an output partially specified
machine which realizes the original machine with the
state set convergence of S broken up.
Ii q 4 S, W (q, a) = w (r, a' V r e 9 and 6 (q, a) E S, them aug-
meat to the original state table
 
2 "^ 1 state s, q 1, q 2, ... ,
q	 Set 6(q., a) = $ (q , a), W (q, a) = 0-	 1 and
W (q. , a) _ 0	 for i=1, 2, ... ,	 k^ - 1.	 Choosex	 1, i+1	 2
R =
	
i , ri , ... , r i	 } C: S such that s(q, a) E R.
a 1	 2k^ _ 1
2
Replace 6(rL a) by qj and w(ri , a) 'by 01, 1 for
J	 ^
f
k
k, r 1	 For the remaining l_ _,.J + 1 states
in S _ R =
	 s il l s	 , .. , , s 	 }replace W(si.' a)
^F  2	 k
L^+1
by. 
01
	 j^.1 2,	 ) ... ,	 2	 + 1., j	 ^-2 f	 <	 ^
r.
,r
J a
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Acyclic Testing Graph Realization
Let L1', L 2, ... , Lk
 be the set of cycles in the testing graph T 
of a single input submachine Ma of a machine M. Since L i n
 L)
 =
0
for i ^ j, it is clear that removing one branch from each L i
 is both
necessary and sufficient for acyclic realization. A branch in L i
 is
removed if the corresponding state pair in the realizing machine has
distinguishable output symbols. Thus if M realizes M with an assign-
meat (CQ, C 1 , ^) , and w (q, a) = ttXr, a) ,for q, r E Q, a E I, and f q,, r}
_r
is a node in Li , then C_ 1 (a(q, a))	 r 1 (w(r, a)) in the realizing
machine will eliminate the branch emanating from the node {q, rl in
the corresponding testing graph.
?	 It appears to be very, difficult to devise an algorithm which will
produce either the minimum number of realizing output symbols or
s	
output terminals for acyclic testing graph realization. However, a
j	 heuristic procedure has been designed which will find an output
assignment requiring near-minimum number of additional output
Jterminals. This is p resented below.
{
 Two nodes in the testing  graph are said to be disjoint if there isx
no common state. For O i E O, let f be the maximum number of
cycles in T  9 each has a node with output labeling of Q i and each hair
of nodes is disjoint. k
( 1) Choose 0, E O Q^ =
 max fi. Assign 0 ^ }l and- 0 J
i=1
to the outpu' of each state pair. This should open
exactly !^ cycle s., Y
J
7-456344
r
^r
i
k .	 .
(2) Remove all branches in Ta which are implied by these
assignments. A branch is implied if the assignments
of (2) force the removal of this branch.
(3) Repeat (1) and (2) on the remaining cycles.
(4) If (1). - (3) do not open all cycles in Ta, then the re-
maining cycles must be partially specified, i.e. with
the output of one state of a node assigned and the other
one not yet assigned. . Try to assign the not yet
assigned state with the existing new output symbols.
If conflicts occur, a new output symbol will have to be
created and assigned to the output of this state.
(5) Repeat (4) until all cycles are open. The justification
for employing steps (1) to (3) is to try to open all
cycles by assigning to each original output symbol, two
new realizing output symbols. If this cannot be done,
then steps (4) and (5) is employed which augments 	 r
additional output symbols as are necessary. Thus
the near-minimum claim is sustained. If an exhaus-
tive search is used in Steps (4) and (5), then it is
conjectured that an absolute minii,L.um on the additional4
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For an arbitrary n- state single input machine, k < ( 2) .	 For
example, consider a single input identity machine with the same
- output for every state, i. e. 	 S (q, a) = q and u (q, a) = w(r, a) Vq, r E Q •
The testing graph of this machine consists- of(
	 nodes, each with a
self loop.	 We will show in the following that it is possible to obtain
an acyclic testing graph realization by augmenting both the state set
and the output set in a way that reduces the size of the realizing output
set when compared with using state behavior realization.
i Theorem 3.17
Let M = ({al, f 01}, Q, S, w) be a single-input, single-output,
n•- state identity machine, i. e. b(q, a) = q and w(q, a)
{
w^ r., a)
	 Vq, r r Q.
	
Then it is possible to construct a
reduced single-input machine M' = ({a}, 0% Q', S'
which realizes A with
I0	 <
n + 1
} IQ' I< n+ r±2 	 1
' Proof
The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 3.14. Without loss u
of generality, consider M to have a state table description as follows:
5
tq .
3Ii
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a
p
I
1i	 101
f
2	 2/01
M -
i
n	 n/01
Then M' shown below realizes M and satisfies conditions stated in
the theorem.
c
i
rs i
I
I^
R
w
M' -
t
1
v/01 1
2 2 '/01
9
2	 1
4
2	 11/0 1 1
- 21]	 ^
[
1 n /0
^	 2	 19.1
R2 -] + 1 2 + 1/0 1 2l'
n n/0	 n
1/0 1 ^
2
21
i
! '	 2/01 3
i
_n 1
I	 n	 i
j	 2	
1/01 9
I
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oxi) _ Til U Ti l  V i= 1,2,... n	 - 12
i = i otherwise
t (a)	 a
=	 ... n
	 1
X	
^ (0 1, i) 0	 Vi 11	 '2	 F2. j +
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.17.
Example 3.9
Y
M5 is realized by M'
5 	their state table s shown below:
-	 2	 2/1
3	 3/1M
4	
4/1
f	
5	 5/1
{
a
1	 If/1 0 0
I,v
2	 2'/10 0	 a(i) = T it u Ti l  i= 112
3	 3/1 0 ,
3, 41 5
M'	 4	 4/10115..
t(a) = a
5	 5/101
1
	 1/1 01
	
C (T 100, 141 9
 110})	 1
2 1	 2/1 1 0
;j
.t
m ..w
U11
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1"I";
If we use state behavior realization by augmenting only the
output set, the size of the realizing output set is 5 which requires 3
additional output terminals when binary realization is used. M'
requires an output set of size 3 which requires only 2 additional
output terminals using binary realization.
General Problem
We now turn to a more general problem of designing a diagnosable
machine without being restricted to repeated symbol distinguishing seq-
uence. Suppose M is a reduced n-state machine. Then from Moore [18],
there exists a homing sequence x of length not greater than {2) From
Theorem 3. 2 we know that if this sequence is not a distinguishing
sequence, then there exist some state pair convergences under x. To
design a diagnosable machine from M ) it is only necessary to break up
these state pair convergences using techniques described earlier. The
number of additional output symbols needed depends on the number of
state pair convergences and their distribution. If there are k state pair
convergences, then the number of additional output symbols needs not
i;
exceed k. The''order of diagnosability may have to be increased if the
	 }?
size of the realizing output set must be bounded by some number. In	 #,
w
general, the size of the realizing output set or the number of additional
states required are less than that required by designing a rds diagnosable
machine. If M is redundant, then a reduced version of M must first be
f	
_.
found before applying the technique described above. Additional output
symbols are then assigned to distinguish the equivalent states.
Y
4•c^etd9.Y.t]*a:nxr.,r=g..:b...v".r^^	
uyy	 .,...
n _ IQ!
P =
 lal
1. i r	 J
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Some Diagnosable Properties of Sequence Generators and Linear
Machine s
We have observed in many instances that the single-input sub
machines of a sequential machine determine many important properties
of the complete machine. For example, a machine is diagnosable
with a repeated symbol distinguishing sequence if one of its single
input submachines is reduced. Independent studies of this class of
machines is therefore justified for the purpose of diagnosis. In fact,
this class of machine has been widely studied in the context of machine
decomposition and sequence generation. We begin by introducing the
following machine properties which can be used to characterize
diagnosable machines.
. 90
Definition"3. 9
A k-diagnosable machine is said to be optitn'ally diagnosable if
k = flog P n]
where
	Definifi6n 9 10
	 .
Two states % 3r e Q in a sequential machine are k-equivalent
if whenever the lenLrth of input sequence x is less than or equal
to k,
	
x(3q ( x) 	 . The partition on induced b k-e uivalence^r{)	 p	 Q ^-^	 Y	 q	 ^^
tf,
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i
(denoted Ilk) is called the -equivalence partition.
Recall that the lower bound of the length of a distinguishing
sequence in an n-state, p-output machine is flog P nj . Thus an optimally
diagnosable machine has a shortest possible d. s. The next lemma
relates the length of the shortest d. s. in a sequence generator to the
state equivalence partition,
Lemma 3.2
If M is a reduced sequence generator, then M is k-diagnosable
iff k is the least integer such that "k 
= "k+1'
Proof
Suppose M is k-diagnosable, then for any x E Ik of Length k,
Pq(x) 
_ Or (x) :!­_\ q _ r.
o k 0 = nk
+1
But if P-g(x) k-1, x is not a d. s. of M and 3 q, r E Q ? Pq(x) = Or (x)
yet q^r•
Bh-i 0 ="k
Conversely, if k is the -least integer such that N nk+I, then
s
since M is reduced andII > 	 _	 - 0	 > I'I andN — +1 a +1 -	 -1— k
R II	 Tl' then 3 q, r E Q 3 ^q and r are k-I equivalent. Therefore,k-1 A k
.'	 ^ha lnttirth of flea rlicfirnrni^hinm cnn,:^r ► .r.. i^ Ir ^nri l^/f ;ce 9r__r];n.,,,,,^.,L,ln
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With this lemma, the following characterization of a minimally
diagnosable sequence generator is obtained naturally.
Theorem 3.18
Let M be a reduced p-nary sequence generator with n states,
where n = pm . Then M is optimally diagnosable iff
pIHkI = II^k+1 I Vk < m.
Proof
Assume M has a d. s. of length m but 3 k <, m such that
I Ilk+1 i p I nk I but i ni+1 I p I Hi I V i< k. 'then clearly
I Ilk	 Ilk- I = p	 H. If I	 I	 I	 I , the	 =	 , since	 -
	
 	
^k+1+1
-k+1 Rk for all k. This means that the machine is not reduced,
contrary to our,  original assumption that M is reduced. So, let us
assume I Ilk+1 I> I lk I. They
p +1 >' 
I +1
	m-k-
	 m-kThen at least one block
	 + 1 of k+ 1^ I^ p - !	 Ik+1 I	 pl	 pr-1	 I
The shortest sequence of p-nary partitions that can partition this
block to singleton sets is of length m-k. 'Therefore, the shortest d. s.
is of length k+l+m -k = m+1, contrary to our assumtion that M has a,	 t
-d. s. of length m.	 .
 s
Conversely, if 1 11k+1 1
 = p l llk I V k< m Then when k m4
F;
I	
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I Bm 
I_ p 
I Bm 
Y41 I= p pm -1 Y pm
which is the total number of states.
' . The machine has a d. s. of length m.
For the case where n is not a power of p, we have the following
theorem.
Theore m 3.19
Let M be a reduced p-nary sequence generator with n states.
I
Let Bk be a largest k-equivalence class. Then M is optimally
diagnosable iff
	 C pm -k V k m where m = log n).Bk 
y	 p
Proof
If there exist Bk in Ilk such that Bk > pm-k , then the shortest
.Pas F
possible d. s. that will partition Bk into singleton states is of length
> m-k. Consequently, the shortest d. s. for M could be > m-k+k
and M can not have a d. s. of length m.
Conversely, where k = m
IBk!	 p^
and the sequence of length m is a d. s. `This completes the proof.
l
- An important class of sequential machines is the so-called linear
machines [ 2 }. It has been found that the linear machines have many
s,
v	 .
3 —"-'K	'hP	 eCtiasa:euweuaeYnr.e.iwueeaeen.rsva....w.ue,r.,.Ma..,.,w.-.e	 earn u ..:..	 ..	 .a
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interesting properties relating to diagnosis.
	 VHF first formally introduce
the linear machine in the following definition.
Definition 3. 11
^-	 A sequential machine M = (I, O, Q, 6 , c,)) is said to be linear over a
TIFF
finite field F if there exist integers n
	 k	 and f such that
' Q = Vn(F)
I = Vk(F)
O =VP (F)-
and linear transformations J
^t
t
A:Q-»Q
4 R. I -
i
ELF}^ C: Q -• O
D: I —0
such that	
_	 y
S (q, a) - Aq + Ba
F w(q, a) = Cq + Da	 --- Y°
In words, -a sequential machine is said to be linear if its next
IN
state vector and output vector can be represented as linear combinations
of the present state and present input vectors.	 The input-output
_
behavior of a linear machine can be defined recursively in terms of;F
T
a
f
_ ^y^ rw•
pq(x) = Knq + Qnx
1 ,
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the linear transformations A, B, C, and D. This is introduced as the
`y	 next lemma [ 4 ] .
Lemma 3.3
Let M be the linear machine defined in Definition 3 and x E In.
Then Va	 ^	 qEQ
for some linear transformations Kn and Qn , where
Kn : Q ^-- an
Q In -' 0ny n.
Proof
F
t
Let
^F
.	 .
a1
a
X
	 .Z	 where ai E 1.
a
n
'i
	 w(q,ai ) = W( s (q , ai), a2)
a
2
= WO ( b , a,) , a2)
's
C6 (q, a 1) + Da2
= C(Aq + Ba 1) + Da2
= CAq + C Ba 1 + Da2
_ a
b (q, a i ^) = A 6 (q, a 1) + Ba22
= A(Aq + Ba 1) + Ba2
=A2
 q + ABa + Ba1	 2
 4
t
r (a; x) CAn- 1q + CAn-2 Ba 1 + CA
n-3 Ba 2 + . .
+A aC B n- 2 + C Ban-1 +Dan
n	 n-1
	 n-2b (q, x) =A q +A Ba I + A Ba2 +...+  ABan_ 1 + Ban
Thus pq(x) can be written as following:
355
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t
D	 O	 ---	 O O a1
CB	 D	 ---	 O O a2
CAB	 CB	 O O a3
CAn-2B	 CAn-3B	 CAn-4B --- CB D an
Then,^q(x) can be written as
Rq (X) _K n q+Qn x
where
C D---p O O ^...
_ CA CB	 D	 --- O OK Q n
CA2 CAB	 CB	 --- O O
n- I
C*A
n- 2
	
n- 3CA	 B	 CA	 B --- CB D
4F
s	 ^ .
Theorem 3. 24
Ml
IU
^ If M is a reduced linear machine, then the following are equivalent:
i)	 M is definitely diagnosable of order i
ii)	 i is the least integer such that rank (Ki) - n
iii)	 i is the least integer such that H. = II i+ 1.
;wl
{r
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Proof
a
i)
Suppose M is definitely diagnosable of order i, then V x E Il,
we have
11 (X)(
 x) = q = r, V q , r E Q.
Recall that
pq(x) = K  q + Q  x
where	 Ki: Q Ol
Oi : h Ol
First w6! show that 0 (x)= Pr(x)^Kiq = Kir. Supposeq	 (3q(x) = Or (X)
then K i q + Q i x K i r + Qix V x E Ii . Subtracting Qix from both sides,
we have 'Kiq Kir. Conversely, if K,q = Kir, then K q + Qix =
Kir + Qix and eve have ^3 (x)
	
Pr(X) , Since V x E I''
Suppose rank (Ki) = n
Ki: Q 0i
then Ki is a 1- 1 linear transformation
By definition of the order of definite diagnosability i is the least such
integer.
	
I.	 Kiq Kir	 q r, V q, r e Q
	
-,	 1
But K q Ki r'	 q (X)	 r(X) v x C Ii 
q r, V x E I(X)	 (x)q	 r
But Pq(x) = Pr(x) V x E I'<--==> q _= r (Hi)
q r	 q r
11.	 0
Since H 1	 II	 it follows then II. H.
1	 1+1
Suppose i is the least integer such that H. 11.
	 then since M
U7
is reduced, IL H	 0. Then V pair %reQ, q#r, 3 x E 19 
1 
(X) 13 (-K)i+1	 q,	 r
which in turn implies K q K r. Thus K. is a 1-1 linear transformation
and any x! el is a d. s. Therefore-, — M is d. d. of order i.
t4
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Corollary 3.20. 1
Every reduced linear sequential machine is definitely diagnosable
and the maximum order of the definite diagnosability is n, where
n = dim Q.
Proof
If M is a reduced linear machine, then 3 i such that Hi
 = Iii+ 1 = 0.
Now by iii) of Theorem 3. 20, M is definitely diagnosable of order i
if i is the least integer such that II. = 11Then rank (K i) = n, since
K  is a 1- l linear transformation. Since the rank of .A is <, n and by
definition of Iii , it follows that i < n. Thus the maximum i 3 Ran (Ki) = n.
In other words, every input sequence of length n in a reduced
linear machine is a d. s. where n is the dimension of the state space.
Thus in the case of linear machines, we have a reduced upperbound
on the,,length of d. s.. Note that in a linear machine the concept of
being 1-diagnosable is equivalent to that of being definitely diagnosable
w	 of order i. Since the minimum length of the d. s. in a linear machine
can be characterized by the least integer i such that rank (K,) = n, we
can characterize the optimally diagnosable :linear machine with the
following corollary of 'Theorem 3. 20.
Corollary 3.,20.2
Let M be a reduced linear machine with n dim Q, f = dim
, (w) = dim 0 and k = dim 1. Then M is optimally diagnosable
iff rank (K Hn' = n.
g.„a
IU
k.^
t
^j
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Recall that a linear machine is reduced if and only if it is definitely
diagnosable. This result leads to the observation that the state set
t
360
is partitioned evenly by each input symbol. Since the state space can
be considered as an additive abelian group and the linear transformation
K. : Q-0 i  [ see Lemma 3.3 induces a congruence relation on Q, it
follows that the partition corresponding to this congruence relation is
a.o.set partition. More precisely,
Lemma '3.4
If M is a linear machine, then every i-equivalence relation
partitions the state set into cose* ;,'= when the state set is
considered as an additive abelian group.
The cardinality of these cosets can be shown to be a power of a
prime, number. Thus, we can obtain a recursive relation on the
i-equivalence relation of a linear machine. Denoting the i-equivalence
partition on Q as 7y we have
Theorem 3. 21
Let M be a linear machine over a finite field F of characteristic p
mand IFI
	 -h dim Q and = dim O. Then i .	 k. 0
	
. Qm:= p , 	 1, < k <
k.
such that I7TI = p 17Ti
j
r
:.Ev,-- h
versa'	 ,W...^..n,.,<,..._..a,.R,...^........^.....u,.....w.....^.w.....,, 	 -._....w._.^._^_	 ..M..._..._	 ...	 .,. ... ... _.	 _	 ..	 .	 ..;
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Proof
From Lemma 3.4 we know that 7r i partitions Q into cosets.
Let Hi be the set of states which are i-equivalent to 0. Then H i is
a subgroup of Q. The order of Hi
 divides that of Q. Now the
cardinality of Q is a power of p, i. e. Q is a p-group, it follows
that Hi is also a p-group or Hi
 { 0 }. If Hi _ { 01 or H i
 = Hi+1
-`then clearly k  =0. If H i ^ { 0 }, then I H i I = p^i
mn-j
I,ff1I= I Q/Hi I=p	
i
I V 1+1 I= IQ/H.1+1 
I_ pmn-ji+1
Therefore
71i+ I 
-
+1 
I ^ I
I	 1	 p	 i
Since Hi+l C Hi , it can be shown that 0 < j i ji+l < ^m. Let
ki ji - j i+1 and the theorem is proved.
Theorem 3.21 says that in a linear machine the i-equivalence
classes of the state set always "grow" as a power of the field
characteristic p. By the coset structure, each i-equivalence class
has the same cardinality which is also a power of p. In case the
dimension of the output space dii rides that of the state space, we can
characterize an optimally diagnosable linear machine in the following
i-
^u
{jlt
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Theorem 3, 22
Let M be a reduced linear machine with q pm , Q and n given
as in Theorem 3. 21 and f I n. Then M is optimally diagnosable
iff I 7Tf- q '^ I fi ( V i 1< i<
Proof
r^^
Assume. lilt is optimally diagnosable, then Yx' E	 x is a d, s.
of M. Since fin, f n 1 = n , we claim that I7r.
+1 I = q k I ^r.T	 i	 i
1 < i < ^ Suppose there exists some i such that { ff i+11 g q' J ffi Ik.
From Theorem 3„ 21, we have 1'ffI =p 1 i fi , , and our last assumption
says ki g fm, i, a ki < .gym. But this says in turn that I fi l < pif-mn
and 17n (< pmn, Thus x E I T can not be a d, s. , contrary to our
assumption that M is optimally diagnosable. Conversely, if
A
1'ff = qk i 7T I , then V x E T f , x is a d, s. , i, e. M is optimally
diagnosable.
The result of Theorem 3.21 can be generalized to non-linear
sequential machines. We first introduce a concept of 'generalized
u
equivalence relation under some input sequence.
1r,
;s
k
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Definition 3. 12
Let M = (1, 0, Q, & , to) be a sequential machine and let x E I^
whe re x = y a (y E I * , a E I) . Then q Rx r if !,o (b (q, y) , a)	 r, y) , a) .
The partition induced by R  is denoted vx.
In other words, q x r if the last output symbol for input sequence
x is the same for initial states q and r.
'1 y
v k
.. j
II
I'
f:
Il
Theorem 3. 23
If M (I , 4, Q, 6 , w) is a sequential machine, IQ, = pn,
IO I = p (p is an integer) . Then M is optimally diagnosable iff
3 x = a1 a2 .. , an	
i
such that I V,	 I= p I ^rX I V 1< i< n where
	
+1	 i
xi =a I a 2*  ai.
Proof
To prove necessity, suppose there is no X  E In such that
I f	 I =p I x. I for 1 < i < n. Then V xn E In , xn can not be a d. s.
xi+1	 i
of M because(7TX I pn implies 7Tx ^ 0. Thus by definition, M isn	 n
not optimally diagnosable. To show sufficiency, suppose M is not
optimally diagnosable. Then, every sequence of length n can not
be a d. s. This says that 3q ^ r in Q 31 V xn In , P (x) P (x) i. e.q
q ° r. This means that V xn E In , 3i 1 < i <' n (depending on xn),
n	
—
such that I 'T ,	 I ^ p 17T X. L ,
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Theorem 3.23 provides a useful means of finding an optimal
distinguishing sequence. Any input symbol which does not partition
the state set into p equivalence classes can be excluded as the
starting symbol of an optimal d. s.	 On each i-equivalence
0
class of
states any input symbol which does not partition it . into p equivalence
subclasses is excluded from being the next symbol of an optimal d. s.
The process is then iterated until an optimal d. s. of length n is found
or no optimal d. s. can be found. In the case of linear machines, the
same input symbol can be examined at each step since each input
symbol has an "equivalent" effect on the partitioning process.
Returning now to the question of designing an optimally diagnosable
machine which realizes a given machine behavior. From Theorem 3. 23
we found that iTx can be used to characterize an optimally diagnosable
machine M when M satisfies the theorem's hypothesis. By Definition
-3.12 1 ITx is determined by both the output function w ' and the state
transition function 6. This observation seems to indicate that with
proper choice of 6, we may be able to come up with an optimally
diagnosable machine for any given diagnosable machine.. This
conjecture can be easily disproved ib; the following arguments. First
we recall that if a machine IM is diagnosable, then M must be reduced.
Let V and M' be two reduced machines such that M M' Then It
can be shown that there exists .a, strong isomorphism between M and
M' (11	 This says that the state behaviors of M and M' are isomorphic. is
Thus no choice of b is possible. This conclusion should not discourage
J`
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our interest in the study of diagnosable and optimally diagnosable
machines. For example, in the case of a redundant machine which
realizes a given behavior, there are certain freedom which allow
the ,designer to choose different 6 and w. Furthermore, the selection
of b and w can be incorporated into the design of fault-tolerant
switching network which realizes a given machine behavior. Thia is
the main theme of our investigation.
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Network Diagnosis
Network diagnosis is a much more difficult problem Ihan the
type of machine diagno's-is discussed in the last section. At the outset,
before anything can be said about synthesis and sequential networks,
analysis techniques must be developed for combinational networks.
A combinational network refers to a physical realization of some
Boolean function; for the purpose of this discussion, it is an inter-
connection of gate-type primitive logic elements. We first introduce
a directed graph representation of a combinational network convenient
for analyzing gate input-output stuck-at faults. The notion of "path
A
sensitizing" 1] and "node sensitizing" is then formalized so that its
limitations and capabilities can be better understood. Finally, the
problems of test point allocation and multiple faults detection are
discussed.
To derive a useful representation of a network convenient for stuck-
at fault analysis, we must first look at the effect of these faults at an
elementary level. Consider, for example, a three-input AND gate.
The effect of any single input stuck-at-0 is indistinguishable from the
effect of the gate output being stuck-at-0. However, the effect of any
single input being stuck-at-1 is different f rom any of the gate output
stuck-at faults. If we represent each gate by a node, then a gate output
stuck-at fault is just a constant node function. However, if a proceeding y
a
gate which feeds one of the input has a non-unity fan out, the input
	
► .
stuck-at faults may not be represented as a constant node function.
_	
..	 ...	 dc.....a.,uw.e..a....ev...w.n.w......e......r....._....... ..................._..,.... .._........_.: 	__.... .., ......,	 e.adY:.......
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To facilitate a uniform treatment of the stuck-at faults as constant
node functions, we give the following definition of a (node) network
graph.
Definition 3. 13A
l	 .A (node) network graph of a combinational network is a directed
graph representation of that network constructed according to the
following rules:
1) Each gate and each input terminal corresponds to a node
in the network.
2) A node is added to each branch of a fan-out node. This is
done to segregate the state of the fan-out gate and that of
the succeeding lines it feeds.
3) A directed branch is drawn from node i to node j when an
input of node j comes from node i.
Similarly, a branch oriented network graph can also be constructed
where all stuck-at faults are represented by constant branch functions.
The following is such a definition.
Definition  3. 13B
A (branch) network graph is a directed graph representation of a
combinational network which is constructed according to the
,	 1
following rules:
1) Each gate, each network input terminal, and each network	 f
output terminal corresponds to a node in the graph.
`t
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2) A node is created at the place where fan out occurs except
when the fan out occurs at the network input. 	 This is it
done to segregate the state of the gate output line from
that of the succeeding input lines it feeds..
3 A directed branch is drawn from node i to nodewhen anj
input of node j comes from node i.
Since a network graph of a combinational network is acyclic, it
is possible to label all nodes by integers so that node i is adjacent
from nodes of labelings smaller than i. 	 Tiie nodes in the network
graph can also be divided into levels. 	 Level 1 consists of all primary
input nodes.
	
Level k consists of all nodes which are fed from nodes
of level lower than k. 	 Figure 3.8(a) and (b) show a combinational net- work
and its (node)
	 network graph. A path in a network graph is defined in the ;.•
>rv
usual manner except thatthe path is always terminated at a primary
output.	 Thus a path can be uniquely represented by a sequence of nodes
t with labellings in strictly increasing order.
{ Similar labeling technique can be applied to the branch network
graph as shown in Figure 3, 8 (c) . 	 In the following discussion, we
will be dealing	 ith node	 a network	 rah only unless otherwiseg	 type	 g	 p	 Y `=
specified. ^M
I,Tif
i$
LE
'tt	 I
i
i
S
_
Iic
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Level	 2	 3	 4
'	
s	
c
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Figure 3. 8(c) The (branch) Network Graph of (a)
Let fi
 denote the Boolean function realized at node i with respect
to the network inputs X and gi
 denote the node function at node i. 	 Also
let f be therallove	 Boolean function realized at the network outputp^
U,
(assuming a single output network for the purpose of this discussion).
In the following, -we will formally introduce the concept of "sensitizing"
in a network.
	 In general, if f is a Boolean function, we will let f '	 a
denote the complement off	 i.e.,
f(x) = f(x) , for all x 6 10, 1}
1
Let f 1: X -- {0, 11 be the function re alized at node j when g i is
replaced by gi.
J
n
1
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Definition 3. 14
Node j detects node i under x (x E X) ' if f 1(x) / f (x). This isJ	 J.
abbreviated as j dx i.
Note that every node detects itself since by definition, f (x) ^ f1(x).
The notion of one node detecting some other node indicates
the potentiality of fault detection by the first node when a fault occurs
at the second node. Here, by a "fault" we mean a single fault in a
combinational switching network as formally defined in Section 2.
Briefly, a (single) fault at node i is the replacement of node function gii
by some other node function g over the same domain, where gi ^ gi "
When the context is clear, we will simply denote the fault gi . A
stuck-at 0 (stuck-at 1) fault at node i is denoted as s 0 (si ) . We
formalize the concept of a node detecting a fault in the following
Definition 3. 15
Node j detects g;^ under x (x E X) if
i) jdX i
t	 ii) g (xi) / gi (xi), where xi is the input to node i when x is
i	 }
_.	 r	 t	 4
applied. T:iis is abbreviated as j dX gi.
Given a network, from the analysis point of view we can only deal
with the class of faults which satisfy condition (ii) of Definition 3. 15
i
i
In the rest of this section we will only consider this class of faults
I
lim p... P3mli e. iflu Rta.tpd i
r°
i^
i
I
a
R
Fr
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Observe that if 
X77 (i, j) = {x I node j detects node i under x j and
Xf (g , j) = {x I node j detects fault g. under x) then Xf (g , j) C X^(i, j)
J.f we call node i [fault g'. ] j-detectable if -^ x E X node j detects node i
[fault gi ] under x, then the above observation simply says that if
fault gi is to be j-detectable, node i must be first j-detectable.
Definition 3. 1 6
Node i [fault gi ] is detectable if 3x such that an output node
detects node i [ fault gi ] under x.
Def inition 3. 17
Node i is sensitized under x if an output node detects node i
under x. Node i is 0-sensitized [ 1-sensitized] under x if it is
sensitized unde r x and fi(x) = 0 rf i(x) = 11
Definition 3.18
	
a
A. path P t1 , i 	 , i in a combinational network is
sensitized under x (x E X) if every node in P detects each
preceding node in the path under :x. P is 0-sensitized
[1-sensitized] under x if it is sensitized under x and
w
f i (x) = 0 [f i (x) =11.
Example 3. 10
Consider the following example of Roth [22]
i
E
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Node 23 detects node 17 under x = (0, 0, 0, 0) . Node 23 detects
S17 under x=(0,0,0,0).
     Both node 17 and S are detectable since1
output node 24 detects node 17 and S 7 under x = (0 1 0 9 0, 0) Node 17
is 1-sensitized under x = (0, 0102 0). The Path P = 2, 9 1 17, 23,24 is
0-sensitized under x = (0, 0, 0, 0) .
With these definitions, we can precisely state a well-known result
as the following theorem.
Theorem 3.24
If a path P = il , i2 ,	 ,ip is 0-sensitized under x E X and
1-sensitized under y E X, then all stuck-at faults Si. , Sj.
J	 1(1 < j < p) are detectable.
Proof
i n
r i
Since by definition of a path, ip
 corresponds to the output node
and by definition of "path sensitizing" ip
 detects every node in P
under x and y. Let g. (x.) = 0, then S.
	
g. (x.) and by
1.
Definition 3. 15, the output node detects S 1 under x. Similarly,ij
the output node detect S . under y. Thus all stuck-at faults
J
S	 S. (1 < j < p) are detectable by Definition 3.16 .
J	 J
From Definitions 3. 17 and 3. 1.8, it is easy to see that if a path
P is sensitized under some x e X, then every node in P is also
sensitized under x. However, the converse is not necessary true,
i. e. there may not be a "sensitized path" passing through a	 }
"sensitized node ''. One such example was explicitly pointed out by 	 --
r
Lk
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Schneider r24] . Referring to Figure 3.9 of Example 3. 10 Node 16
is 1-sensitized under x = (0 ) 0, 0, 0) but no path passing through node
16 is sensitized under x = (05
 01 01 0) . In the following we will give a
condition in which the converse also holds. Before we state our
results, the following two definitions are needed.
Definition 3. 19
A multipath from node i to node j of a directed graph G is a
subgraph of G in which `.here is at least one path from node i
to node . j. In the case of a network graph, we always let j be
an output node.
Thus, a path is also a multipath. A multipath which is not a
path is a strict multipath.
Definition 3.20
A multipath in a network graph is simply connected if there are
exactly two nodes in the multipath which have degrees greater
than 2.
Since we define a path in a
F
output, we call a path from nod
C	 from node i to node j if j is not
segment or subpath can be defi
'I
ry
k
ri
1
R
I
t
Definition 3. 21
A multipath P is sensitized under x (x E X) if
i) The initial segment before the first fan-out node and
the tail segment after the last reconverging node are
sensitized subpaths under x.
ii) Every successor node of the first fan-out node detects
every node in the initial segment under x.
iii) Each subpath from a fan-out node to the node in the
subpath immediately preceding a reconverging node
is a sensitized subpath under x.
iv) Each subpath starting from a reconverging node to the
node in the subpath immediately preceding another.
reconverging node is also a sensitized subpath under x.
Let us. consider combinational networks which use the following
gate types: AND, OR, NAND, NOR, and XOR. Then the following
theorem gives the result we have expected.
network graph to end at a network
e i to node j as a segment or subpath
an' output node. Thus a sensitized
ned similarly.
R® 7+x-456
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Theorem 3.25
If a node in a combinational network graph can be both 0-sensitized
and 1-sensitized and if each sensitized multipath is either a path
or simply connected, then there exists a sensitized path
passing throwP	 g	 h the node.g
a Proof
W}
If the sensitized multipath P is a path then there is nothing to
prove.	 So, let us assume that the P is strict and simply connected.
Eli
P	 p
a
I
i
-
7•F last, we claim that if node j is an AND gate, then the
r parity of inversions of subpaths PV P2 2 ... , Pn should be the same.
` fr Let p(p) represent parity of inversions of path	 then	 01	 P	 P	 y	 P	 p 1 ^	 P(p1) _
if the number of inversions in p 1 is even and p(pl) = 1 otherwise.
We claim then p(p1) = P(P 2) _ ... , P(Pn)•	 Assume 3 pk and p,,
r- k	 1 < k < n, 1 < f < n, and p(Pk) = p(p ,Q) •	 Then if gi is
replaced by gl, the kth input and	 input to node j changes in
opposite direction in the sensitized multipath under some x.	 This
means at least one input to node j is 0 and the output of node j
remains 0.
	
Thus node j does not detect node i, contrary to our
original assumption that P is a sensitized multipath. 	 Thus
..
tU11
f
T7
i
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p(pt) = p(p2) _ ... = p(pn) . Since node i can be both. 0--sensitized and
1- sensitized, and p(pl) _ ... = p(pn) , it follows then that _9x e X :; all
inputs to node j which are in P are 1's. But this means node j detects
every node in each pi
 under x. Since node j detects node i under x,
there are n single sensitized paths passing through node i. A similar
argument can be applied to cases when node j are other gate types
except XOR.
If node j is an XOR, then n must be odd. We first show that if
n is even, then node j can not detect node i. Let n be even and let
k be the number of 0 inputs to node j in P under some x e X. Then
there are n-k 1 inputs to node j in P. If k is odd, then there are an
odd number of 1 inputs to node j in P. When g i is replaced by gi
k inputs to node j change from 0 to 1 and n-k inputs change from
1 to 0. The parity of 1's to node j remains unchanged and node j does not
detect node i under x. It is clear that node j detects every node in
each subpath pi since the output of node i is sensitive to any single
input change. Since node j can also detect node i, it follows then that
there are n single paths sensitized passing through node i. This
completes the proof of the theorem.
As we indicated earlier, in networks containing redundancy, not
(4
all faults can be detected by input/output tests. However, if some
internal test points are provided, it may be possible to detect some
faults which are not otherwise detectable. Our first question is what
type of faults can be detected by inserting additional test points
^t
i
f
`F
t
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This question can be answered by the notion of "sensitizing" defined
before. First, we need to introduce a new notion. Let T be a subset
of the nodes in a combinational network N.
Definition 3. 22
Node i [fault g., is T-detectable if 3 j E T, x E X node j
y detects
,
 node i [fault g.' ] .,
i
The set T is to stand for "test points". Let us denote the
output node o. Suppose a fault gi occurs at node i. ' gi will be
detected if o detects g i ' under some x EX. But by Definition
this says that there is some network input x such that i) node o
detects node i under x and ii) x produces x i at node i such that
gi (xi) / gi(xi) . If g i I can not be detected because condition ii)
fails, i.e. , :/ x E X ^ gi '(xi) / gi(xi) , then gi is called inherently
undetectable: If, on the other hand, gi can not be detected because
node i can not be sensitized, then nevertheless there will exist a node
set T such that a '
	 T-detectable for in the worst g! is {i}-detectable.
Any T-detectable fault, gi , can become detectable if nodes in T
are "observable".
.A node in a network is said to be constant if the function realized
at that node is a constant function. The following theorem describes
a set of faults which are T-detectable o
i
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Theorem 3. 26
If a combinational network does nDt have any constant node,
then all single node stuck-at faults, S^ and Si , are T-detectable
for some set of nodes T in the network graph.
3 Proof
First, we observe that every node i detects itself under some x
r
since fi
 / fi(x) by definition. Since there is no constant node,
V node i, 11 x, y E X fi(x) = 0 and f i(y) = 1. Then it is clear that
node i detects S1 under x and detects S under y. Taking T to be
.`	 i	 i
the sit of nodes in the network, the theorem is proved.
Note that Theorem 3. 26 does not apply to node input stuck-at
faults since a node may be rode endent of some of its inputs.^-	 p
However,, if every node can be made dependent on each of its input
branches then Theorem 3. 26 is applicable to all node input and output
=	 stuck at faults.
The classification of faults into inherently undetectable and
IJ
T-detectable classes is important for the problem of network
diagnosis. A significant problem is to find a minimum set of nodes T
t,
in ,a network so that a given set of faults is T-detectable. On the 	 `y
other hand it is not possible to detect inherently undetectable faults
F
without modification of the original network structure. Thus it is
4$
expected that the study of the class of inherently undetectable faults`
Ii
will provide some answer to the problem of designing diagnosable
t	 --
net orks.'
r.­
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The notion of "path sensitizing" can be generalized to "subgraph
sensitizing" where every path is a sensitized path. The sensitized
subgraph is useful in dealing with the problem of multiple fault
detection later on.
Definition 3. 23
A subgraph H of a network graph G is sensitized under x if,
for all i, j, which are nodes in H, I path from i to j => j
detects i under x.
It can be shown that d is not in general a transitive relation on
the nodes of the network graph. This observation can be easily seen to
be equivalent to the fact that there is not necessarily a sensitized path
passing through a sensitized node. However, if we restrict X to the
nodes of a sensitized subgraph, then x is a partial ordering. More
precisely, if H is a subgraph of G, let N(H) denote the set of ncdes
in H. then
Theorem 3.27
If H is a sensitized subgraph of a network graph G (under x), then 	 I
for all ikENH`2J^	 ( )^
1) j X j
2) j d i and i d j => i j
t=
3) j d i and k dx j —>k d i.
I
ir
.i
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Proof
1) Already observed.
2) Recall that nodes in an acyclic directed graph can be labelled
by integers so that node i is adjacent from nodes of labellings smaller
than i. Using this convention, if j dx i then j > i. Similarly i x j
implies i > j. Therefore i = j.
3) In the sensitized subgraph H, if j dx i, then by Definition 3. 23
there is a path.from node i to node j in H. Similarly k x j means
there is a path from node j to node k. But the reachability in a
directed graph is transitive. Thus there is a path from node i to node k
and k dpi.
Thus, it has been shown that d is a partial ordering on N(H) if H is
a sensitized subgraph. Similar results can be obtained for d' althoughx 
the notion of partial ordering no longer applies. i This is stated as the
next theorem.
Theorem 3.28
If H is a sensitized subgraph of G under x then, for all i, j, k E N(H),
1) jdx g
2) j 	 g i andid T g t.=>i=j	 I'x	 x	 ;s
3) j d gt. and k d` g^. => k d' tx i	 x	 xg	 s
Proof
1) By definition of d' g' j (x^) g . (x :) and j d. j, it follows	 }J	 J
•	 1
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2) jdxgj=>j>i
idxgi=>i>j'
3) j dX gi => g (xi) / gi (xi) and j dx i.
	
t	 rk dI g, => g,(x j) and k d j. Since dx is transitive on N(H), it
follows that k dX i. Now k dx i and gi(xi) ^ gi (xi) —> k dx gi'
The problem of multiple fault detection has been considered by
many researchers [9, 1511 and yet it remained basically unsolved. In the
following we will attempt to generalize the notions of single fault
detection and sensitized subgraph to study the effect of multiple fault
detection in combinational networks.
Definition 3. 24
Let T C N(G) 2  F T gi' l i E T and j E N G. Node i multi l
detects fault set FT under x if
t	 Y	 1
(1) j 
x 
gi -V gi E FTY
(2) g•(xE)fig.(x)'^EC FJ	 J	 J J	 ^ T
and
a
(3)	 g • (xE) ^ g. (x.) V E C FTJ	 J	 J	 J
2 where x  represents input to node j when the fault set E aJ	 {
and x is applied to the network.
f	 kf
R	 This notion is sometimes abbreviated as j m d' F,r.
^r
,f
y,
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Example 3. 11
Consider the following network and its network graph.
a	
b
a
2	 c
b 2
a 3 d
a4
a	 5 b
	 b1= 9
5 (aV a2 ) =a a1 	 1 22
a	 b g,, (a ) =a
2	 c	 dQ	 v 3	 3
U
I
	
A	 l3	 6	
c 19 7(b b 2) =b+b 28. d
a
3 0	 C,b	
9
	
—	 2	
d =9 (cilla =c ,a
1 8	 4)	 4
4
4U
Figure 3. 10
T -{5  618}
9, a(a,
	
5	 2) '1	 FT f9519 
gar
6 2 gO
9
	
6 (a	 a33
	
9 (c	 4,,
	
8	 a) = a 4
^.^__
Consider the input assignment a(a a a a 4) (1, 0, 1 1) x.
2 y 31
i
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4
i
(1) Node 8 detects F T = {g5, 96', 981 1 under x = (1, 0, 1,1)
(2) x8'= (c V a4) _ (0 1 1)
{g 5 }	 {gg}	 {g"gsIx8	 = (1, 1) = x 8	 = x8
195 }	 {g ,6 
^	 {g 96..}
98(x8 5
) _ g8(x8	 ) 
= g8(x8 5 6 ) =1
 98(xa) =0
,	 {g' I, {g6 r } 	{g51 g r}
(3) g8(x8 5 ) = g8 (x8 	 = 9'8(x8 	 8 )
=1
/ g8 (x8) = 0
Thus node 8 multiply dete -ets FT = {g t , 96, 9,1 under x = (1, 0, 1, 1).
Theorem 3.29
If P = i l ,
 
i2 	 , ip is a sensitized path under x in G, then the setk.
of stuck- at faults in P, F s	 {siJ ^ki = 0 or 1, 1 < j < p j detected
x	 J
under x is multiply detected by node i p under x.
Proof
k. k f km	 k Suppose 3 E _ {si J , si , si	 , ... , si } CF such that
J	 m	 n	 x
^	 Egi	 ) gl (Xi )
I	 p p	 p p
Assumpg ij < i < im < • • < in, then V i, i j < i < i
rs kJ
f	 gi(x	 J )	 gi(Xi)
k' m
Now, since s. is detected by ip under x,
k
k	 Ts .J
mss
Ro 70-456
We claim that V i, i P_ < i < im
k k
{s. . 5.
d
1	 ^
g • (x •	 )	 gi(xi)
Suppose this is not true, then 3 i such that
k. k
{si. ^^ si
gi (xi ,	 ) = gi (xi)	 k.	 k
.Q{s. ^ s
i. '
	 io
1
T^
t
id
E
-r
Choose the least such i, call it if . Then g  (x i	) = gi (xj )
f f	 f if
and yet
k. k
{si 9 s l
9r	 (xi	 )
 gi	 (xif-1 f-1	 f-1 f-1)
Then from ii to if-1 , all node output values differ from their fault free 	 ?`1
values yet if remains unchanged. This says that if does not detect
k
si contrary to the assumption that P is a sensitized path by Theorem
J
3. 28. This process can be iterated and a contradiction is obtained for
the assumption that g
i
. (Xi. E ) - g. i(x ). Taus i multiplely detects Fp p	 1p p	 p	 sx
under x. i
The above theorem -says that in a sensitized path, any simultaneous
occurrence of singly stuck-at faults is also multiply detected.
This is clearly in line with the common intuition that the last fault
in a sensitized path dominates, all faults that occur before it.
r
Theorem 3.29 can be generalized to a sensitized subgraph when the
^x
_	
w
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network graph is a tree. First let us consider a single gate whose
gate input is given. The gate output is said to be sensitive to the
jth input under the given gate input if when the jth input is comple-
mented, the gate output will also be complemented. Stated more
precisely, if gi is the gate function and x i = (a1 , a2 , ... , a r )	 is
a given gate input, then gate i is sensitive to the jth input under xi if
gi(a1 , a2 , ... , aj, ar) / gi ( a1 , a2, 21'' 	aj ,
 Y . , . , ar) .
A gate function which is restricted to AND, OR, NAND or NOR types
function is called a restricted gate function. This class of functions
has the following interesting properties.
Lemma 3. .5
{
k
'dY
t
.1
.i
.i
Let gi be a restricted gate function. If the output of gate i is
sensitive to each of its inputs under some gate input x i , the
it is sensitive to any combination of inputs under xi.
Proof
Let xi (a1 , a2 , ... , ar) If gate i is an AND or .NAND gate,
then ai =1 V I< i< r and for any x. such that x 	 we have
gi (xi) ^ gi(xi , Similarly if gate i is an OR or NOR gate, then
ai = Q V 1 < i < r and we obtain the same conclusion.
We ccan proceed now to consider the case where more than a single
.	 I
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whose gate functions are restricted. The following theorem gives a
set of faults which is multiply detected by a node.
Theorem 3.30
_I
	Let G be a tree type combinational network graph and H x be a
sensitized subgraph of G under x with a root iThen i multiply0	 0
detects the set of stuck-at faults F which is detected by i under x.H	 0x
Proof
We
,
 divide the proof into two cases:
t
Case 1: E Theorem 3. 29 if -V E C F	 the fault nodes in E belongY	
_ H '	 Y
x
to the same path, then E is multiply detected by i 0 under x.	 -_
Case 2: If the faulty nodes in F ,belong to different branches in H ,
then there exist i E N(HX) with in-degree of i greater than 1 and an 
Ef 
C E
such that the _faulty nodes in E' are predecessors of i. Choose the least
	
s
such i, im , then by Lemma 3	 l5 g.	 i(x E) g. (x. ) . This argumentm m	 im im 
is then iterated on any such i with in-degree greater than 1 until E = E.
:q
Thus V E < FH , E is multiply detected by i 0 -under x and FHA is
x	 d:.
;..$	 multiply detected by i0 under x.
4
lets.
a
,y
..t
,, ,,
t
zr;
= 4	 ^
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